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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to edit a manuscript in 'U W al-Fiqh (principles of Islamic 
jurisprudence) written according to the Ilanafi school. The main manuscript used on the 
edition dates back to (690H/1292AD). The author is Husäm al-Din Muhammad bin 
Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsi-kathi, who died in (6441V1247AD). 
The thesis provides an account of the author's life and identifies his historical character and 
the epoch in which he lived, i. e. the 7`h century H. (13`h century AD). To explore that, it was 
necessary to dwell upon the region and context where the author lived. I endeavour to 
highlight the author's personality from different angles so as to understand the 
circumstances that produced such scholars at that time in history. 
The study of the book required, first to attribute the work to its author and, second, to show 
its significance and its impact on the science of 'U$ al al-Fiqh. I also tried to focus on the 
methodology employed by the author of this work and the reason that this book has gained 
wider prominence in this particular field than that of other writers. Through studying this 
book I discuss Muslims' interest in this work and its prolific number of editors and 
commentators, which indicates the value of the book to scholars and students. 
The significance of any book relates to the subject that the book itself tackles; therefore, I 
start the study with an introduction in which I demonstrate the value of the subject of the 
book i. e. 'Ucui al-Fiqh. Here, I discuss the time when it came into being, how it evolved, 
scholars' methods and approaches in studying this authority- whom many scholars consider 
as a fundamental pillar for many other sciences such as jurisprudence, interpretation and the 
Hadith (Prophet's Traditions). 
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My methodology 
I divided the thesis into two parts (Literature Review and Edition of the Manuscript): 
Part I. Literature Review: 
-I have divided this part into three chapters: 
1.1 Chapter one: 'Ucül al-Fiqh: 
Its definition, value, growth and development, scholars' approaches, prominent figures 
in the field and their main contributions, the Imam (founder) of the IIanafi's school. 
1.2 Chapter two: The author: 
1.2.1: Author's name, examination of the name, birth and growth, quest for knowledge, 
his death. 
1.2.2: Author's homeland 
1.2.2.1 City (geographical location) 
1.2.2.2 The value of the geographical location 
1.2.2.3 Political, economic, social, scholastic life and the present 
situation 
1.2.2.4 The impact of location on scholastic environment 
1.2.3 His school and position among lianaf scholars 
1.2.4 His position of scholarship 
1.2.5 His students 
1.2.6 Some great contemporaneous Hanafi jurists 
1.3 Chapter three: The book 
1.3.1 The book's title 
1.3.2 The value of the book 
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1.3.3 The most valuable books of 'U. cül al-Fiqh relied on by IIanafi scholars 
1.3.4 Copies of the book as a manuscripts 
1.3.5 The main manuscript 
1.3.6 Shurüh (commentaries) 
1.3.7 Author's methodology in this book 
1.3.8 Author's terminology 
1.3.9 Presentation of the themes of the book 
- In this part I have written the terms used by the scholars of 'Ucül al-Fiqh in 
italicised form using the transliteration method provided on page (8) capitalising the 
first letter of each term, then giving its meaning between two brackets. The book's 
titles are italicised also. 
- In the footnotes: I have given a biography for each scholar in detail for the first time 
he is mentioned in the text. I gave full details of the source I used in the text for the 
first time, then I mention just the author, the title, and the page number if the same 
source is used again. I defined some terms like Mongol, Volga, etc. 
- At the end of this part I provided an index of the rules of 'Ucül al-Fiqh, the 
bibliography, the resources and the appendices. 
- It might be relevant to state that I did not endeavour to study the legal and 
jurisprudential input of the author, since this requires an entirely separate research 
which falls out side the scope of this study. 
Part II. The Edition of the manuscript: (In Arabic) 
In editing the manuscript al-Muntakhab al-IIusämi, I have relied on the oldest copy 
available for considerations that will be mentioned when I discuss the main manuscript. 
12 
Establishing the authenticity of the text in the manuscript is undertaken by comparing 
the main copy with other copies of the manuscript, rather than relying on the most 
preferable text when there is descrepancy among the copies of the manuscript. ' My 
methodology in editing the book is as follows: 
1. What is in conflict with the text in the main manuscript is included in the footnotes. 
The only exceptions are some cases where the reading of the main does not uphold. 
2. The differences among the copies ensue through mention of the difference and then 
attributing such a difference to the copy where it appears in the following form: 
"here is a phrase (or bare foot) in [Ts]". In other words, the phrase is added or 
appended in the Turkish copy. 
3.1 ignored variant readings which do not bear any relationship to the subject of the 
book, e. g. [May Allah give him blessings], [May Allah be pleased with him] or 
[Peace be upon him]. The same pertains to differences which do not affect the 
meaning of the text, including ['idhd] instead of ['idh], ['inna] instead of [fa'inna]. 
Some other differences are in agreement with dictation at the present time such as 
[sä'ir] instead of [säyir], [qallama] instead of [qalla mä] and [yahtamil] instead of 
[tahtamil] according to text. 
4.1 have divided the topics in the book on the basis of the classical books on Islamic 
jurisprudence, especially Imam Bazdawi's book Kanz al-Wucül 71ä Ma'rifat al- 
'Usül. The headings that I have added are put between square brackets as follows: 
[Chapter on Hurüf al-Ma `äni] 
1 See 'Usailän, 'Abdulla. (1415H/1994AD) Tahgiq al-Makhfü(ät baina al-Wägi' wa al-Nahj al-Amthal, (p. 150). Saudi Arabia: Riyäd - King Fahad Library. 
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5.1 have given each copy of the manuscript a symbol that is specific to it which is 
placed between square brackets as follows: [Tb] or [Ch]. These are outlined in the 
table below: 
6. The comments and footnotes encompass the following: 
6.1 Attributing Qur'dnic verses to their places in the Qur'an by mentioning the name of 
the Si ra (chapter) and the number of the Aya (verse) as follows: Si7rat al-A `rcäf: 172. 
6.2 Extracting yadith (Prophet's tradition) from the nine books: Imäm Bukhän's Sahih, 
Imäm Muslim's Sahih, al-Tirmidhi, Ibn Mäja, Abis Däwiid, al-Nasä'i, MuwaUa' 
Imäm Mälik, Musnad Imam Ahmad, Därimi's Sah7h. This is conducted by means of 
CDs produced by the Sakhr Computer Programs' Company. ' 
6.3 Identifying the names of all prominent scholars who are mentioned in the book on 
the basis of renowned biographies such as al-A `Idm by al-Zirikli which I rely on 
most of the time. The reason behind this is that it is one of the later works and is 
hence more comprehensive and accurate. It also provides a historical account of the 
1 Mawsü'at al-HadTth al-Sharif, version one 1.2 (1991-1996). 
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prominent writers, making sure of the information relating to them. Other books 
include Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kai a1a, Siyar A'lam al-Nubala' by al-Dhahabl, 
al-Fihrist by Ibn al-Nadim and others as mentioned in the bibliography. 
6.4 Explaining the meanings of some words which require explanation and clarification 
on the basis of the books: Lisdn al-'Arab by Ibn Manzür, al-Qdmüs al-Muh11 by al- 
Fairüz Abadi and al-Qämüs al-Fighi by Sa`di Abü Jaib and others. 
7. Every statement that is mentioned in the book and that is explicitly intended by its 
expression is put between quotations marks as in: [who said to his slave "Give me a 
thousand and you're free"J page [68/B]. 
8. In the edition I have indicated the place of the printed text that I produced and 
assigned it to the text in the main manuscript. This is done through provision of the 
page number and its location to the right [A] or the left [B] as follows: [56/A] and 
[66/B]. The purpose here is to make reference to the text in the main manuscript 
easy when such reference is necessary. 
9. The part on the editing of the manuscript includes appendices regarding Qur'änic 
verses, the Hadi-th (Prophet's tradition), scholars' names which figure in the book, 
citation of the legal rulings mentioned in the text, listing of the book's contents, etc. 
is 
Part I 
Literature Review 
1.1 Introduction 
Objective laws and regulations in primitive human societies developed gradually in the 
form of customs and traditions. When people's awareness and knowledge evolve, and 
gain authority and sovereignty, it resorts to the codification of these customs and 
traditions whereby the latter (codification) becomes a system that governs people's 
actions, transactions and relationships. As a result, the law takes the place of those 
customs and traditions, eradicates its identity and hence rejects what it deems unsuitable 
and establishes what it conceives suitable. Hence, Ahkäm (injunctions) are derived from 
legal texts, the legal spirit and the process of legislation. 
Al-Zarga states that "the law evolved and established the foundations of legislation and 
general legal rulings. These rulings attributed to leave aside the customs and traditions 
to take the role of delineating the boundaries for the rights and obligations regarding 
details, which are difficult for the jurist to interpret in the light of legal texts which it is 
deemed as better not to interpret". 1 
Legislation in any human society in general is a vivid reflection of a real social life. Its 
overall objective in such a society is to establish justice, to sustain a balance in 
regulations and obligations and also to maintain peoples' individual rights and society's 
well being by means of legal rules. 
1 A1-Zargä, M. (1998/1419) al-Madkhal al-Fiqhl al-`Ämm (First edition), (Vol. 1, p. 44). Damascus: Dir 
al-Qalam. 
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Some religions mantain that alongside these objective laws, there are divine laws passed 
on to humanity through the medium of the messengers who carry God's revelations to 
people, guiding, correcting and straightening what goes astray. These divine laws are 
enforced to perform certain functions. They may aim to straighten people's moral 
behaviour, to purify their souls and to further virtues, but they do not encompass a legal 
system that is similar to objective laws. 
They may also comprise a legal system that is specific to a certain environment or 
community as is the case with Judaism. These laws contained a legal system and 
practical regulations corresponding to the time and environment of the Jews. 
In addition, the divine laws may include, as al-Zargä states, "a legal system founded on 
the basis of comprehensiveness and suitability to all environments and circumstances 
because it contains solid principles, temporary solutions, with regard to necessities; 
rulings tied to customs and special circumstances "1. 
The laws change and evolve according to the changes of these customs and the 
evolution of circumstances while at the same time preserving the main principle which 
is justice and impartiality which constitute the main core of the Islamic Shari `a2. 
Schacht states that: "One of the most important bequests which Islam has transmitted to 
the civilised world is its religious law, the Shari `a. It is a phenomenon so different from 
all other forms of law that its study is indispensable in order to appreciate adequately the 
full range of possible legal phenomena' 3 
1 Al-Madkhal al-Fighi al-' mm. (Vol. 1, p. 44) by al-Zargä. 2 See The New Encyclopedia Britannica. (Founded 1768,15`h edition) (Vol. 10, p. 701) by P. Gwinn and 
others. 
3 The Legacy of Islam. (Second edition 1974) (p. 392) Oxford University Press. UK. By Joseph Schacht 
and C. E. Bosworth. 
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This law (Islamic Shari `a) came subsequent to its predecessors as a call to humanity in 
general at a time when humans' intellectual readiness and development attained a 
sufficient level that allowed them to receive final rulings in the form of complete and 
rigid principles and rules. 
Al-Zargä also states that "Alongside these principles and general issues, Islamic law 
allows for Ijtihäd' on elementary details. Reason also plays a major role in the 
application of these rules and principles. Injunctions are coupled with their evidence so 
that jurists can establish Qiyäs (analogy) on their basis by means of reason according to 
the aims of the Shari 'a on issues of justice and benevolence, and to draw benefit and 
ward off harm. The rules and bases which can be used as evidence for these legal 
injunctions are called the principles of Islamic jurisprudence ('Ucül al-Fiqh) in Islamic 
Shari `a' :2 
In this chapter, I shall define the term 'Usül al-Fiqh, its value, its growth, evolution and 
scholars' approaches to this field and the jurists who have contributed much to it. I shall 
then conclude this chapter with a brief biography of the founder of the Hanafi's school 
Imäm Abü I anifa. 
I Ijtihäd: Exertion of efforts by a qualified scholar or a group of qualified scholars to find out the Islamic 
point of view on a certain issue by applying the required knowledge. See the glossary page 221. Al-Zargä, M. al-Madkhal al-Fighi al-' Tmm (Vol. 1, p. 44). 
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1.2 Defining the term 'Usicl al-Fiqh 
In this chapter an attempt will be made to highlight the term of 'Ucül al-Fiqh due to the 
fact that this is the essence of the manuscript. In general "'Usül al-Fiqh, or the roots of 
Islamic law, expound the indications and methods by which the injunctions of Fiqh are 
deduced from their sources"'. 
Leaving aside the two ways of dealing with the subject, which are the Arab writers who 
spoke about 'Usül al-Fiqh concerning the sources and methodology of the law, and the 
Western writers who were more concerned with the history of jurisprudence, I would 
like to deal with the term 'Usül al-Fiqh, itseli2 
First we should realise that 'Ucül al-Fiqh is a compound noun that consists of two 
component parts: Fiqh (jurisprudence) and 'Usül (principles) and, as such, the meaning 
of the compound word is understood on the basis of understanding its components. 
1.2.1 Defining Fiqh (jurisprudence) 
1. Literal meaning 
From a literal point of view, Fiqh means absolute knowledge3 whether such knowledge 
pertains to understand subtle things or otherwise. This is the deep level of 
understanding, which grasps the aims of words and deeds. In the following Äya the 
Qur'än states: "So what is wrong with these people that they fail to understand any 
Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence. (1997 Reprinted) (p. 1). By Muhammad Häshim Kamäll. UK, 
Cambridge, The Islamic Texts Society. 
2 See Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence, p. (xii), By Kama13. 3See al-Qämüs al-Mu, ii (1406H/1986AD) (p. 1614), (First edition), by Fairüz Abädi Muhammad bin 
Ya`gnb. Beirut, al-Risala; Lisän al-'Arab (1300H/1883AD) (Vol. 13, p. 522) (First edition), by Ibn Manzür 
Muhammad bin Mukarram. Beirut - Dir $ädir. 
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word'. ' Furthermore, Prophet Muhammad [p. b. u. h. ] says: "When God favours one of 
His servants, He enables him to acquire knowledge in religion". 
2. Technical meaning 
Technically: Fiqh is knowledge of practical legal rulings3 that is acquired from detailed 
evidence4, which is relevant to the subject of the law (the individuals). 
1.2.2 Defining 'Usül (principles) 
1. Literal meaning 
From a literal viewpoint, ' U. cül is the plural form of Ail, which means the basis or 
foundation whether tangible or abstract, for example, the construction of a ceiling on the 
basis of a wall or the building of a legal ruling on concrete evidence. This meaning is 
consistent with the terminological meaning since the science of ' U. cül al-Fiqh among 
jurists is the basis of Islamic jurisprudence 5 
` Surat al-Nisa': 78. Interpretation of the Meaning of The Noble Qur'an by Dr. Muhammad T. D. Al- 
Hiläli & Muhammad M. Khan. (1997), (Sixteenth Edition), (p. 157). Saudi Arabia, Riyä4 - DArussalam 
pub. 
Prophet's tradition narrated by al-Bukhara in his $ahih (69) and Muslim in his $abih. Mawsü'at al- 
Hadith al-Sharif- The nine books. $akhr computer programs company (1419H/1998AD). 3 This includes worships and conduct rather than scientific rulings such as science related to faith and 
belief in God's messengers and God's messages. 4 See Minhäj al-Wucül fi Ma'rifat '11m a! -'U, iül by al-Baidäwi, published alongside al-Ibtihdj bi Takhrij 
Ahädith al-Minhäj (1405H/1985AD) (First edition), (p. 20) by 'Abdulla bin Muhammad bin al-$iddiq al- 
Ghumäri, comment by Samar 'haha al-Majdhüb. Beirut: 'Alam al-Kutub; al-Ihkdm ft 'Ucül al-Ahkäm 
(1332H11914AD), (Vol. 1, p. 7) by Saif al-Din al-Amidi. Cairo - Dir al-Kutub al-Khudaiwiyya, al-Ma'ärif 
print; Irshäd al-Fuhül 0 Tahqiq 'Ilm a! - 'U ui (1415H/1995AD) (sixth edition), (p. 17) by al-Shawkäni. 
Beirut - Mu'assasat al-Kutub al-Thagäfiyya; 'U$ül al-Fiqh (1417H/1997AD), (p. 8) by Muhammad Abu 
Zuhra. Cairo - Dar al-Fikr al-'Arabi. See also ' Ucül al-Figh al-IslämT (no date), (p. 6) by Dr. Zaki al-Din 
Sha'bän. Cairo - Där al-Kit-ab al-Jämi'i; al-Ilmdm bi 'Uf l a1-Ahkäm (1410H/1989AD) (First edition), 
cp. 9) by Dr. Muhammad Fawii Faicýulla. Kuwait - Dar al-Tagaddum. See the references above with the same pages. 
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2. Technical meaning 
On the basis of the above, it follows that the science of Islamic jurisprudence is the 
knowledge of the rules and basics that the jurist relies upon in order to reach legal 
injunctions through detailed basis and evidence. ' 
1.2.3 Extending the meaning of ' Usül 
The definition of 'sal provided above, which identifies it as a compound, has taken 
other forms that are broader than mere rulings; within Islamic jurisprudence it 
encompasses the means and tools evidence to reach practical legal injunctions. In 
Encyclopedia of Islam it is stated that: "'Up 7l al-Fiqh is a literature that identifies the 
sources of law and the methodology for deriving injunctions from revelation". It also 
contains requirements pertaining to who is entitled to examine such evidence among 
those who know how to draw benefit from it. Therefore, a distinction must be drawn 
between the former definition, which identifies ' U, c l al-Fiqh as an additional 
compound as is stated above, and the labeling definition, which signifies a specialised 
science without looking at its component parts, including Figh and ' Uuül. Jurists have 
defined ' Usül al-Fiqh in its labeling sense in many different ways, for example, Al- 
Rani in his book al-Mah$ül, 4 al-'Ämidil in his book al-Ihkäm fi 'Ucül al-Ahkäm, 2 al- 
1 See also ' Up7l al-Fiqh, (p. 5) by Muhammad Abü Zuhra. 2 Encyclopedia of Islam. (vol. 11, p. 323). 3 Muhammad bin 'Umar al-Taimi al-Bakal, Abü 'Abdulla Fakhr al-Din al-Räzi, a scholar and interpreter 
of the Qur'an. Died in (606WI210AD); al A'läm (141811/1997AD) (twelfth edition), (Vol. 6, p. 313) by Khair al-Din al-Zirikli. Beirut: Där al-'Ihn li al-Maläyin; Hostory of the Arabic Literature. 
(1414H/1993AD), translated from German into Arabic by Dr al-Sayid Ya'qüb Bakr & Dr RamadAn 
'Abduttawwäb, Egypt, General Egyptian Assosiation for Books, by Brockelmann, Carl. (Vol. 1, p. 666, 506), S. (Vol. 1, p. 920); Princeton (p. 298,449). 
4 A1-Mahsül fi ? 1m 'U, sül al-Fiqh (139911/1979AD) (First edition), (Vol. 1, p. 94) by Fakbr al-Din al-Räzi. Edited by Dr. 'aha Jäbir a1-'A1wänj. Published by the research committee at Imäm Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University in Riyäd. 
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Ghazäli in his book al-Mankhül, 4 Ibn al-Häjib5 and others. It seems likely that the most 
comprehensive and precise definition is the one provided by Imam al-Baidäwi in his 
book Minhäj al-Wuczcl ft Ma `rifat 'Jim al-'Usü1 7. He defines it as follows: "It is 
knowledge of the significance of jurisprudence as a whole, and the way to deduce legal 
injunctions in accordance with such a significance and the competence of the person 
who deduces these injunctions. " 
1.2.4 Explaining the definition 
"Knowledge of the significance of Fiqh (jurisprudence) as a whole" means knowing 
that the Holy Qur'än, Sunna8, Ijmä ` (consensus) and Qiyas (analogy) are evidence that 
can be used to argue with and that the Amr (command) implies the Wujüb (obligation) 
and that negation entails the Nahi (prohibition), etc. 
"The way to deduce legal injunctions in accordance with such a significance" means 
knowledge of how to deduce legal injunctions from evidence in case where Ta `ärw/ 
(conflict) arises; this can be achieved by giving priority to Naýý (text) rather than what is 
1 `Ali bin Muhammad al-Taghlibl, Abü al-Hasan Saif al-Din al-'Amidi, a scholar in jurisprudence. He has 
around twenty classified books. His books on ' Ucül al-Fiqh include Mukhta. ar al-Sal and al-Ihkäm ft 
'U. ül al-Ahkäm, (d. 631H/1233AD) in Damascus; al-A'lam (Vol. 4, p. 332) by Zirikli; Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin (1414H/1993AD) (First edition), (Vol. 2, p. 479) by 'Umar Ka1ihäla. Mu'assasat al-Risäla. 2 Al Ihkäm fi 'Ucül al-Ahkäm (Vol. 1, p. 8) by Saif al-Din al-'AmidI. 3 Muhammad bin Mut ammad al-Ghazäli al-Tüsi, Abu Hämid, Iiujjat al-Isläm. He is a philosopher, a $üf 
(mystic) and has around two hundred books on 'U Tsai al-Fiqh, including Ship' al-'Alil and al-Mankhül 
min Ta `tgät al-'UJül, (d. 505H11111AD); al A'lam (Vol. 7, p. 22) by Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, 
p. 671) by Kab1 . la; History of the 
Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 535,419), S. (Vol. 1, p. 744) by 
Brockelmann. 
4 Al-Mankhül min Ta'ligät al-'Ujt7I (1390H/1970AD), (p. 4 on the editing part) by Abü Hamid al-GhazAII. 
Edited by Dr. Muhammad Iiasan Haitü. Beirut: Där al-Fikr li al-Tibä'a wa al-Nashr. S 'Uthmän bin 'Umar bin Abi Bakr, Abü `Amr JamAl al-Din bin al-HAjib. He is a Mäliki jurist and one of 
the greatest scholars in Arabic. His publications in ' U$ü! include Muntahä al-SW wa al Amal fi '11may al- 
'U$ül wa al-Jadal and Mukhtacar Muntahä al-SW wa al-Amal. He died in Alexandria in (646H/1249AD). 
Al A'lam by al-Zirikll (Vol. 4, p. 211) and Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 366) by Kahbäla. 6 `Abdulla bin `Umar al-ShirAzi, Abü Sa`Yd Nasir al-Dia a1-Baiqäwl, a judge and interpreter, (d. 6851/ 
1286AD). Al-A'läm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 1 10) and Mu 1äm al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 266) by Kath. Ala. 7 Minhäj al-Wupül (p. 20) by al-Baidäwi. 8 See the glossary. 
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Zähir (apparent), what is Mutawätir (successive) rather than what is 'Ä, äd (single), 
what is Mullaq (absolute) rather than what is Muqayyad (restricted), what is 'mm 
(general) rather than what is Khd $ (specific) and similar other patterns in areas of 
Ta `ädul (equivalence) and Tarfl (preference). 
"The competence of the person who deduces these injunctions" means knowledge of the 
competence of the person who seeks the judgment of Allah [s. w. t. ] on the basis of 
evidence and this is the Mujtahid (a qualified scholar who exercises Ijtihdd) and 
Muqallid (imitator) because the Mujtahid deduces judgments from effective evidence 
while the Muqallid (imitator) deduces them from the Mujtahid. 1 
As stated in Encyclopedia of Islam: "Works of 'Up 7l usually contains four broad areas 
of discussion: the categories of the law; the sources of the law; the hermeneutical rules 
that permit extrapolation of norms from sources; and an elaboration of the theory of 
Ijtihäd" 2 This shows the areas that are covered by 'U. üi al-Fiqh. 
1'U, sül al-Fiqh: its growth, its evolution and the need for it (no date, p. 10) by Dr. Sha`bän Muhammad Ismä`il. Egypt: Maktabat Ja'far al-Haditha li al-Tiba'a wa al-Nashr wa al-Tawzi ; Mugaddimät 71m 'U ui 
al-Fiqh (no date, p. 158) by Dr. `Ajf al-Nashmi. Kuwait University, Faculty of Shari 'a; al-Wa, iz fi 'Upül al-Tashn' (First edition, 1403H/1983AD), (p. 28) by Dr. Iiasan Haitü. Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Risäla. 2 Encyclopedia of Islam (vol. 11, p. 324). 
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1.3 The value of ' Usül al-Fiqh 
According to the Islamic tradition, 'Usül al-Fiqh is one of the most noble and dignified 
form of knowledge. Its objective is the establishment of practical injunctions of Shari'a 
(Islamic law) on the basis of adjudicating evidence. It is through 'Uc l al-Fiqh that 
judgments of A'mal al Mukallafin (people's deeds) can be attained'. The following are 
some further dimensions for ' Usül al-Fiqh. 
1.3.1 A basis for the deduction of injunctions 
'Usül al-Fiqh is the basis upon which religious scholars relied for the deduction of legal 
rulings. This basis enables jurists to deduce injunctions from legal evidence. As Imam 
Abü Zuhra states: "' Ucül al-Fiqh is a science that shows the methods employed by the 
scholars who exercise Ijtihäd in deducing legal rulings from texts and in making 
decisions on the basis of these rulings to establish al-Wal (causes) on which injunctions 
are established and to seek interests aimed at in Shari `a, indicated in the Qur'an and 
expressed in the Hadith (Prophet's tradition)' According to Dr. Sha`bän Muhammad 
Isma'i1: "Its objective - that is the objective of ' Ucui al-Fiqh -for the Mujtahid (i. e. 
qualified scholar) is the ability to deduce correct injunctions through the ability to 
understand legal texts which evidence injunctions of the Shari `a and to know what these 
texts signify on the basis of 'Ibärat al-Nash (explicit meaning), 'Ishärat al-Nafl 
(alluded meaning), Dilälat al-Naas (inferred meaning), Mu'awwal (interpreted 
1 This includes: Wujüb (strict obligation), Nadb (recommendation), Ibäha (permissiveness), Karäha 
abomination) and Tahrim (prohibition). 
' U, sül al-Fiqh, (p. 5). 
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meaning), non-interpreted meaning, knowledge of means of clarifying Khafi (hidden) or 
Mushkil (ambiguous) or Mujmal (synopsised), and the ability to use the Tarfih (juristic 
opinions that are deemed more appropriate). "' 
1.3.2 A measurement for the jurist 
For the jurist ' Usül al-Fiqh is a measurement that enables him to know the basics relied 
upon by the Imams in deducing legal rulings in order to ascertain their true meanings. 
Al-Nashml states: "On the basis of this science, he - i. e. the jurist - can be aware of the 
ways in which the Imams of the four schools deduced legal rulings. Through this 
science, the jurist will know about the bases on which the Imams established their own 
schools". 2 In addition, Imäm Abü Zuhra comments: "' Up 7l al-Fiqh for the jurist is 
similar to logic for all philosophical sciences. Hence, it is the measurement that 
regulates the mind and prevents it from error. The same holds for ' U. cül al-Fiqh: it is the 
measurement for the jurist because it regulates him and prevents him from committing 
error in drawing deductions and because it permits and distinguishes the right and 
correct deductions from erroneous ones in the same way that truth is distinguished from 
falsehood" 3 
1.3: 3 A basis for Takhrij (inference) 
On the basis of understanding the foundations that the Imams relied upon in their 
injunctions, the jurist can infer from their statements in matters on which there is no 
AI-Madkhal li Dirdsat 'Ucül al-Figh (1416H/1995AD) (p. 19), by Dr. Sha'bän Muhammad Ismä'I1. 
Makka: al-Maktaba a1-Fai$aliyya. 2 Mugaddimät 'llm 'U. yul al-Fiqh, (p. 165). 3' UUül al-Fiqh, (p. 9). 
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specific text or opinion. He can therefore regulate his search for Ahkäm Shar `iyya (legal 
rulings) relating to issues that emerge in actual fact. The scholar working on 
comparative jurisprudence can also gain a precise instrument by means of which he can 
conduct comparisons between diverse juristic opinions. In his discussion on the benefits 
of ' U, sül al-Fiqh, Zaki al-Din defines it as "Knowledge of injunctions on matters for 
which there is no available text from the scholars. Such injunctions may be achieved by 
inference and deduction on the basis of the rulings set and followed by these Imäms". 1 
Also, Al-Nashmi says: "' Usül al-Fiqh enables the jurist to draw inference on the basis 
of the schools of the four Imams on matters for which no Nag (text) is available and 
this is through inference from the juristic rules that they follow to deduce injunctions. It 
also enables him to know about the evidence used by the schools and their capability to 
opt for preferable juristic opinions so that when he adopts the view of a school this is 
undertaken according to evidence". Similarly, Dr. Sha`bän Ism&'Il states: "For one who 
is concerned with ' Usül al-Fiqh in relation to one of the four schools or in relation to 
comparative jurisprudence, the aim behind this science is to understand how injunctions 
are deduced by the Imams of the schools. The aim is also to know about their arguments 
in order to adequately understand the injunctions they deduce, to infer from them, to use 
a juristic option deemed preferable (Taro i), and to succinctly balance between the 
evidence for opinions provided by comparative jurisprudence scholars". 
1' Uci l al-Fiqh al-IslämT, (p. 11). 2 Mugaddimät 11m ' U, sül al-Fiqh, (p. 165). 3 A1-Madkhal li Diräsat 'Ucül al-Fiqh, (p. 19). 
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1.3.4 For comparing schools 
One of the distinguishing features of ' Uc l al-Fiqh - at the present time - is its use as a 
tool by scholars to compare Islamic schools in order to deduce legal rulings appropriate 
to emerging events for which there is no previous injunction including the fields of 
medicine, engineering, financial or commercial transactions, insurance contracts, etc. 
Dr. Sha`bän Ismä'il suggests: "Scholars working on comparing one Islamic school to 
another - in order to draw injunctions that correspond to public interest - are in dire 
need of studying and understanding the principles of this science, i. e. ' Ucül al-Fiqh, in 
all its different schools. 
The need for its study may arise even more acutely among students nowadays. Life 
changes so fast that a lot of various operations and transactions on which Islamic 
judgment is needed. Insurance contracts - for example - stock market, bank draft as well 
as cooperatives, and to know about the legal ruling that applies, it is necessary for the 
researcher who works in this field to have a detailed knowledge of the basics of ' Ucül 
al-Figh". 1 
1.3.5 To safeguard proper Islamic knowledge 
Muslim scholars view 'Ucül al-Fiqh as a fence that protects Islamic scholarship from 
those who are less equiped to understand juristic evidence. Al-Nashmi states: "The 
study of this science also protects from scholastic mendicants and their illusions, for 
every statement not based on the basics of this science must be refuted because it is not 
1 Al-Madkhal li Diräsat 'Upül al-Fiqh, (p. 20). 
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based on evidence, on the one hand, and its holder does not satisfy the conditions to be 
met by those who issue legal rulings, on the other hand". ' 
Ismä'Il comments that: "' Ucül al-Fiqh is one of the most effective means of protecting 
Islam and safeguarding its evidence". ' 
1.3.6 To support other sciences 
'Usül al-Fiqh is essential for other sciences such as Tafsir (interpretation), Hadith 
(Prophet's tradition), Fiqh (jurisprudence), etc. because it is the tool that serves to 
distinguish between Ta `drual (conflicting) views in any science regarding the meaning 
and significance of terms, the precedence of some terms over others in case of Ta `ärud 
(conflict), knowledge of the Nash (text), the Zdhir (apparent), the Uagiqa (fact), the 
Majäz (metaphor), the Mufassar (explained), the Mushtarak (homonym), Mafhüm al- 
Muwäfaga (agreement in meaning) and Ma, flhüm al-Mukhälafa (disagreement in 
meaning), etc. Al-Nashmi says: "It is obvious that if one seeks to be keen on juristic 
sciences such as Tafsir (interpretation of the Qur'an), Hadth (Prophet's tradition) and 
jurisprudence, etc. the science of ' U, cül al-Fiqh is a prime tool of understanding texts 
and their meanings' 3 
Zaidän maintains that: "The person concerned with legal rulings needs to know and 
make use of this science. Anyone who is concerned with objective law, including 
lawyers, judges and teachers, is also in need of ' Usül al-Fiqh because of the basics and 
principles established by this science such as Qiyas (analogy) and its principles, juristic 
injunctions to interpret texts, significance of terms and utterances for their meanings, 
Mugaddimät 'Ilm 'U, sül al-Fiqh, (p. 165). 2 AI-Madkhal li Diräsat 'U, sül al-Fiqh, (p. 21). 3 Mugaddimät 'Ilm 'Ucül al-Fiqh, (p. 166). 
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aspects of such significance and rules of the Tarflh (preference) on matters of evidence. 
These examples and many others require knowledge of ' Ucz l al-Fiqh to be able to 
counter those who oppose objective laws and who aim to interpret it and be familiar 
with its legislation. For this reason, the faculties of Shari `a and Law in Iraq, Syria and 
Egypt, etc. have been keen on teaching this science to students". ' Sha`bän states: "Some 
of the benefits that may be drawn from ' UUül al-Fiqh are interpretations of texts from 
objective law, a better 'Understanding of these texts, knowledge of Qiyds (analogy) 
relating to injunctions which pertain to such texts, injunctions that constitute exceptions 
to general rules, knowledge of interest that may be relied upon in the deduction of legal 
rulings and the `Urf (custom) that may be relied upon in such deduction (law)" 2 
1.3.7 As a key to Ijtihäd 
The existence and continuity of the study and learning of ' U$i l al-Fiqh itself provides 
solid evidence that can be used against those who maintain that Ijtihäd should be 
refuted. The existence of this science as a tool employed by qualified scholars at any 
period of time provides a key to meet the requirements of this science and to deduce 
injunctions of Shari `a for emerging daily events. Al-Nashmi states: "The study of 'Ucül 
al-Fiqh enables one to realise the erroneous claims of those who pretend that Ijtihäd is 
not of use any longer. Anyone who studies this science will know about the rules and 
principles of deduction, evidence of rulings in the light of which the learner can attribute 
injunctions to any event without constraints of time or location" 3 
' Al-Waiz fc 'U, sül al-Fiqh, (p. 13). 2 ' Ucül al-Fiqh al-Isläml, (p. 11). 3 Mugaddimat 'Jim 'U, sül al-Fiqh, (p. 166). 
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1.4 Growth and evolution of 'Usül al-Fiqh 
'Up 7l al-Fiqh has gone through various stages since its emergence to the present time. 
The following is a brief account of its growth and evolution. 
1.4.1 The period of the Prophet Muhammad [p. b. u. h. ] 
The science of ' Ucül al-Fiqh is considered as one of the sciences which were introduced 
in the late second century Hijri (i. e. ninth century A. D), namely after the period of the 
Companions (of the Prophet) and the Täbi `ün'. For the rulings at the time of the Prophet 
[p. b. u. h. ] were taken from Him on the basis of what was revealed to him from the Holy 
Qur'an and from what He clarified verbally, by his own deeds or in terms of his 
consent. The need didn't arise for foundations or methods the Prophet could rely upon 
in establishing injunctions? In his renowned al-Mugaddima3, Ibn Khaldün4 states: 
"Recognise that this is one of the arts innovated in Islam and the Companions and the 
Täbi `ün were not in great need of it since understanding the significance of terms does 
not require more than the linguistic competence that they possessed. Most of the rulings 
needed in deducing legal injunctions in particular were employed, but the Prophet's 
contemporaries didn't need to rely on evidence because of the proximity in time and 
their own expertise. But after the death of the Companions and the Täbi `ün, the Islamic 
1 See Encyclopedia of Islam, (vol. 11, p. 323). Täbi'an: is the generation after the Companions. 2' Ucül al-Fiqh al-IslämT, (p. 12) by Dr. Zak! al-Din Sha'bän. 3 Ibn Khaldün's Muqaddima, which is the introduction of the book named Kitdb al-'Ibar wa DYwän al- 
Mubtada' wa al-Khabar fi Ayyäm al-'Arab wa al-'Ajam wa al-Barbar wa man 'Aarahum min thaw! al- 
Sullän al-Akbar (First edition) (1413H/1993AD). Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya. 4 `Abdulrahmän bin Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Khaldfln, Abü Zaid, Wal! al-Din al-Hadraml al- IshbM. He is the philosopher, historian, sociologist and researcher from Ishb'diya (Seville in Spain). He 
was born in Tunisia where he also grew up. He died in Cairo in (80811/1406AD). AI A'läm (Vol. 3, p. 330) by al-Zirikli; History of the Arabic Literatuer. (Vol. 2, p. 314), S. (Vol. 2, p. 342) by Brockelmann. 
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sciences became skilled disciplines, jurists and scholars exercising Ijtihn d needed to 
deduce these principles in order to infer legal injunctions from evidences. This became 
an independent disipline and was called ' Uc l al-Figh. "1 
In saying that ' Ucül al-Fiqh was innovated does not mean that this science did not 
already exist; rather, it is intimately linked with jurisprudence since the former is the 
basis on which the latter is founded, as has been mentioned in the section on the value 
of ' Ucül al-Fiqh. What is meant here instead is that from a codification and 
classification perspective, this science did not exist till about the end of the second 
century Hijri thanks to Imam al-Shäfi`i. Ibn Khaldün comments: "Imam al-Shäfi`i is 
one of the first who wrote about it and he devoted his famous Risäla to it" 
3 
1.4.2 The period of the Companions 
The deduction of jurisprudence grew at the time of the Companions, some of whom 
opposed deliverance of Fatäwä (legal opinions) and judgment among people, including 
`Umar bin al-Khafäb4, `Abdulla bin Mas'üd5, and `Ali bin Abi Tälib6. These 
1 Ibn Khaldün's Muqaddima, (p. 360). 
2 Imam Mui ammad bin Idris bin al-'Abbäs bin Shäfi' al-Häshimi al-Qurashi al-Muflalibi, Abü 'Abdulla. 
He is one of the four Imams among the Sunnis. The Shäfi'i school in general is named after him. He died 
in Egypt in (204H/820AD); Al A'läm (Vo1.6, p. 26) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 116) by 
Kahhäla; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 188,178), S. (Vol. 1, p. 303) by Brockelmann. 
3 Ibn Khaldün's Muqaddima, (p. 360). 
4 'Umar bin al-Khafläb bin Nufail al-Qurashi al-'Adawi, Abü 11af$. He is the second of the four Caliphs 
and the leader of the Islamic triumphs. He was recognised as a Caliph in (13H/635AD) and died in (2311/ 
645AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 5, p. 45) by al-Ziri dl. 
s 'Abdul'aziz bin Mas'üd bin Ghäfil bin Habib al-Huthall, Abii 'Abdulrahmin. He was a Companion and 
the kindest, most knowledgeable and closest to the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ]. He was from Makka and one of the 
first to embrace Islam. He died in Madina in (32H/653AD); Al A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 258) by al-Zirikli. 
6 'All bin Abii Tälib bin 'Abdulmuttalib al-HAshimi al-Qurashi, Abü al-Hasan, Commander of the 
faithful. He was the fourth of the Caliphs and one of the ten promised paradise. He is the Prophet's cousin 
and his in law. A great and courageous warrior, a prominent orator and knowledgeable in juicial matters. 
He was the first to embrace Islam after Khadija, the Prophet's wife. He died in Küfa in (40H/661AD); Al- 
A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 295) by al-Zirikli. 
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Companions did not pronounce their Fatäwä (legal opinion) without constraints or 
regulators; rather they had comprehensive knowledge of the Arabic language, the 
language of the Holy Qur'an, and the language through which Sunna could be clarified. 
They were also fully aware of the purposes of both the early and the recent revelation, 
namely the abrogating and the abrogated, the clear and the ambiguous, the absolute and 
the constrained. The Companions also knew about the inner dimensions of the Shari `a 
and its objectives through accompanying the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ] and living with him 
throughout his whole life in addition to their shrewdness and sharp vision. Therefore, 
they did not have to codify ' Uc l al-Fiqh because when they wanted to know about an 
injunction they needed in any religious or material life, they resorted first to the Holy 
book (Qur'an) for an injunction and if such an injunction was not found in the Qur'an, 
they resorted to Sunna and if a legal ruling was not found again, they relied on Ijtihäd 
and sought a match or parallel to the issue whose legal ruling they tried to find. When 
such a match or parallel was found, they attributed the issue in question to it and they 
equated the two injunction. However, when they did not find a match or parallel to it, 
they established an appropriate injunction for it which would secure the public interest 
while emphasising the basics, principles, objectives and interests which the Shari 'a 
takes into consideration in issuing legal rulings. 
When the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ] decided to send Mu`ädh bin Jabal' to Yemen, he said: 
"How will you judge if you are asked or the need arises for that? " He replied: "I will 
judge according to the Qur'an. " The Prophet then asked: "And if you can't find any 
I Mu`äth bin Jabal bin `Amr bin Aws al-Anýäri al-Khazraji, Abü `Abdulr4män. He was a noble Companion and the most knowledgeable about what is Haldl (permitted) and what is Haräm (prohibited). He was one of the six who assembled the Qur'an at the time of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ]. He died in Jordan in (18H/639AD); Al A'Iam (Vol. 7, p. 258) by al-Zirikli. 
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judgment in the Qur'än? " He added: "Then according to the Sunna. " The prophet said: 
"And if you can't find it in the tradition or the Qur'dn? " He said: "I will do my utmost" 
The Prophet [p. b. u. h. ] then tapped the chest of Mu`ädh bin Jabal and said: "Oh Allah, 
thank You for guiding the messenger of God's messenger to what pleases God's 
messenger [the Prophet]". ' 
Such Ijtihäd by the Companions was not entirely without constraint or regulation. One 
who heard `Ali bin Abi Tälib talking about the punishment of a person who drinks wine 
when he said: "If a person drinks, he sounds delirious and when he sounds delirious, he 
slanders and such slandering should therefore receive punishment for false accusation of 
unchastity", would realise that Imäm `Ali deduced his injunction on the basis of the 
resulting consequence. Similarly someone who heard `Abdulla bin Mas`üd talking 
about the `Idda (the period during which a widow may not remarry) of a pregnant 
widow, when he said that: "Her `Idda ends when she gives birth and not after the full 
four month and ten days", would observe that Ibn Mas`üd relied in his injunction on the 
fact that the Süra (chapter) of al-Taläq (divorce) in the Qur'än was revealed after the 
the Sara (chapter) of al-Bagara (the cow) and therefore relied on a juristic ruling which 
states that the recent law refutes the early one, or specifies it. Therefore, Ibn Mas`üd 
adheres to this technique as a rule for deduction. Hence, it may be said that in their 
Ijtihäd the Prophet's Companions followed certain methods although they did not 
mention them explicitly in all circumstances. 
1 Narrated by Ahmad, al-Tabarani, al-Tirmithi, a1-Baihagi and Abü Däwüd but weakened by some 
scholars. The majority, however, accepted it. See Jämi' al-'Ucül ft Ahädith al-Rasül (1389H11969AD) (Vol. 10, p. 178 [footnote]) by Ibn al-Athir. Edited by 'Abdulgädir al-Arnä'üt. Maktabat al-HalwänI. Beirut. 
2' U$ül al-Fiqh (p. 12) by Muhammad Abü Zuhra. 
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This is how the period of the Prophet's Companions ended without codification of the 
science of ' Ucz l al-Fiqh. 
1.4.3 The period of the Täbi `ün' 
Moving on to the time of the Täbi `ün reveals that the deduction of legal injunctions 
expanded owing to the increase of incidents and the engagement of a section of the 
Täbi `ün with the Fatwä (legal opinions), including Said bin al-Musayyib2 and others in 
Madina and `Algama3 and Ibrahim al-Nakh`i in Iraq. The Qur'an, the Sunna and the 
Companions' Fatäwä (legal opinions) were available to these Täbi `ün, some of whom 
relied on the method of interest in cases where no text was available. Some other 
Täbi `ün relied on Qiyäs (analogy). The divisions that Ibrähim al-Nakh`i and other 
jurists in Iraq used were meant to ensure the deduction of 71al (causes) of the Aqyisa 
(analogies) and the regulation of such analogies and divisions from them; the `llal 
(causes) were therefore applied to various Furz 7' (subsidiaries). 
It is at this stage that the methods became more apparent than ever before, and 
whenever juristic schools differed on a certain issue, the difference was a factor that 
made deduction methods prominent in each school .5 
1 The Täbi'an: is the generation after the Companions. 
2 Said bin al-Musayyib al-Makhzami al-Qurashi. The chief of the Täbi'ün and one of the seven jurists in 
Madina. He combined the Hadlth (the Prophet's tradition), jurisprudence and asceticism. He was the one 
who memorised 'Umar bin al-Khattäb's rules and judgments most and was therefore called 'Umar's 
narrator. He died in Madina in (94H/713AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 3, p. 102) by al-Zirikli. 
3 'Algama bin Qais al-Nakh'I al-Hamadäni, Abu Shibl. He was a Follower and Iraq's jurist. He died in 
Küfa in (62H/681AD); Al A'lam (Vol. 4, p. 248) by al-Zirikli. 4 Ibrahim bin Yazid al-Nakh'i, Abu 'Imrän. He was one of the best Täbi'ün and one of those who 
memorised 1jadith (the Prophet's tradition). He was Iraq's jurist. He was an Imam who exercised Ijtihäd 
and had his own school, (d. 96H/815AD); Al A 7äm (Vol. 1, p. 80) by al-Ziril l. 51 Ucül al-Fiqh (p. 13) by Muhammad Abü Zuhra. 
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1.4.4 The period after the Täbi `ün 
After the time of the Täbi `ün the lands that embraced Islam became larger eastwards 
and westwards. Many new events and incidents took place. Arabs and 'Ajam' (non- 
Arabs) mixed to such an extent that Arabic no longer maintained its original integrity. 
2 
What contributed to the disintegration of Muslims and the divergence in their opinions 
is their division after the death of `Uthmän bin `Affän3. Hence, the Muslims were 
divided into Sunna4, Shi `as and the Khawärij6, and each group laid foundations for its 
own school and adopted a methodology specific to it, which in turn led to a difference in 
the methods and origins of deduction. All of this urged jurists and Mujtahidin 
(scholars) exercising Ijtihad to establish rules and regulations which should be utilised 
` 'Ajam are non-Arabs, i. e. those who do not speak the Arabic language. The term is also used to 
designate those who are of non-Arab origin even if they speak Arabic fluently. See Lisän al-'Arab 
ýVo1.12, p. 385) by Ibn ManZar and al-Qämz s al-Muhi1(p. 1466) by al-Fairüz Abädi. 
Al-Wajiz fi 'Uft l al-Fiqh (1419H11998AD) (second edition) p. 15, by Dr. `Abdulkarlm Zaidän. Beirut - 
Mu'assasat al-Risila. 3 'Uthmän bin 'Afran bin Abü al-'As, from Quraish. He was the Commander of the faithful. He was 
called (Thu al-Nilrain) because he married two of the Prophet's daughters. He was the third of the Caliphs 
and one of the ten promised paradise. He was of the great people who did a lot for Islam in its early days. 
During his Caliphate, Armenia, Caucasia, Khurasan, Karman, Sejestan, Africa and Cyprus were 
conquered. He concluded assembling the Holy Qur'än and died in Madina in (35H/656AD); Al A'ldm 
cVol. 4, p. 210) by al-Zirikli. 
Sunna: Menber of one of the two major branches of Islam, the branch that consists of the majority of 
that religion's adherents. Sunnite Muslims regard their sect as the mainstream and traditionalist branch of 
Islam, as distinguished from the minority sect, the Shia. See The New Encyclopedia Britannica (Vol. 11, 
397). 
Shia: Muslims who constitute the smaller of the two major branches of Islam, distinguished from the 
majority Sunnites. The Arabic term Shia also denotes the system or doctrine of such Muslims. See The 
New Encyclopedia Britannica (Vol. 10, p. 734). 6 Al-Khawarij: the members of the earliest of the religious sects of Islam, whose importance lies 
particularly, from the development of dogma, in the formulation of questions relative to the theory of the 
caliphate and to justification by faith or by works, while from the point of view of political history the 
principal part they played was disturbing by means of continual insurrections, which often ended in the 
temporary conquest of entire provinces, the peace of the eastern part of the Muslim empire during the two 
last years of the caliphate of 'All and during the 'Umayyad period, and involuntarily facilitating first 
Mu'äwiya's victory over `All, then that of the 'Abbäsids over the 'Umayyads. See The Encyclopedia of 
Islam (Vol. 4, p. 1074). 
7 Muqaddimat '11m 'U z7l al-Fiqh (p. 173) by Dr. `Ajil al-Nashmi. 
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as a basis for the deduction of injunctions from legal evidence so that Ijtihäd can be 
regulated and that serenity reigns. ' 
This shows that various scholars exercised Ijtihccd and that the ways and methods they 
followed were diverse and clearly more distinguished. In addition, with the distinction 
of such methods deduction rules became more manifest and the landmarks of deduction 
became obvious particularly from the explicit, clear and precise statements of the 
Imäms. For example, Imam Abü Hanifa2 delineate his basic deduction method by means 
of the holy Qur'an, the Sunna and the Companions' Fatäwa (legal opinions). He 
utilised what they (the Companions) unanimously agreed on and selected from the 
arguments on which they differed without violating them. He did not follow the views 
of the Täbi `ün because they were ordinary people like himself. It is also observed that 
he adopted a clear position regarding Qiyäs (analogy) and Istihsän (juristic preference). 
Imäm Mälik3, on the other hand, followed a clear juristic method in referring to the 
traditions of the people of al-Mad-ma as his pretext. Imam Malik explicitly stated this in 
his books and booklets as well as the conditions which he set relating to narration of the 
Prophet's traditions and his criticisms of these traditions. 
' Ust7l al-Figh al-Islämi (p. 13) by Dr. Zak! al-Din Sha'bän. 2 Al-Nu'mnn bin Thabit, the Imam of the Hanafi school, (d. 150H/767AD). At the end of the present 
chapter a complete biography of Abii Ilanifa is provided. 3 Malik bin Anas bin Malik al-A*bahi al-llimyari, Abü 'Abdulla, Imäm Dar al-Hijra. He was one of the four Imams among the Sunnis. The Maliki school is named after him. He was born in Madina, where he died in (179H/795AD); Al A'läm (Vol. S, p. 257) by al-Zirikli; Kashf al-Zunün 'An Asämi al-Kutub wa al- Funün (1360H/1941AD) (Vol. 2, p. 1907) by Iiäj1 Khalifa. Beirut - Dar I1 yä' al-Turäth al-'Arabi. 4 'Ucül al-Fiqh (p. 13) by Muhammad Abü Zuhra. See also The Origins of Islamic Law, 1999, (p. 33). Curzon pub. Survy. By Dutton. 
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1.4.5 The period of codification 
The codification of ' Usül al-Fiqh started in the form of scattered rules in the midst of 
jurists' arguments and their justifications regarding legal injunctions. The jurist 
exercising Ijtihäd used to mention the legal injunction and the manner in which it could 
be utilised as evidence'. This is the reason why the rules are referred to as scattered. It is 
acknowledged among scholars that the first person who codified this science and wrote 
about it in an independent manner is Imam Muhammad bin Idris al-Shäfi`i (d. 
204H/820AD). For he wrote his famous juristic Risdla in which he discussed the 
Qur'an and its analysis of legal injunctions, the analysis of the Qur'dn in the Sunna, 
Ijmä ` (consensus) and Qiyäs (analogy), Näsikh (abrogating) and Mansükh (abrogated), 
Amr (command) and Nahi (prohibition), the strength of Khabar al-Wahid (single 
narration) as a proof, examination of the significance of terms such as `Ämm (general), 
Khä (specific), Mushtarak (homonym), Mujmal (synopsised), Mufascal (explicit), and 
other juristic research on ' UUü12. The method adopted by Imam al-Shäfi`i in al-Risäla is 
characterised by precision, depth, providing evidence for what is stated, counter-arguing 
the views of those who disagree with him in a sound, superb and scholastic style. Al- 
Shäfl'j has other books on ' Usül such as Ikhtilaf al-Hadith in which he brought together 
the apparently conflicting traditions. In his other book Jima' al-71m he shows the 
validity proof of the single narration. Encyclopedia of Islam states that: "The Risdla of 
1 See Encyclopedia of Islam, (vol. 11, p. 323). 2 See Imäm Shäfi`i's al-Risäla (no date) edited by Abmad ShAkir. Translated into English by MAjid 
Khaddüri with two editions published. The first was published in (1380H/1961AD) by Johns Hopkins Press and the second by the Islamic Texts Society in Cambridge in (141811/1997AD). 
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al-Shäfi`i constitutes an apparently isolated early work which has most of the 
characteristics and covers many of the topics of a work of 'Usül ". 1 
After Shäfi`i, Ahmad bin Hanbal2 wrote his books Ta `at al-Rasül Sallä Allähu 'Alaihi 
wa Sallam, al-Näsikh wa al-Mansükh ji al-Qur'än and al-Wal wa al-Rijäl. Scholars 
then followed up in writing about 'U, 1c7l al-Fiqh and started organising, extending and 
adding to their research in this field. 
"The Mustacfa- of al-Ghazal-i", stated in Encyclopedia of Islam, "was a well-organised 
work which, capturing and ordering all the topics of the discipline, in a mastrepiece of 
structure and expository detail, decisively influenced the subsequent development of the 
genre". 
1.4.6 Western point of view 
Western scholars have their own point of view about 'Ucül al-Fiqh. With the rise of 
modem scholarship on world history and religions Western scholars became interested 
in exploring Islamic heritage. This can be seen clearly in their contribution to the study 
of classical Islamic sciences either by publishing critically edited manuscripts and 
indexes or translating original books into European languages. 
Al-Nashm3, who critically examined the writings of the Orientalists related to 'Ucül al- 
Fiqh, observed that the Orientalists' work on 'Ucül al-Fiqh do not offer something 
1 See Encyclopedia of Islam, (vol. 11, p. 324). 2 Imäm Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Hanbal, Abü `Abdulla al-Shaibän3 al-Will. He was the Imäm of the 
Hanbali school and one of the four Imams. He wrote al-Musnad, which contains thirty thousand Hadith; 
Al-Tärikh; Al-Tafsir, Fadd'il al-$ahäba; AI-Manäsik, AI-Zuhd; Al-'Ashriba; Al-Masä'ii, etc, (d. 
241H/855AD); AI-A `1äm (Vol. 1, p. 203) by al-Zirikli; Hidäyat al-'Ärifin (1360H/1941AD) by Ismä'il 
Basha al-Baghdädi. Beirut: Dir Ihyä' al-Turäth al-`Arabi, published alongside Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, 48) by Häji Khalifa. 
4 
Encyclopedia of Islam, (vol. 11, p. 3 24). 4 Such as Tärikh al-Adab al-'Arabi by Brockelmann and al-Mu yam al-Mufahras li A far al-Hadith al- Sharif by a group of Orientalists, which are still highly regarded in their field. 
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altogether new in this field. Their work more or less exclusively deals with the sources 
of Islamic law. It is well known that they have raised some doubts about these sources. 
In particular, they have been reluctant in accepting the traditional status of Sunna in 
Islamic jurisprudence. ' 
It could be said that J. Schacht's two books, namely Origins of Muhammadan 
Jurisprudence and An Introduction to Islamic Law have been highly significant in 
symbolizing the Orientalist approach to the study of Islamic jurisprudence. Although 
Schacht, in these two books, was very much influenced by his predecessors such as 
Margoliouth and Goldziher he developed his own theory concerning the foundations 
and the early formation of 'Ucül al-Fiqh. 
Schacht in his work critically explores well-known themes of 'U, cül al-Fiqh. The main 
thesis which underpins his arguments asserts that Islamic jurisprudence has risen and 
developed separately from the principle sources of Islam. 2 
1 See al-Mustashrigrn wa Masädir al-Tashri', (p. 23) by al-Nashmi. 2 An Introduction To Islamic Law. (Reprinted 1998, p. 11). Oxford University Press. New York. USA. By Joseph Schacht. See Encyclopedia of Islam (vol. 11, p. 323). See also On Schacht's Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, (1996 p. 36). The Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies, Cambridge, UK. By 
M. Mustafa al-Azami. 
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1.5 Muslim scholars' methods in researching ' Usül al-Fighl 
Muslim scholars did not confine themselves to one sole method in their research on 
' Usül al-Figh. The following is a summary of their main methods: 
1.5.1 The Mutakallimi7n2's method 
Some scholars followed the method of establishing juristic principles sustained with 
proof and evidence without seeking the approval or disagreement of these principles 
vis-ä-vis juristic Furü' (subsidiaries) recounted from the Imams who exercised Ijtihäd. 
This method is a theoretical stream whose objective is to recount the fundamentals of 
this science as proved by evidence and it established these rules as a measurement that 
regulates deduction and a governor over the Ijtihäd of qualified scholars rather than a 
servant of the school's Furü ` (subsidiaries). This school has been known as the method 
of the Mutakallimün. The Mu `tazila3, the Shäfi`iya and the Mälikiyya were all followers 
of this school. 
A distinguishing feature of the Mutakallimün school is reliance on reasoning as a matter 
of evidence, without fanaticism for one's school of thought, minimisation of mentioning 
juristic Furü ` (subsidiaries), and when this is done it is for the sake of exemplification 
only. 
1 See al-Wafiz fi 'U, sul al-Fiqh (p. 16) by Dr. 'Abdulkarim Zaidän. 2 Mutakallimün: A group of scholars who dealt with '11m al-Kaläm (defensive apologetics) and were 
scholars of the Shafi7, Mdliki, Planbali and Mu'tazili schools. See The Encyclopedia of Islam (Vol. 4, 
p. 468). See also 'U. ul al-Fiqh al-IslämT (p. 15) by Sha'ban. 
Mu'tazila: A political or religious neutralists; by the 10`h century the term came to erfer specifically to 
an Islamic school of speculative theology that flourished in Basra and Baghdad (8`s-10`h centuries AD). See the New Encyclopedia Britannica (Vol. 8, p. 457). See also The Encyclopedia of Islam (Vol. 6, p. 793). 
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1.5.2 Jurists' method 
Some other scholars followed another method based on establishing juristic principles 
according to what is recounted from the Imams regarding juristic Furü ` (subsidiaries). 
This means that these scholars established the principles that they believed were 
observed by the Imäms in their Ijtihäd and deductions of legal rulings in the light of 
what they reported about juristic Furz 7' (subsidiaries). The Hanafi scholars were 
renowned to have followed this trend to the extent that this method was known as the 
IIanafi method or the method of jurists. 
A distinguishing feature of this school is its practical aspect since it is a practical study 
applied to the juristic Furü ` (subsidiaries) recounted from the Imams of the school as 
well as its establishment of legal rulings, principles and regulations observed and 
considered by these Imams in their deductions. Therefore, this method set the principles, 
which served the Furü ` (subsidiaries) of this school and defended the method adopted 
by the Imams of the school in their Ijtihäd. The method was also the most adequate for 
the Furü ` (subsidiaries) and the most relevant to jurisprudence as Ibn Khaldün argues. ' 
1.5.3 Combination of the two methods 
A third method is found in the research literature and is based on a combination of the 
two methods mentioned above and benefits from the advantages of both. Hence, it is 
concerned with establishing abstract legal principles sustained by evidence so that these 
principles could serve as a measurement of deduction and a governor over any emerging 
opinion or If tihäd. The method takes into account what is recounted from the Imäms 
See Ibn Khaldün's Muqaddima (p. 361) by `Abdulrahmän bin Khaldün. 
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regarding juristic Fura' (subsidiaries), accounts for the principles on which these Furü 
(subsidiaries) are based, intertwines and applies rulings to them and makes the 
principles serve the Furü ` (subsidiaries). Scholars from various schools - including the 
Shdfi`is, the Mälikis, the Hanbalis and some of the Hanafis - followed this method. 
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1.6 The scholars who contributed most to ' Usül al-Fighl 
1.6.1 Following the method of the Mutakallimün 
The best books written in ' Usül al-Fiqh following the Mutakallimün's method are al- 
`Umad by `Abduljabbär al-Mu`tazili , its explanation al-Mu `tamad3 
by Abü al-Husain 
al-Basri al-Mu`tazili , al-Burhän5 
by Imam al-IIaramain6 and al-Mustas 7 by Abü 
Hamid al-Ghazäli. 
These (four) books constitute the fundamentals of this method (al-Mutakallimün) and 
all that was subsequently written is a summary of these books, for example al-Mal cu18 
by Fakbr al-Din al-RWI and al-Ihkdm ft 'UUül al Ahkäm9 by al-'Amidl. These two 
books were summarised by scholars and many other summaries followed, for example, 
(al-Mahýün by Siräj al-Din al-Armawi10 in al-Takil min al-Mai ll, also summarised 
by Täj al-Din al-Armawi in al-Häyi13, known as Häsil al-Mahpül. 
1 See Ibn Khaldiin's Muqaddimah (p. 361); ' Ucui al-Fiqh al-Islämi (p. 20) by Dr. Zaki al-Din Sha'bln; and 
al-Waf z fi 'U. Füi al-Figh (p. 16) by Dr. `Abdulkarim Zaidän. 2 'Abduljabbär bin Ahmad al-Hamadnni al-Istrabädl, Abü al-Hasan. He was a juristic judge nicknamed 
the judge of judges, (d. 415H/1025AD); Mu jam al-Mu'all Jn (Vol. 2, p. 46); Al-A'läm (Vol. 3, p. 273) by 
al-Zirikli. 
3 See Kashf al-, 7unün (Vol. 2, p. 1732) by Iiäj1 Khallfa. 
4 Muhammad bin 'Al! al-Tayyib Abü al-Hasan al-Ba$ri al-Mu'tazill. He wrote Tqaffuh al-Adilla, Gharar 
al-Adilla, Sharh al-'U$ül al-Khamsa. All of these books are written on 'Up7l, (d. 436H11044AD); Al- 
A'läm (Vol. 6, p. 275) by al-Zirikll; Mu jam al-Mu'allif: n (Vol. 3, p. 518) by Kabbila; History of the Arabic 
Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 600,458), S. (Vol. 1, p. 829) by Brockelmann. 
s See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 242) by Häji Khalifa. 6 `Abdulmalik bin `Abdulla al-Juwaini Abii al-Ma'äli Rukn al-Din. He was nicknamed Imäm of Makka 
and Mad-ma (al-Haramain). He was a (close friend) to al-Shäfi'Y. He wrote al-Burhän and al-Waragät on 
'Ucül al-Fiqh, (d. 478H/1085AD); Al A'1dm (Vol. 4, p. 160) by al-Zirikli; Mu'jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, 
318) by Kahhäla; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 486), S. (Vol. 1, p. 671) by Brockelmann. 
See Kashf al-7unün (Vol. 2, p. 1673) by I Iji Khalifa. g See Kashf al-Zunun (Vol. 2, p. 1615) by Häjü Khallfa. 9 Ihkdm al Ahkäm fi 'U$ul al Ahkdm; see Kashf al-7unün (Vol. 1, p. 17) by IjIji Khalifa. io Mal müd bin Abü Bakr Abü al-Thana' Siräj al-Din al-Armawi. Knowledgeable in ' Upül and logic. He 
was a Shafi`i. He wrote al-Tahcil min al-Mahcül on ' Upül, (d. 682H/1283AD); Al A'1dm (Vol. 7, p. 166) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'all Jn (Vol. 3, p. 801) by Kab1 Ja; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, 
p. 614,467), S. (Vol. 1, p. 848) by Brockelmann. 
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From these two books Shihäb al-Din al-Qaräfi4 extracted introductions and principles in 
his booklet called al-Tangihäts. Al-Qädi al-Baidäwl, the jurist, in his book Minhäj al- 
Wusül ilä 'llm al-'Ucül6, while Ibn al-IIäjib summarised al-Ihkäm in his book Muntahä 
al-Su '1 wa al-'Amalfi 71may al-'U, sül wa al-Jadal and then in his book Mukhtacar al- 
Muntahä7. Other Shurüh (commentaries) of these summaries followed. 
1.6.2 Following the method of the Ijanafi (jurists) school 
Among the books that were written following the Iianafi school are Ma'äkhidh al- 
Sharä'i `8 by Abü Mangr al-Mätundi9; al-Fuqül fi al-'Ucui'° by Abü Bakr a1-Ja$$5s". 
Taqwim al Adilla12 by Abü Zaid al-Dabüsi13 and Tamhid al-Fu. cül ft al-'Uu17114 
by 
t See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1615) by Iiaji Khalifa; Al-Tah, fil min al-Mah$ui (1408H/1988AD) 
(First 
edition) by al-Armawl. Edited by Dr. `Abdulhamid 'Ali Abu Zunaid. Beirut - Mu'assasat al-Ris . 
la. 
2 Muhammad bin Husain al-Armawi, Täj al-Din, Abü al-Fa4äyil, a jurisprudence scholar and a judge. He 
died in Baghdad in (656H/1258AD); Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1615) by HäjI Khalifa; Mu dam al- 
Mu'alliJn (Vol. 3, p. 252) by Kahhäla. 
3 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1615) by Häji Khalifa. 
4 Ahmad bin Idris, Abü al-'Abbas, Shihäb al-Din al-$inhäji al-Qaräf[. He was a MalikI scholar and had a 
number of classified books in jurisprudence and ' Ulül, (d. 684H/1285AD); Al-A'ldm (Vol. 1, p. 94) by al- 
Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 100) by Kabbala. 
S Or Tangih al-Fup7l fi al-'U$ül as in Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 499) by Häji Khalifa. 
6 See Kashf al-Zunan (Vol. 1, p. 1 878) by Iläji Khalifa. 
7 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1853) by Iiäji Khallfa. 
8 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1573) by Häji Khalifa. 
9 Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Mal miid, Abu Maqür al-Mäturidi, one of the leaders of the 
philosophers. He died in Samarkand in (3331V944AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 19) by al-Zirikli; Mu Jam al- 
Mu'alli/iin (Vol. 3, p. 692) by Kahl ala; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 209,195), S. (Vol-1, 
346) by Brockelmann. ý° 
See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 111) by Iiäji Khalifa. 
11 Ahmad bin 'All al-Räzi, Abü Bala al-Ja*ý .. He was one of the Ilanafi leaders. He died in Baghdad in 
(370H/980AD); Al A'läm (Vol. 1, p. 171) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 202) by K4häla. 
(His book was edited by Dr. 'Ajil Jäsim al-Nashmi and published by the Ministry of Mortmain and 
Islamic Affairs in Kuwait). 
12 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol.!, p. 467) by Häji Khallfa. 
13 `Abdulla bin 'Umar bin 'Isä, Abu Zaid al-Dabüsi. He was the first to lay the foundations of the science 
of al-Khiläf (debate), and bring it into existence. He was a jurist and a researcher. He wrote al-Asrär on 
'U%ül and died in Bukhara in (430H/1039AD); AI-A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 109) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 265) by Kabbala; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. l, p. 184) by Brockelmann. 14 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 1 12) by HäjI Khalifa. 
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Shams al-A'imma al-Sarkhasi known as 'Up 7I al-Sarkhasi. Another book is Kanz al- 
Wusü12 known as al-'Usül by Fakhr al-Islam al-Bazdawi , the 
best and most 
comprehensives of all of the books mentioned above. This book is commented on 
by 
`Abdul`aziz al-Bukhäri in his book Kashf al Asrar5 edited by Muhammad al-Mu`taýim 
Billäh al-Baghdädi and published by Där al-Kitäb al-`Arabi in Beirut. 
1.6.3 Both methods 
One of the books written about the two methods is Nihäyat al-Wusül ild 'Jim al-'UsO 
known as Badi ` al-Nizäm al-Jämi ` baina Kitäbay al-Bazdawi wa al-Ihkäm by Muzaffar 
al-Din Ibn al-Sä'ät 7. Another book written on the two methods is Tangih al-'Ucül8 and 
its explanation al-Taw h by $adr al-Shari`a9. In this book the author summarised ' Ucz l 
by al-Bazdawi, al-Mah$ui by al-Räzl, al-Mukhtacar by Ibn a1-Häjib and Jam' al- 
1 Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Sahl, Abü Bakr al-Sarkhasi, Shams al-A'imma. He was a judge and one of 
the greatest Hanaf scholars. He exercised Ijtihäd and died in Farghana in (483H/1090AD); Al-A'läm 
(Vol. 5, p. 315) by al-Zirikl1; Mu jam al-Mu'allWn (Vol. 3, p. 52,68) by Kahhäla; History of the Arabic 
Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 460,373), S. (Vol-1, p. 638) by Brockelmann. (His book was edited by Abu al-Wafä 
al-Afghani and published by the Ihyä' al-Ma'ärif al-Nu'mäniya committee in India in (137211/ 1953RD). 
2 See Kashf al-7unün (Vol. 1, p. 112) by Iiäji Khalifa. 
3 'All bin Muhammad bin al-Husain, Abü al-Hasan, Fakhr al-Isläm al-Bazdawl. A jurisprudence scholar. 
He was one of the greatest Hanafi scholars, (d. 482H/1089AD); Al A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 328) by al-Zirikli; 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifn (Vol. 2, p. 501) by Kahh la; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 460) by 
Brockelmann. 
4 4Abdul'aziz bin Ahmad bin Muhammad, 'All' al-Din al-Bukhärl. He was a Ilanaff scholar. He wrote 
Shark al-Muntakhab al-JIusami by al-Akhslcathi (which is the subject of the present research) on ' U, cül, 
id. 730H11330AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 13) by al-Zirikll; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 157) by Kahhala. 
See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 112) by Häji Khalifa. 
6 See Kashf al-Tunün (Vol. 2, p. 1991) by Häji Khalifa. 
7 Ahmad bin 'All bin Taghlib, Mu? affar al-Din Ibn al-Sä'äti. He was knowledgeable in Hanafi 
jurisprudence and was commonly quoted as an example of intelligence, eloquence and good handwriting, 
(d. 694H/1295AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 1, p. 175) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 199) by 
Kahhala. His book was edited by Dr. Sa'ad bin Ghurair al-Sulami in 'Umm al-Qura University in Saudi 
Arabia in (1418H/1997AD). 
8 See Kashf al-7unun (Vol. 1, p. 496) by 1; Iaji Khalifa. 9 'Ubaidullah bin Mas'üd bin Mahmüd Ahmad al-Mahbüb! al-Bukhäri al-Hanafi, $adr al-Shari'a al- 
A$ghar. He was a jurist and died in Bukhärä in (747H11346AD); Al-A'lam (Vol. 4, p. 197) by al-Zirikli; 
Mu jam al-Mu'alln (Vol. 2, p. 296) by Kahhala. 
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Jawdmi `1 by Täj al-Din al-Subki, 2 at the outset of which he states that the book was a 
collection of information from about one hundred selections. The book is published and 
includes a Sharh (commentary) by Jaläl al-Din al-Mahalli3; the Sharh (commentary) 
contains marginal notes regarding the scholar al-Banä4 and is edited by Muhammad 
`Abdulgädir Shähin5. 
1 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 595) by IIAji Khalifa. 2 'Abdulwahhäb bin `Ali bin 'Abdulkäfi al-Subki, Abu Nair. He was the judge of judges, a historian, and 
a researcher. He wrote Man'al Mawäni', which is a commentary on Jamal lawämi'. He also wrote 
Tawshih al-Taýhlh on'Uft l al-Fiqh. He died in Damscus in (771H/1370AD); AI A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 184) by 
al-Zirikli; Mu dam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 343) by Kal ala; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 2, 
108), S. (Vo1.2, p. 105) by Brockelman. 
Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Ibrahim al-M401 al-Shäfi'l, Jaläl al-Din. He was a jurist and interpreter. 
He was born and died in Cairo. In his book al-Badr al-Tali', (in which) he interpreted Jam' al lawdmi 
He also wrote Sharh al-Waragät on jurisprudence, (d. 864H/1459AD); Al A'läm (Vol. 5, p. 333) by al- 
Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 93) by Kabbala. 4 `Abdulrahmän bin Jad Allah al-Banäni al-Maghribi. He was a jurisprudence scholar, (d. 1198H/ 
1784AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 3, p. 302) by al-Zirikli; Mu Yam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 86) by Kal $la. s Fläshiyat al-Banäni (1418H11998AD), (First edition). Edited by Muhammad bin 'Abdulgadir Shähin. 
Beirut - Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya (two Volumes). 
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1.7 Abü Hanifa the eponym of the Hanafi school 
It is essential to provide a biography of the eponym of the IHanafi school, to which our 
present author belongs and is regarded as one of its prominent figurs. 
1.7.1 His name 
He was Imam al-Nu`män bin Thäbit, loyal to the Taimi stream, from Küfa, Abü Hanifa 
was the Imam (leader) of the Hanafi school; he was a jurist, qualified scholar practising 
Ijtihäd, editor and one of the four Imams in Sunna. It is said that he was of Persian 
origin' and it is also said that he was from Kabul in Afghanistan. He was born in Küfa 
in (80H/699AD) and used to sell silk. He sought knowledge at an early age, after which 
he began issuing Fatwä (legal opinion). 
1.7.2 Generation 
He was one of the Täbi'ün and a contemporary of four of the Prophet's Companions: 
Anas bin Mälik3, `Abdulla bin Abi Awfa4 in Küiä, Sahl bin Sa'd al-Sa`idit in Madina 
' Al A'läm (Vol. 8, p. 36) by al-ZiriklL. 
2 AI-Fihrist (1415H/1994AD) (p. 251) by Ibn al-Nadim, Muhammad bin Isýäq. Edited by Ibrähim 
Ramadan. Beirut - Dar al-Ma'rifa; Wafayät al A'ydn wa Anbd'Abnd' al-Zamän (1414H/1994AD) (Vol. 5, 
p. 405) by Abü al-`Abbas Shams al-Dzn Al mad bin Muhammad bin Abü Bakr known as Ibn Khillikän. 
Edited by Dr. Ihsän `Abbas. Beirut - Dar $ädir. 3 Anas bin Malik bin al-Nadr bin Pamdam al-Najjäri al-Khazraji al-AMäri, Abü Thumama. He was a 
friend of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ] and his servant. (2286) Hadith (Prophet's traditions) were narrated about 
him by narrators. He was the last of the noble Companions to die in Ba$ra and that was in (93H/712AD); 
Al A'lam (Vol. 2, p. 24) by al-Zirikli. 4 `Abdulla bin Abu Awfa his father's name was 'Algama bin Khälid bin al-Harith, al-Aslami, Abü 
Mu'äwiya. His father and himself were companion of the Prophet. He was the last of the Companions to 
die in Küfa and that was in (86H/705AD); Durr al-Sahäba ft Manägib al-Qaraba wa al-$ahlba 
(1411H/1990AD) (p. 788) by Muhammad bin'All al-Shawkäni. Edited by Dr. Husain `Abdulla al-'Umara. 
Damascus - Dar al-Film. 
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and Abü al-Tufail `Amir bin Wäthila2 in Makka, but he did not meet or recount from 
any of them3. 
1.7.3 Characteristics 
He was a studious, ascetic, worshipping, pious and devout scholar. He was also in 
continuous supplication to God [s. w. t. ]4, of solid evidence and a master in the use of 
logic. In his description of Imam Ab-ft Ilanifa, Imam Mälik states: "I have known him as 
a man who if asked to turn this pillar into gold, he will provide convincing evidence. " 
He was very well-mannered, generous and with a strong voice. Imam Shäfi`i comments: 
"People are dependents of Abü Hanifa in Jurisprudence"S. 
1.7.4 Positions 
`Umar bin Hubaira6 (the Emir of Iraq) wanted him in charge of justice in Küfa at the 
time of Marwän bin Muhammad7, the last king in the Bani 'Umayya dynasty, but he 
refused in reverence. As a consequence, `Umar bin Hubaira whipped him a hundred and 
ten lashes, ten lashes a day while he persistently refused to accept to serve as judge. 
1 Sahl bin Sa'd al-Khazraji al-An$äri from Bani Sä'ida. He was a noble Companion from Madina. He 
lived about one hundred years and narrated (188) Hadith (Prophet's traditions), (d. 91H/710AD); Al- 
A'läm (Vol. 3, p. 143) by al-Zirikli. 2 'Ainir bin Wäthila bin `Abdulla bin `Amr, al-Laithi al-Kinäni al-Qurashl, Abü al-Tufail. He was the 
poet of Kinäna and one of its horsemen. He narrated (9) Uadith (Prophet's traditions) and was the last 
Companion to die and that was in Makka in (100H/718AD); Al A'läm (Vol. 3, p. 255) by al-ZirikU. 3 Wafayät al- A yän (Vol. 5, p. 406) by Ibn Khillikän. 4 ibid. 
5 Al A'läm (Vol. 8, p. 36) by al-Zirikli. 6 'Umar bin Hubaira bin Sa'd bin 'Ad! al-Fazäri Abü al-Muthannä. He was a courageous and shrewd 
ruler. He was governor of the Arabian Peninsula at the time of `Umar bin 'Abdul`az? z and a governor of 
Iraq and Khuräsän at the time of Yazid bin 'Abdulmalik, (d. 110H/728AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 5, p. 68) by al- 
Zirikil. 
7 Marwän bin Muhammad bin Marwän bin al-Hakam al-'Umawi, Abü `Abdulmalik. He was known as al- Ja'dY and al-Himär. He was the last of the Ban! 'Umayya kings in Syria, (d. 132H/750AD); Al A'läm 
(Vol. 7, p. 208) by al-Zirikli. 
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When `Umar realised this, he eventually set him free. ' Then, Abü Ja`far al-Mansur al- 
`Abbäsi also wanted him in charge of justice in Baghdad but he refused again. Abü 
Ja`far swore solemnly that Abü I; ianifa would accept, but the latter also swore not to and 
said: "I am not qualified for this position". He then imprisoned him till his death. 
1.7.5 His books 
Al-Musnad in Hadith (the Prophet's tradition) is narrated by Hasan bin Ziyäd al-Lu'lu'i 
and Qäsim bin QaJlübghä al-Hanafi classified it along the chapters on jurisprudence 
according to al-Härithi's narration. Many old publications of the book were undertaken 
in India4. Al-Makhdr j is a manuscript on jurisprudence narrated by his pupil Abü 
Ynsuf. Al-Fiqh al Akbar is also attributed to him. This is published but the attribution is 
not correct as is pointed out by al-Ziriklis. Al-Qacida al-Nu `mäniyya, in praise of the 
Prophet [p. b. u. h. ], is also attributed to him. 
1.7.6 His death 
He died in Baghdad and Ibn Khillikän6 states that his death is more likely to have taken 
place in Abü Ja`far al-Manpr al-`Abbäsi's prison, as has already been mentioned, and 
that was in (150H/767AD). 
1 Wafayat al A'yän (Vol. 5, p. 407) by Ibn Khillikän. 2 'Abdulla bin Muhammad bin 'Ali bin al-'Abbas, Abü Ja'far, al-Man*ür. He was the second of the 
'Abbäsi Caliphs and the first Arab king to be interested in sciences. He died in Makka while performing 
pilgrimage in (158H/775AD); Al-A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 117) by al-Zirikli. 
Al A'lam (Vol-8, p. 36) by al-Zirikli. 4 Mu jam al-Malbü'ät al-'Arabiyya wa al-Mu'arraba (no date) (Vol. 1, p. 303) by Yüsuf'Ilyän Sarkis. Al- 
Thagäfa al-Diniyya. Cairo. 
5 Al A'läm (Vol. 8, p. 36) by al-Zirikli. 6 Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Ibrähim bin Abü Bakr Ibn Khillikän al-Barmaid, Abü al-'Abbas. He was a 
historian and a shrewd writer. He is the author of Wafayat al A'yän wa Anbä' Abnä' al-Zamän, which is 
one of the best and most famous biographies. He was appointed a judge in Egypt and later in Syria. He 
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1.8 Conclusion 
I conclude this chapter by saying that the value of ' Ucül al-Fiqh can be identified within 
the following points: 
One. it is the basis relied upon by the Imams who exercised Ijtihäd in their deduction 
of practical legal injunctions; 
Two. it is relied upon by legislators in codifying personal status laws' in all Arab 
countries and many Islamic countries; and 
Three. it is the tool which identifies the fundamentals utilised to sustain rulings 
regarding daily events for which there is no available legal injunction, which makes 
the Shari `a (Islamic law) capable of keeping pace with the requirements of modem 
life. 
In order to understand the value of this text within Islamic jurisprudence I glanced at the 
growth and the evolution of ' Usül al-Fiqh as well as the methods adhered to by 
scholars, including the Mutakallimicn and the Fuqaha' (jurists). Then, I have moved to 
discuss the most prominent scholars who wrote on ' Ucül al-Fiqh following the two 
methods. In the next chapter, I shall talk about the author of the book who is regarded as 
one of the most outstanding examples of authors who followed the method adopted by 
the jurists. 
died in Damascus in (681H/1282AD); al A'läm (Vol. 1, p. 220) by al-Zirikli; Mu `jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, 
p. 237) by Kal]äla. 
A law concerned with personal status including marriage, divorce, the rights of the husband, wife, 
children, inheritance and so on. See Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence, by Kamäli, the preface, page (xii). 
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Chapter Two 
The author 1 
2.1 Introduction 
Having discussed the science of ' U, yül al-Fiqh and its value in daily life, this chapter 
will identify the author of one of the books written following the method of jurists. I 
shall define his homeland as a geographical context and its value and provide an 
account of this context and its effect on the author from a political, economic, social and 
scholastic perspective. The current situation of the region will also be described in order 
to have a clear idea of the new developments in this area. I will then discuss the impact 
of the context on the region as a whole. The focus will further be laid on his school, his 
position among scholars in his school and his scholastic value. Finally, I will talk about 
his pupils and some leading contemporary scholars of'Upül al-Fiqh. 
1 See his biography in: Al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyyafl Taräjim al-Hanafiyya (1324H/1906AD), (p. 188), (First 
edition), by al-Laknawi, Muhammad `Abdulhay. A1-Sa'Ada. Egypt; al lawähir al-Mudiyya fi Tabagät al- Hanafiyya (1413H/ 1993AD) (Vol. 3, p. 334), (second edition), by al-Qurashi, 'Abdulgädir bin Muhammad. Edited by Dr. 'Abdulfattäh al-Ililü. A1-Risäla; Täj al-Taräjim (1412H11992AD) (p. 196), by QaOübghä, Zain al-Din Qäsim. Edited by Ibrähim Sälib. Dar al-Ma'mün li al-Turäth. Damascus; al-A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 28) by al-Zirikli; History of the Arabic Literature, (Div. 3, p. 718) by Brockelmann; Mifäh al- Sa'äda (Vol. 2, p. 170) by 'dash Kubri Zäda, Ahmad bin Mu$tafa. Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya. Beirut; Kashf 
al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1848) by UAji Khalifa; Hadiyyat al-'Arifin (Vol. 2, p. 123) by Ismä'il Bäshä; Mu jam 
al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 663) by Kahhäla; Mu jam al-Ma; bü'ät (Vol. 1, p. 406) by Sirkis; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 474), S. (Vol.!, p. 654) by Brockelmann; Princeton (p. 509). 
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2.2 Author's name 
He is Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsi-kathi in association with Akhsikathl. His surname 
was Hüsäm al-Dzn and his nickname was Abü `Abdulla2. He was a Hanafi Imam in the 
fundamentals as well as Furü ` (subsidiaries) of 'Usül al-Fiqh. 
2.3 Examination of the name 
The biographies written about al-Akhsikathi agree on his surname and nickname but 
disagree on his name in association with his place of origin. Therefore, most of those 
who wrote the biographies on the author mentioned his name with a `th' (i. e. al- 
Akhsikathi) while others referred to it with a `t' (i. e. al-Akhsikati). In his book Mu jam 
al-Buldän3, Yäqüt al-Hamwi , for example, states that the `t' is more accurate because 
the `th' is not a part of the 'Ajam (non-Arab) alphabet. From the researcher's point of 
view, however, the name is more likely to be pronounced with a `th' for a number of 
reasons: 
1. On the basis of the history books, which refer to these regions in the first and second 
Hijri centuries (seventh and eighth centuries AD), it can be seen that the names of 
many cities end in `th' in the land beyond the river Amudarya (Transoxania). For 
1A city in the region of Fargana in the land beyond the river Amudarya (Transoxania) as it has been 
known since the Islamic conquest in (771V697AD); Mu jam al-Buldän (Vol. 1, p. 121) by Yäqut al- 
Hamwi. 
2 In his Mu jam al-Ma; bü `ät (p. 406) Serkis mentions that his nickname is Abü al-Wafä known as Ibn Abu 
al-Manägib. 
3 Mu `jam al-Buldän (1374H/1954AD) by YAqüt al-IIamwl. Dar Beirut. Beirut. 4 Yaqüt bin `Abdulla al-Rümi al-Hamwi, Abu `Abdulla, Shihäb al-Din. He was a reliable historian, a 
geographer, a linguist and a scholar of literature. He died in Ualab in (626H11229AD); al-A'ldm (Vol. 8, 
p. 131) by al-Zirikli; Mu /am al-Mu'all n (Vol. 4, p. 83) by Ka11 äla; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol-1, p. 630,479-480), by Brockelmann. 
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example, Nükath, Jabghükath, Jinä Najkath, Tünkath, ' which Bartholde mentioned 
in his book Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion 3. Searching for these names on 
modem updated maps reveals that these places have different names, respectively as 
follows: Tuytepa, Salar, Chinaz, Olmalig4. Barthold (ibid. ) states: "Rishtan, which 
has kept its name to the present day, was a large village... "'. Moreover, in his book 
Mu jam al-Buldän, Yäqüt al-Hamwi mentions some cities whose names end in `th' 
such as Benkath, Tumushkath, Nuzkäth6 and many others. These names have 
changed over the years from their previous states in earlier centuries since they are 
no longer known by the names that they used to carry. As is evidenced by what 
Barthold says in his book Turkestan when he describes the city of Jurjänya (p. 146), 
he says: "Gurganj, called by the Arabs Jurjäniya and by the Mongol7 and Turks at a 
1 See map of Central Asia in Turkestan (p. 816) by Barthold (The Arabic Edition); see also modem maps: 
Atlas of the world. (1993), (second edition) (p. 18) Oxford University Press. London. UK; Illustrated Atlas 
of the world. (1992), (p. 55) Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data. Rand McNally. USA. 
2 Barthold, Vassili Vladimirovich, (d. 1349H11930AD). He wrote Turkestan down to the Mongol 
invasion. Higher education thesis, translated from Russian into Arabic by $aläh al-Din 'UthmAn 
(1401H/1981AD) (First edition). Kuwait - National Council for Culture, Arts and Literature - The Arab 
Heritage Department. The english edition by EJW Gibb Memorial Trust (1977 Fourth Edition). 
3 'Turkestan' refers to the land of the Turks and includes modem Turkmen, Khawarisms, the land beyond 
the river Amudarya and the plains of the Qafgäs tribes (Caucasians). See al-Tärkh al-IslamT 
(1411H/1991AD) (Vol. 21, p. 73) (sixth edition), by Mal miid Shäkir. Beirut, al-Maktab al-IslamI. See The 
GSP Multimedia Encyclopedia, 1996 Software which states: Turkestan: area of central Asia divided 
among Kazakhstan, Kyrqyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Afganistan, and China. Stretching 
from Tukey to W China in the Middle Ages, Turkestan was from the 19`h Century administered by Russia 
as a single colony of smaller extent. After the Russian Revolution, the Turkestanis applied for autonomy, 
and in 1918 declared a Turkestan independent Islamic Republic, which was forcibly put down 1918-25. 
Stalin subsequently carved up the area into separate republics to prevent a resurgence of separatist 
sentiment. 
4 World Atlas (1999), Encarta 99 (Microsoft) - Scientific Encyclopedia. USA. s Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion (p. 158). By Barthold. 
6 Mu jam al-Buldän (Vol. 1, p. 500, Vol. 2, p. 46, Vol. 5, p. 310) by Yägiit al-Hamwi. 
Mongol dynasty: Indian dynasty 1526-1858, established by Babur, Muslim descendant of Tamerlane, 
which was the 14th-century Mongol leader. The Mongol emperors ruled until the last one, Bahadur Shah 
II, was dethroned and exiled by the British; they included Akbar, Aurangzeb, and Shah Jahan. The 
Mongols established a more extensive and centralized empire than their Delhi sultanate forebearers, and 
the Mongol era was one of great artistic achievement as well as urban and commercial development. When Akbar died 1605 the Mongol empire had a population of 70-100 million, but it was at its largest 
under Aurangzeb (ruled 1658-1707), who briefly subdued the Deccan and the south- central states of Bijapur and Golconda. However, Mongol authority never extended into the far south and, although more 
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later day Urgench". It can, therefore, be observed that the writer mentions many 
cities by their names and then proceeds to explain that their names have changed to 
such and such or that they have remained unchanged to the present time. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that the river, which the Arabs labelled Sihün is now 
called Syrdarya while they called the other river JThün and is now known as 
Amudarya. 
2. The majority of the sources, which the researcher has managed to accumulate 
mention the city Akhsikath with a `th' at the end. First, Mu jam al-Buldän (Vol. 1, 
p. 121), by Yäqüt al-Hamwi, states the city with a `th' but states: "That it has a `t' is 
prior because `th' does not belong to the alphabet of the 'Ajam (non-Arabs). " The 
writer of this book is the first to have used the name with a `th' since he died in 
(626H/1229AD) and it may be argued that what is regarded as the earliest carries 
more weight than the latest. In addition, in his book al Ansäb Abü al-Wafä al- 
Qurashi, the writer of al Jawähir al Mudiyya, argues: "A1-Akhsikathi with an [A] 
vowel, a [kh] consonant, an [s] consonant, an [i] vowel, a [k] consonant, and a [th] 
consonant with respect to Akhsikath, which is located in the land of Fargana"1. He 
describes (Akhsillcath) here in minute detail as dictionary writers normally do. He 
states that the word ends in a `th' and this is why it can be seen that all those who 
came after Yäqüt a1-Hamwi are in two groups. Some accepted the name that was 
passed on to them with a `th' while some others embraced Yäqüt al-Hamwi's 
opinion, and therefore accepted the view including the T. 
bureaucratized than the Delhi sultanate, power waxed and waned between central and local rulers. As the 
Dutch trader Francisco Pelsaert (1595-1630) commented, while Mongol emperors were 'kings of the 
plains and open roads', they effectively ruled barely a half of the dominions over which they claimed 
sovereignty, there being `nearly as many rebels as subjects'. See The GSP Multimedia Encyclopedia, 
1996 Software. 
1 Al Jawdhir al-Mudiyya (Vol. 4, p. 129). 
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3. The sources which mention the city with a `th' are as follows: Tagwim al-Buldän 
(p. 500) by Abu al-Fidä' (d. 732H/1332AD); al-Jawähir al Mucliyya (Vol. 3, p. 334) 
by al-Qurashi (d. 775H/1374AD); Miftäh al-Sa `äda (Vol. 2, p. 170) by Täsh Kubri 
Zäda (d. 968H/1561AD). Also Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1848) by Häjl Khalifs (d. 
1067H/1657AD); al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya (p. 188) by al-Laknawi (d. 1304H/ 
1887AD); Hadiyyat al-`Äriln (Vol. 6, p. 123) by Ismä'Il Bäsha (d. 13391V1921AD); 
Turkestan (p. 156) by Barthold (d. 1349H/1930AD); Mu jam al-Mu'alifin (Vol. 3, 
p. 663) by Kahhäla (d. 1376H/1956AD); al A'lam (Vol. 7, p. 28) by al-Zirikli (d. 
1396HI1976AD); Atlas al- `Älam al-Isläml' by `Abdulmun`im Mäjid and `Ali `Ali 
al-Bannä (map No. 8); Da'irat al-Ma `ärif al-Islämiyya al-Mutarjama2 (foreign 
publication): The Encyclopedia of Islam (Vol. 1, p. 330). 
4. The sources that mention the city with a `t' are: Täj al-Taräjim (p. 196) by 
Qatlubghä (d. 879H/1474AD); Mu jam al-Matbü `ät al-'Arabiyya (Vol. 1, p. 406) by 
Serkis (d. 1351H/1932AD). Also History of the Arabic Literature (Div. 3, p. 718) by 
Brockelmann (d. 1375H/1956AD); and Da'irat al-Ma `ärif al-Islämiyya (Vol. 1, 
p. 512). 3 
2.4 Birth and growth of author 
The biographies available do not mention anything about his birth or growth; however, 
his relationship may indicate his birthplace, which is Akhsikath because this is common 
1 Egypt: Dar al-Fikr al-`Arabi. 2 Translated into Arabic by Ahmad al-Shintinäwi, Ibrähim Zak! Khürshid and `Abdulhamid Yünis. Arabic 
translation published by Ministry of al-Ma`ärif, Egypt. 3 In spite of this I have noticed that al-Zirikil, in his biography of Al mad bin M4ammad bin al-Qäsim al- 
AkhsilcathY, states: "He is from Akhsi-loath in Fargana, pronounced with a [th] or [t]"; see al-A `lam (Vol-1, 
p. 215). 
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in associating scholars with their birthplaces. Al-Akhsikathi's date of birth can be 
determined through consideration of his contemporary `Abbäsi Caliphs towards the end 
of the second `Abbäsi period. A general discussion of this period will ensue when I 
examine the political environment later. One of these Caliphs is Caliph al-Näsir li Dzn 
Allah' Ahmad Abü al-`Abbas bin al-Mustadi' bi-Amr Allah who was born in 
(553H/1158AD). He was nominated Caliph after the death of his father in 
(575H/l 180AD) till (622H/1225AD) 2 The writer also lived at the time of the Caliph al- 
Zähir bi Amr Allah3 Abra Nair Muhammad bin al-Nä§ir li Din Allah, who was born in 
(571H/1176AD). He was appointed as successor to his father in (622H/1225AD) and 
died nine months after his succession. He also lived at the time of the ruler al-Mustanýir 
bi Allah4 Abü Ja'far Man§& bin al-Zähir, who was born in (588H/1192AD) and was a 
Caliph from (623HI1226AD) till (640H11243AD). He also lived at the time of the ruler 
al-Musta`ýim bi Allahs, Abü Ahmad `Abdulla bin al-Mustanýir bi Allah, who was born 
in (609H/1213AD). He became Caliph in (640H/1243AD) and remained in power till 
the fall of the `Abbäsi Caliphate in Baghdad in (656H/1258AD) 6 
During the second 'Abbas! period, the author lived within the Khawarizmi state, which 
ruled Transoxania from around (470H/1077AD) until the conquest of Transoxania by 
I Abroad bin al-Mustaci' bi Amr Allah al-Masan bin al-Mustanjid, Abü al-'AbbAs al-Nasir li DIn Allah. 
fie was the longest serving governor of all Ban! al-'Abbas, (d. 622H/1225AD); al A'ldm (Vol. 1, p. 110) 
by al-Zirikli. 
2,41-Bidäya wa al-Nihäya (1397H/1977AD), (Vol. 12, p. 304) (second edition) by Ibn Kathir Ismä'Il bin 
'Umar. Maktabat al-Ma'ärif. Beirut. 
3 Muhammad bin Ahmad, Abü Nair, al-7ähir bi Amr Allah bin al-Nä it bin al-Musta4i' al-'Abbäsi, (d. 
623H/1226AD); al-A'läm (Vol. 5, p. 320) by al-Zirikll. 
'' Man$ür (al-Mustan§ir) bin Mu$ammad (al-71hir) bin A1}mad (al-NI$ir) bin al-MustadI', The 'AbbäsT 
Caliph. He built al-Mustan$iriyya School in Baghdad. He defended Baghdad when it was attacked by the 
Mongol, he died in Baghdad in (640H/1242AD); al-A'Idm (Vol. 7, p. 304) by al-Zirikli. 
s 'Abdulla (al-Musta'$im) bin Man$iir (al-Mustan$ir) bin Muhammad (al-Zahir) bin Ahmad (al-NA ir), the 
'Abbäsi Caliph, Abü Aýmad. He was the last of the 'Abbäst Caliphs in Iraq, (d. 656H11258AD); A'läm 
(V01.4, p. 140) by al-Zirikil. 
6 Tärikh al-Khulafa' (1371H/1952AD), p. 444 (First edition) by al-Suyü I 'Abdulrahmän bin Abü Bakr. 
ßdited by Muhammad Muhyi al-Dia 'Abdulhamid. Al-Sa'äda. Egypt. 
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the Mongols (628H/1231AD), who advanced upto Baghdad in (656H/1258AD) and 
overthrew the `Abbäsi Caliphate. ' 
2.5 Quest for knowledge 
Biographies will not prove of much use to anyone seeking to find this scholar's quest 
for knowledge and the way he reached the highest scholastic level. However, a person 
who examines the author's book under discussion can infer that the author wrote his 
famous complementary after mingling with contemporary scholars and ascending high 
levels of knowledge from his childhood to the great stage he reached later in life. The 
writer of Kashf al-Zunün2 says about al-Akhsikathi's book: "It excludes unnecessary 
waffle, includes precise and clear parts, organises content accurately" (Vol. 2, p. 1848). 
Similarly, the author of the book al-Tahgiq, which is a Sharh (commentary) on al- 
Muntakhab, `Abdul`aiiz bin Abmad al"Bukhän3 (d. 730H/ 1329AD), argues: "The 
Mukhta. var (epitome), which is mentioned surpasses all other books in its precision and 
excellent organisation, solid structure. ..,, 
4. 
` Al-Bidäya wa al-Nihäya (V01.13, p. 200) by Ibn Kathir; Tatimmat al-Mukhta$ar ft Akhbär al-Bashar 
(13891V1970AD), (First edition), (Vo1.2, p. 282) by Ibn al-Wards Zain al-Din `Umar. Edited by Abmad 
Rif at al-Badräwi. Dir al-Ma'rifa. Beirut; al-Tärikh al-Islämi, (Vol. 2, p. 143), by Mahmüd Shäkir; Tärikh 
al-Isläm (1384H/1964AD), (seventh edition), (Vol. 4, p. 94), by Dr. Masan Ibrähim. Maktabat al-Nahca al- 
Mi$riyya. Cairo. 
2 Muslafä bin `Abdulla Kätib Chalabi, known as IlAji Khalifs. He was a historian and a researcher of Turkish origin. He died in Constantine in (1067H/1657AD); al A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 236) by al-Zirikli; History 
of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 2, p. 563), S. (Vol. 2, p. 635) by Brockelmann. 3A full biography of the writer will ensue in the course of the discussion on the impact of the location on 
the author's life. 
4 Kashf al-7unün (Vol. 2, p. 1849) by Häji Khalifa. 
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2.6 His death' 
The author died on Monday 23iß Dhü al-Qi'da, (644H), i. e. April, the second, 
(1247AD)3, and was buried in the Seven Judges cemetery, close to Qäd7ikhan4. 
1 Refer to his death in the sources provided in his biography. 2 Qallubghä, the author of Täj al-Tarajim, states that his death was on the thirteenth; however, al- 
Laknawi, the writer of al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya, mentions the twelfth. The rest of the sources indicate the 
twenty-third. 
3 History of the Arabic Literature, (Div. 3, p. 718), by Brockelmann (The Arabic version). 4 AI-Jawähir al-Mudiyya (Vol. 3, p. 334) by al-Qurashi; Qä 1khän is Hasan bin Man$ür bin Abü Qäsim 
Mahmüd bin `Abdul`azzz, Fakhr al-Din, known as Qaadi Khan al-'Uzjandi al-FarghänI. He was a great 
Hanafi scholar (died in 592H11196AD); al-A'läm (Vol. 2, p. 224); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 594) by 
Kahhäla; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 376), S. (Vol.!, p. 643,644) by Brockelmann. 
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2.7 Author's homeland 
An overview of the homeland where the author grew up is essential in order to have a 
clear picture of the factors that had an impact on the life of this scholar and that shaped 
his personality. The general context surrounding his life had the strongest influence on 
the scholar's methodology, his knowledge, his writing, his style as well as his 
personality. Therefore, I shall shed light on the context where he lived from a 
geographical point of view. I shall then talk about the value of such a context and the 
political, economic, social, cultural and scholastic aspects of the region. The effect of 
the context on the intellectual and cultural activity of the Islamic State, especially 
Transoxania, will also be discussed. I should say that it was not possible to link the 
context of this book directly to the ethos on which it was composed. This was due to the 
fact that the book was purely written on the subject of 'Upül al-Fiqh. 
2.7.1 The impact of the geographic location and the city of Akhsikath 
The author lived in Transoxania, as I have already mentioned when talking about his 
name and birth, and the Arabs used the appellation `the land beyond the river' to 
designate the region located between the Srydarya and Amudarya rivers, which flow 
into the Aral sea in Central Asia. In the term `beyond the river' the reference to the 
Amudarya river. Furthermore, the city of Akhsikath, which the author is associated 
with, is now called Akhsi. l The cluster `kath' at the end of the city's name (Akhsikath) 
means `city', namely the name of the city is Akhsa or Akhsi. The cluster figures in 
1 See The Encyclopedia of Islam (1979) (new edition), Vol. 1, p. 330, by a number of leading orientalists. The Netherlands, Leiden: E. J. Brill. 
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many names of cities in Transoxania, as has beed stated earlier in the discussion 
pertaining to the editing of the name. In his book Turkestan, Barthold claims: "From the 
statements of the Muslim geographers it is evident that the wall reached the bank of the 
Chirchik near the town of Jabghnkath (properly "Town of the Jabghü") two farsakhs 
(leagues) above Binkath... "1. It appears that the writer identifies Jabghükath as Jabghü 
city, so Kharghänkath means Kharghän city while Khätünkath means Khatün city. 
Akhsilcath is located on the banks of the Syrdarya river to the north (latitude 40: 53 
northwards and longitude 71: 22 eastwards) in the Farghanah province 54.7 kilometers 
northeast of the famous Kokand city in the modem Republic of Uzbekistan. And 28 
kilometers away to the southwest is the famous Namangan city, which is 18 kilometers 
to the northwest of Chust city. 54 Kilometers away is Marghilon city and Fargana city 
65 kilometers to the southeast 2 
The author of Mu jam al-Buldän described Akhslkath city as a flat land3 that had a fort 
of which few remnants still exist and that had running rivers, numerous reservoirs as 
well as four gates, each leading to winding gardens and orchards that extend about a 
mile from all different sides. The gardens and orchards are also described as the best in 
Transoxania4. (See map 1,2). 
2.7.2 The value of the geographic location 
The geographic location mentioned in the section above with regard to Transoxania had 
a great impact on various aspects of life in the region, because of its proximity to the 
Turkestan (p. 173) by Barthold. 
2 World Atlas (1999), Encarta 99 (Microsoft) - Scientific Encyclopedia. USA. 3 Mu dam al-Bulddn (Vol. 1, p. 121) by Yäqüt al-13amwi. 4 Turkestan (p. 145) by Barthold; Mu jam al-Buldän (Vol.!, p. 121) by Yäqüt al-Hamwi. 
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land of Khurasanl. Islam came to the region at an early stage of the rise of the Islamic 
state, at the time of the Caliph `Umar bin al-Khattäb. Dr. Hasan Ibrähim2 comments: 
"There were trade relations between the people of Bukhara and China. When the Arab 
rule reached Syrdarya river, traders could easily travel to China without constraints from 
the authorities... Silk trade was the prime reason that urged caravans to go to China". 
Being at the intersection of Khurasan and China, the region was a passageway for trade 
caravans that attributed great value to the region. Traders from northern Russia went 
eastwards through the Caspian Sea and then Mary, Bukhara and Samarkand 
Transoxania and then on to China. These traders used to carry marten and fox skins as 
well as swords, candles and honey. What gave this route a great trade value is the fact 
that the people of the Volga-Valley3 embraced Islam at the beginning of the fourth Hijri 
century alongside the efforts exerted by al-Sämm5niyyin, 4 who established security in 
Khurasan and Transoxania and hence trade caravans could travel in peace. In addition, 
the wedding of Nasr bin Ahmad al-Samäni'ss son to the daughter of China's King 
played a major part in the intermarriage of traders from China and the homeland of al- 
1 Khurasan refers to Turkestan, parts of northeast Iran and northern Afghanistan other than Amudarya. AI- 
Munjid fi al-A'läm, (Ninth edition 1976) (p. 267). Dar El-Mashreq. Beirut. Lebanon. 
2 His book Tärikh al-Isläm (Vol. 2, p. 317). 3 Volga: longest river in Europe; 3,685 km /2,290 miles, 3,540 km/2,200 miles of which are navigable. It 
drains most of the central and eastern parts of European Russia, rises in the Valdai plateau, and flows into 
the Caspian Sea 88 km/55 miles. Below the city of Astrakhan. See The GSP Multimedia Encyclopedia, 
1996 Software. See also al-Munjid fi al-A'14m, (p. 534). See also The New Encyclopedia Britanica (Vol. 
12, p. 421). 
4 In association with IsmA'11 bin Ahmad bin Asad bin Sämän, Abü Ibrähim. He was the second ruler in al- 
Sämäni state in the land beyond the river. He was born in Fargana. He succeeded to power after the death 
of his brother Na$r bin Abmad and was endorsed in his access to power by al-Mu`tadid al-`Abbäsl, who 
appointed him ruler of Khurasan annexed to the land beyond the river. He was very successful in 
repressing revolts, determined in his policies, which earned him the trust of al-Mu`ta4id and reliance of 
al-Muktafi. This paved the way for his reign in Khurasan and the land beyond the river till his death in Bukhara in (2951V907AD); al A'läm (Vol. 1, p. 308) by al-ZiriklI. See The Islamic Dynasties, 1980 
ireprinted) (p. 127), by C. E. Bosworth. Clark Constable Ltd. Edinburgh. U K. 
Nair bin Ahmad bin Ismä'iil al-Sämäni, Abü al-Hasan, the ruler of Khurasan and the land beyond the 
river (Transoxania). He died in Bukhärä in (331H/943AD); al A'läm (Vol. 8, p. 21) by al-Zirikli. 
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Sämäniyyinl. This leads me to discuss the political, social, economic and scholastic 
activity in the region. 
2.7.3 The political, economic, social and scholastic activity in the region 
The following is a general overview of the different aspects of the society in which the 
author of the book lived. This society obviously had a direct influence on his life in 
general and on his scholastic life in particular. The overview provided here encompasses 
political, economic, social and scholastic aspects of the author's life. 
2.7.4 Political aspects2 
1. Before the Islamic conquest 
Many different principalities governed Transoxania, and the majority of the inhabitants 
of the region lived in oases run by commanders. Outside of these oases pastoral tribes 
shifted from place to place and were themselves under the government of the rulers of 
the neighbouring region. Muslims conquered these places and returned to the area lying 
behind the Amudarya River. The first conquest took place in (77H/697AD) at the hands 
of 'Umayya bin `Abdulla. 3 Later on Muslims entered the region many times, but these 
invasions did not aim at conquest or settlement; rather they sought to demoralise the 
enemy and to study the battlefield in case of a future attack. 
1 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 3, p. 327) by Dr. Uasan Ibrahim. 2 Wafayat al -A yän (Vol. 4, p. 87) by Ibn Khillikän; Azminat al-Tärikh al-Isläml (1401H/1981AD) (Vol. 1, 
p. 130), (First edition), by al-Tirmänini `Abdulsaläm. National Council for Culture, Arts and Literature - The Arab Heritage Department - Kuwait; Turkestan (p. 723) by Barthold; al-Tärikh al-IslämI (Vol. 4, 
p. 220) by Mahmüd Shäkir; Qasamat al-'Alam al-Isldmi (1394H/1974AD), (p. 26), (First edition), by Mustaf al-Mu'min. Dar al-Fath. Beirut. 3 'Umayya bin `Abdulla bin Khälid bin AsId al-'Umawi al-Qurashi, ruler of Khurasan under the rule of `Abdulmalik bin Marwan, (d. 87H/706AD); al-A'läm (Vol-2, p. 23) by al-Zirikli. 
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2. The arrival of Islam 
The actual arrival of Islam occurred in (94H/713AD) at the hands of Qutayba bin 
Muslim al-Bähill' at the end of al-Walid bin 'Abdulmalik's2 reign at the time of the 
'Omawis, 3 who ruled the Islamic state from (41H/662AD) to (132H/750AD) 
4 
After the arrival of Islam in Transoxania came the period of the Islamic state, which was 
characterised by a high culture and science. This period extended from the end of the 
first Hijri century (eighth century AD) to the mid-sixth Hijri century (around the twelfth 
century AD) when the troops of Chingiz Khan the Mongolians invaded the land of the 
Muslims and overthrew the Khawarizmi state, which was the greatest of all Muslim 
states that had arisen in Transoxania. During that long epoch, which lasted five 
centuries, this region had a great impact that shaped the landmarks of the rich Islamic 
civilisation at a time when other contemporary nations were still wading through the 
obscurity of ignorance and backwardness. 
However, the epoch of the `Abbasi rule, which reigned the Islamic state from 
(132H/750AD to (656H/1258AD). The second period of the `Abbäsi rule, from 
(232H/847AD) to (656H/1258AD), was characterised by some aspects of political 
weakness, which helped the governors of certain principalities to declare their partial 
1 Qutaiba bin Muslim bin 'Amr bin al-Hu*ain al-Bähili, Abü Haff, Commander of Khurasan at the time of 
'Abdulmalik bin MarwAn and at the time of his son al-Walid. He conquered many cities such as 
Khawärizm, Sajistan, Samarkand and Bukhärä and even conquered the borders of China. He remained in 
rower in the region about thirteen years and died in (96H/715AD); al-A'läm (Vol. 5, p. 189) by al-Zirikli. 
Al-Walid bin 'Abdulmalik bin Marwän. He succeeded to the Caliphate after the death of his father in 
(86H/705AD) during al-'Umawi period of the Islamic state, (d. 96H/715AD); al A'läm (Vol. 8, p. 121) by 
al-Zirikli. 
3 Wafayat al-A'yän (Vol. 4, p. 87) by Ibn Khillik5n. 4 Tärikh al-Khulafa' (p. 254) by al-Suyüli; al-Kämil fi al-Tärikh (1399H/1979AD) (Vol. 3, p. 404), Ibn al- 
Athir'Ali bin Abü al-Karam. Beirut - Dar $ädir; al-Tärikh al-Isldmi (Vol. 4, p. 61) by Mahmüd Shäkir. s Timujin bin Bisukay from the people of Qiyat from the Mongol hunters. He was born in 
(550H/1155AD). Later on he received the surname he was most known for: Chingiz Khän, (d. 625H1 
1227AD); Atlas Tärikh al-Isläm (1407H/1987AD) (p. 239), (First edition), by Dr Husain Mu'nis. Cairo, 
al-Zahrä' li al-I'lam al-'Arabi; Siyar A'ldm al-Nubalä' (14191-1/1998AD) (Vol. 22, p. 243), (eleventh 
edition), by al-Dhahabi Muhammad bin Al mad. Beirut - Mu'assasat al-Risäla. 
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independence from the `Abbäsi state in the eastern and western parts of the Islamic 
world. This resulted in the rise of small semi-independent countries. The Caliph was 
compelled to accept this fact and have the governors themselves ruled local provinces. ' 
3. Al-Tähiriyya state2 
Al-Tahiriyya state was at the forefront of the semi-independent states, which were 
established in Khurasan and Transoxania. It lasted from (205H/820AD) to 
(259H/873AD)3 when the Sultanate of Ban TAhir extended as far as Khurasan and 
Kirman alongside their first reign in Tabaristan. Their capital was al-Ray prior to its 
shift to Nisabur the capital of Khurasan. The fall of the al-Tähiriyya State came at the 
hands of Ya`qüb bin al-Laith al-$afiar, 4 the founder of the a1-$affäriyya state 5 
4. Al-Safrariyya and al-Sämäniyya States 
The al-$affäriyya state did not last more than two years in Transoxania (259H/873AD) 
to (261H/875AD). However, it ruled till (379H/989AD) in Khurasan, Sistän, Persia and 
Kirman. Afterwards, al-Samäniyya state arose in Transoxania from (261H/875AD) to 
(389H/999AD). 
1 Al-Tärikh al-IslämT (Vol. 6, p. 5) by Mahmüd Shäkir. 2 Al-Tähiriyya people are related to Zuraiq bin Mähära Mawlä Talha bin `UbaidullAh al-KhuzV1. They 
were loyal to the 'Umawi state. With the call for the raise of the `Abbäsi state, they immediately 
responded favourably. See al-Islam in central Asia (no date) by Dr. Hasan Abmad Mabmüd. Al-Hai'a al- 
Mi$riyya al-`Emma li al-Kitäb. Egypt. 3 See The Islamic Dynasties, (1980) (p. 99). By C. E. Bosworth. Edinburgh University Press. UK. 
4 Ya`qüb bin al-Laith al-$affar, Abu Yüsuf. He was one of the world's great leaders and a great and 
shrewd leader. At a very early age in his life he worked in the Copper industry in Khurasan, (d. 2651V 
879AD); al-A`ldm (Vol. 8, p. 201) by al-Zirikll. 5 See The Islamic Dynasties, (p. 103), by C. E. Bosworth. 
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5. Al-Ghaznawiyya Stater 
Towards the end of al-Sämäniyya state indications of the increasing power of al- 
Ghaznawiyya2 state began to emerge. Subaktakin, 
3 who conquered parts of India and 
Afghanistan in successive invasions in (389H/999AD), was one of the most famous 
rulers in the al-Ghaznawiyya State. This state continued dominating Khurasan, most of 
Transoxania, Afghanistan and wide parts of the Indian subcontinent for more than a 
century but its domination shrunk because of domestic disputes and wars, which used to 
erupt among the rulers until the rise of the state of al-Saläjiga 
4 
6. Al-Salajiga states 
The state of al-Salajiqa arose in (455H/1063AD) when Sultan al-Saljügi Alb Arsalän6 
seized Khurasan, all of Transoxania and Afghanistan. His reign extended to Diyär Bakr 
and Syria, and al-Saljügiyya State reached its peak at the hands of Malikshäh, 
7 the son 
of Alb Arsalän. 8 
t See The Islamic Dynasties, (p. 107), by C. E. Bosworth. 
2 Related to Mal müd bin Subaktak? n al-Ghaznawi, Abü al-Qasim, the conqueror of India and one of the 
greatest leaders. He was the sultan of the al-Ghaznawi state, (d. 421H11030AD); al-A'ldm (Vol. 7, p. 171) 
by al-Zirikli. 
3 Subaktakin the ruler of Balakh, Ghazna, etc. He accomplished great triumphs in Afghanistan, India and 
the land beyond the river. He was nicknamed NäýYr al-Din wa al-Dawla (i. e defender of religion and the 
state). He was fair, courageous and noble, (d. 387H/997AD); Turkestan (p. 398) by Barthold; al-A'1dm 
cVol. 7, p. 171) by al-Zirikli; SiyarA'lam al-Nubald' (Vol. 16, p. 500) by al-Dhahabi. 
Al-Saläjiga related to Muhammad bin Michael bin Saljüq, Abii Talib. He was the first king in al- 
Saljügiyya state, (d. 455H/1063AD); al A'1äm (Vol. 7, p. 120) by al-Zirikli; al-Saläjiga surfaced in Iran in 
the tenth century, embraced Islam following the Sunni stream and then dominated Khawärizm as well as 
Iran after wiping out the Buwaihiyya state in Persia; al-Mawsü'a al-'Arabiyya al-Muyassara (Vol.!, 
993) by Muhammad Shafiq Ghirbal. 6 
See The Islamic Dynasties, (p. 113), by C. E. Bosworth. 
6 Alb ArsalAn bin Muhammad bin al-Sultan Jaghribek Dawüd bin Saljüq al-Turkumäni al-Ghazzl, Abü 
Shujä', the great courageous Sultan, 'Aqud al-Dawla, (d. 451H/1059AD); SiyarA'läm al-Nubald' (Vol. 8, 
414) by al-Dhahabi. 
The great sultan, Jalal al-Dawla, Abü al-Fath, Malikshah bin al-Sultan Alb Arsalän Muhammad bin 
Jaghribek al-Saljügl al-Turk!. He succeeded to power in (465H11072AD) and died in (485H/1092AD); 
SiyarA'ldm al-Nubalä' (Vol. 19, p. 54) by al-Dhahabi. $ Muslims in the Soviet Union through History (Vol.!, p. 289) by Dr. Muhammad 'All al-Barr. 
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7. Al-Khawarizmiyya state 
Al-Salajiqa ruled Khurasan and Transoxania for some time and their state witnessed 
times of agreement and disagreement until the rise of al-Khawarizmiyya state in 
Khawarizm in (536H/1141AD). The reign of al-Khawarizmiyya state expanded to 
encompass Transoxania, Khurasan and northern Afghanistan. The capital of the state of 
al-Khawarizmiyya was al-Jurjäniyya, 
' which attained great aspirations within this state. 
Al-Khawarizmiyya state went through wave of overmuch sumptuousness and a fierce 
struggle for power with its rivals (i. e. al-Saläjiga and others), which weakened their 
state and turned it into an easy prey for Chingiz Khan's troops when they invaded the 
country in (618H/1221AD) 2 
8. The fall of Transoxania into the hands of the Tartars3 
Chingiz Khan managed to unify the Mongol tribes in the Mongolian desert under his 
reign and many of the Tartars who used to live east of Mongolia joined him. He 
' Al-Jurjäniyya is the name of the borough of the Khawärizm province (i. e. its capital). It is a great city on 
the bank of Amudarya river; it is called Kirkänj by the people of Khawärizm in their mother tongue and is 
later Arabicised into al-Jurjäniyya. Yäqüt al-Iiamwi says: "I visited the place in (616H11219AD) before 
the Tartars seized and demolished it. I don't know if I ever saw a greater, richer or better city, which 
became part of the past after the Tartars' destruction of the city. As far as I know all that is left are the 
landmarks"; Mu' jam al-Buldän (Vol. 2, p. 122) by Yaqüt al-Hamwi. 
2 See The Islamic Dynasties, (p. 109), by C. E. Bosworth. 
3 Tatar or Tartar: member of a Turkic people, the descendants of the mixed Mongol and Turkic followers 
of Chingiz Khan, called the Golden Horde because of the wealth they gained by plunder. 
Russia in 1552 conquered the vast Tartar State. The Tartars now live mainly in the Russian autonomous 
republic of Tartarstan, W Siberia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan (where they were deported from the 
Crimea in 1944). There are over 5 million speakers of the Tartar language, which belongs to the Turkic 
branch of the Altaic family. The Tartar people are mainly Muslim, although some have converted to the 
Orthodox Church. 
Following the Tartar demonstrations in Moscow July 1987 demanding the restoration of the Crimea as an 
autonomous republic to which they could return, a special commission was established under Andrei 
Gromyko to look into the community's grievances. It reported that such a move was not feasible because 
Russians and Ukrainians had repopulated the Crimea since 1944. In 1988 a federal ruling confirmed the 
right of deported Tartars to residency in the Crimea. See The GSP Mutimedia Encyclopedia (Version 
1.24) Software Copyright 1996 AirteQ ltd. See also The Islamic Dynasties, (p. 141) by C. Bosworth. 
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attacked China and captured the capital Beijing. Then he marched over all the other 
cities in China as far as the borders with Transoxania. Later on, he sent a message to 
Khawärizm-Shäh Muhammad bin Tukush, ' the last Sultan in the Khawarizmi state, 
proposing reconciliation. This was of no avail after Khawarizm-Shah ordered the killing 
of a group of merchants sent by Chingiz Khan to the Islamic State under the pretext that 
these were acting as spies for Chingiz. This occurred in (614H/1218AD)2 and the killing 
of the merchants infuriated Chingiz, who sent sweeping troops to the land of Islam. The 
troops crossed Srydarya river and entered Transoxania; Khawarizm Shäh failed to ward 
off the attack and fled while Chingiz Khan and his troops forcefully conquered Bukhara 
city in (616H/1219AD) and killed a lot of the inhabitants in the city3. The Tartar troops 
pursued their march under the leadership of Hulaku (Hulegu) as far as Baghdad, the 
capital of the Islamic State. The Tartars conducted a gruesome massacre against the 
dwellers of Baghdad and killed the last `Abbäsi caliph, namely Caliph al"Musta`sim. 4 
The Tartars ruined and devastated the country; they wiped out cultivation, people and 
animals. This happened in (656H/1258AD) and brought the `Abbas! Caliphate to an 
end .5 
With the fall of Jurjäniyya city (Kirkänj), the capital of Khawarizm, into the hands of 
Jochi bin Chingiz Khan, the latter (Jochi) ruled Khawarizm and Khuräsän and attempted 
to gain the independence of these two areas from the kingdom of Chingiz Khan. Jochi 
t Muhammad Khawarizm Shah bin Tukush bin 'Utsez, 'Ali' al-Din. He became ruler of the land beyond 
the river in (596H/1200AD) after the death of his father; al-Bidäya wa al-Nihäya (Vol. 13, p. 132) by Ibn Kathir. 
2 Turkestan (p. 568) by Barthold. 
3 See The Islamic Dynasties (p. 142) by C. Bosworth. 
4 `Abdulla (al-Musta'sim), bin Man§ür (al-Mustaqir), Bin Muhammad (al-Zahir) Bin Ai mad (al-Nair). A descendent of Häran al-Rashid al-'Abbäsl. He was the last of the 'Abbäsi caliphs in Iraq. He was killed by Huläku after capturing Baghdad in (656H11258AD); al-A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 140) by al-Zirikli. 5 See The Islamic Dynasties (p. 149) by Bosworth. 
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did not object to any agreement with Muslims, which infuriated his father who poisoned 
him to death. After the death of his father, Baraka Khan bin Jochi succeeded to power 
and ruled Turkestan and central Asia. He embraced Islam and changed the direction of 
the Mongols. He remained in power from (654H/1256AD) till (665H/1267AD) and 
Islam therefore spread widely among the Mongol tribes during his reign, particularly 
inside the Dhahabiyya Mongol tribe (Golden Horde) in the north of the Caspian sea. 
The Mongol Empire therefore became an Islamic state and continued until 
(761H/1360AD) when the reign of Tamerlane', i. e. Taimur the lame, started. 2 
Tamerlane was a descendent of Baraka Khan and a Muslim but his faith was only 
superficial. He followed the path of Chingiz Khän in terrorism and destruction and ruled 
wide areas, which extended from India to Europe. When he died in (807H/1405AD) his 
country was divided so that his children and grandchildren were in power till they were 
crushed by the Shaibäniyyin, who were related to Muhammad bin Shaibän bin Jochi bin 
Chingiz Khän, 3 who killed the last of the Taimüriyyin sultans in (906H/1501AD) 4 
After the reign of the Shaibäniyyin, who are regarded as being related to the Uzbek who 
ruled the country for approximately a century, the Jäniyyün - in association with Jän bin 
Yär al-Astrakhani - ruled Transoxania. The Jäniyyün are considered in-laws of the 
Shaibäniyyin but they belong to the Astrakhan family because the origin they are traced 
back to is Astrakhan. Their reign lasted from (1006H/1598AD) to (1099H/1688AD). 
1 Tamerlane or Tamburlaine or Timur i Leng (Timur the Lame') 1336-1405: Mongol ruler of Samarkand, in Uzbekistan, from 1369 who conquered Persia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Georgia. He defeated the Golden Horde 1395, sacked Delhi 1398, invaded Syria and Anatolia, and captured the Ottoman sultan in Ankara 1402; he died invading China. He was a descendant of the Mongol leader Chingiz Khan and the great-grandfather of Babur, founder of the Mongol Empire. 2 Tamerlane was born in a city south of Samarkand in Uzbekistan in (737H/1336AD), (d. 807W 1405AD); Atlas Tärikh al-Islam (p. 243) by Dr. Husain Mu'nis. 3 Muhammad al-Shaibäni died in (916H/1510AD); Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 8, p. 375) by Mahmiid Shäkir. 4 See The Islamic Dynasties (p. 155) by Bosworth. 
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A principality governed by the Uzbek Khans was established in Kokand 
in 
(1112H/1700AD). However, the Jäniyyün were expelled from this country in 
(1200H/1786AD) and the Khans of Kokand remained in power until (1293H/1876AD) 
when the Russians occupied their country. The last Khan was Näýir al-Din Khan, who 
ruled the country for one year only. 
' 
9. The rise of the Ottoman state 
The Ottoman state emerged as a powerful Islamic state. Muhammad al-Fätih succeeded 
in conquering Constantine in (857H/1453AD)2 and changed its name to Istanbul, 
meaning house of Islam, and made it the capital of the Ottoman state. The Russians 
carried the banner of the crusades in the east after the fall of the seat of crusades 
in 
western Asia, i. e. Constantine. The Russians had started embracing Christianity in 
(378H/988AD) 3 
10. The conquest of the Russians in Transoxania 
The Russians took advantage of the weakness of the Tartar and Ottoman Muslims in 
general and the dispersion of the Tartars in the north of the Caspian sea, the area known 
as the Volga river reservoir. In fact, the fall of Constantine was a direct cause that urged 
officials to kindle the spirit of crusades in their citizens. This in turn led to the Russians' 
conquest of Siberia in (988H/1580AD) and then the Caucasus4 too, which were 
1 Al-Tärikh al-Isläml (Vol. 8, p. 373) by Mahmüd Shäkir. 2 See The Islamic Dynasties (p. 138) by Bosworth. 
3 Al-Tärikh al-Isliimi (Vol. 21, p. 73) by Mahmüd Shäkir. 4 Caucasus is located between the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea. See modem maps: Atlas of the world. 
Oxford University Press. (1993), second edition, (p. 18) - London - UK; Illustrated Atlas of the world. 
Rand McNally, (1992), (p. 55)- Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data, USA. See also The 
GSP Multimedia Encyclopedia, 1996 Software which states: Caucasus: series of mountain ranges 
between the Caspian and Black seas, in the republics of Russia, Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan; 1,200 
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subjugated to Russian rule in (1276H/1859AD). Hence, the Russians started with the 
conquest of central Asia in a gradual manner for fear that Muslim Tartars and Ottomans 
would unite against them. They occupied Tashkent in (1282H/1865AD), Khawarizm in 
(1337H11918AD) and, in the following year Bukhärä, where the Russians established a 
government known as the Soviet Republic of Khurasan. Their occupation of Kokand, or 
Fargana, was in (1293H/1876AD), as has already been mentioned above. 
Through this occupation the Russians dominated the land of Turkestan, which includes 
Transoxania; however, this period witnessed certain revolutions on the part of the 
Uzbek tribes against the communist rule but these uprisings were all suppressed. This 
led to the surrender of the country to Russian colonisation. ' 
2.7.5 The economic situation 
1. Agriculture 
Al-`Abbäsi rulers took great care of agriculture and farming based on scholastic study 
thanks to the spread of schools of agronomy, which were concerned with theoretical 
research as well as the study of plant taxonomy, the suitability of soil for cultivation and 
the use of various fertilizers. They also set up an organised system of irrigation in 
Egypt, Iraq, Yemen, northeastern Persia and Transoxania, which is the focus of the 
present research. For example, they initiated a register of irrigation to systematise the 
km/750 mi long. The highest peak is Elbruz, 5,633 m/18,480 ft. Arabian thoroughbreds are raised at 
Tersk farm in the northern foothills. 1 Al-Tärikh al-Islams (Vol. 21, p. 73) by Mahmüd Shäkir. 
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process of irrigation in the Islamic State! Sugar cane, cotton and grains were the most 
valuble agricultural products cultivated in Transoxania thanks to the proliferation of 
water resources. 
2. Industry and minerals 
Owing to the spread of cotton planting, Transoxania was renowned for the industries 
related to cotton textile, clothing and wool carpets as well .2 Persia and Khurasan also 
were famous for some metals such as silver, copper, lead and iron. In addition, the 
`Abbäsi people extracted china and marble in Tabriz, and salt and sulfur in northern 
Persia. The region of Fargana was also known for its mineral wealth; hence, the area of 
Akhsikath was rich with gold and silver while mercury was extracted in the area in the 
proximity of Sükh. Oil, asbestos, gold, silver, turquoise, iron, brass and lead in upper 
Nisya. Furthermore, Fargana was also one of the few lands of Islam where salt 
ammoniac was extracted close to Uzkend. 3 
However, due to the state of political instability in the region, it is the researcher's belief 
that the region is not likely to have benefited from its natural resources, especially 
precious minerals, in addition to the continued looting and pillage on the part of the 
rulers who ruled the country, as has been clarified in the section on the political 
situation in the country. 
1 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 4, p. 3 87) by Dr. Hasan Ibräbim. 2 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 4, p. 392) by Dr. Ijasan Ibräbim. 3 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 4, p. 391) by Dr. Masan Ibrahim, from Ibn al-Hawgal in his book al-Masälik wa al- Mamälik 
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3. Trade 
The `Abbäsi attached great value to trade and facilitating its means to merchants in 
various parts of the Islamic lands by protecting trade from thieves and robbers. This 
contributed to the prosperity of marine and land trade routes. For example, throughout 
the region of Transoxania the dwellers of Bukhära became known, more than other 
people in the region, as having a class of merchants, who possessed much property and 
who lived in impervious palaces. These did not belong to the class of estate agents or 
ordinary landowners. ' What is of concern in this research is the trade route, the famous 
silk route, that crossed Transoxania, which permitted Muslim traders to go to China 
passing through the Tibet plateau and the Turk tribes in order to buy silk. Hence, 
Muslims managed to settle in the south of Shanghai in China, where they had a Muslim 
judge who judged among them according to Shari`a (Islamic law) and who led them in 
prayer. 2 
2.7.6 The social situation 
Discussion of the social situation will center on the inhabitants who lived before the 
conquest of Islam in Turkestan. It will also focus on the social situation of the Islamic 
state, wealth-based social class structure, cities and construction, and some other aspects 
of social life such as food, dress and housing. 
' Turkestan (p. 299) by Barthold. 
2 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 4, p. 400) by Dr. Masan Ibrähim. 
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1. Before the Islamic conquest 
Before the coming of Islam, the region had never witnessed what may be called the 
state's official religion even though the ruling class adopted the Zradisht 
(religion). ' 
The doctrines that emerged in Iran found a haven in Transoxania and conflict took place 
between Buddhists2 and the Zradisht in the region. Consequently, the clergymen did not 
play any role in resisting the Arab conquerors. Moreover, the aristocracy, which was 
made up of traders who had a strong influence on commerce with China and other 
countries, had a special place. 
2. During the Islamic conquest 
As a result of its expansion, the Islamic State encompassed different people from 
incongruous origins such as Arabs, Persians, Turks, Copts, Berbers, black Africans and 
others. Most of these peoples embraced Islam, a religion which secured those who 
adhered to their own religions total freedom of faith while urging them all to work 
together without fanaticism or prejudice. 
On the other hand, this diversity in population led to a fertilile blend of peoples that 
provided the Islamic civilisation with new veins, which guaranteed its existence, 
continuity and evolution. As a result of this, all of these different people participated 
actively in the politics of the Islamic State for various periods of time; therefore, such a 
contribution was not confined to a specific nation or people. This was mainly due to the 
1 Zradisht: Ibn Bursheb, from Azerbedjan. He is the founder of the Zradisht religion in Persia. He claimed 
to be the messenger of God to humanity. His religion was founded on the worship of God and disbelief in 
Satan, ordering virtues and forbidding abominable acts and avoidance of malice; Da 'irat Ma `ärif al-Qarn 
al-' Ishrin (Vol. 4, p. 550) by Fand Wajdi. 2 Buddhism: is a religion of Asian origin. It is based on the worship of its founder Buddha, which means a 
scholar who has acquired Buddha, [i. e. complete knowledge] in Sanskrit. Da'irat Ma'arif al-Qarn al- 
'Ishrin (Vol. 2, p. 3 84) by Fand Waji. 3 Al-Islam fi Asia al-Wuslä (p. 136) by Dr. liasan Abmad MaWid. 
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humanistic principles as well as noble values of Islam promoting understanding, 
goodwill and interaction towards the nation's development and prosperity. The Qur'än 
says: "We have created you from a male and a female, and made you into nations and 
tribes, that you may know one another. Verily, the most honourable of you with Allah 
(God) is that (believer) who has the pious ". 1 
The Arabs at the time of early stages of Islam constituted the first major power that 
adopted the mission of Islam and contributed to its spread worldwide after establishing 
an immense empire. Prior to the coming of Islam, Arabs were grouped into dispersed 
and clashing tribes that soon became united under the banner of Islam. The Arabs are 
credited for realising blood relation unity after intermingling with people from the areas 
conquered due to migration to and settlement in these areas. The Arabs are also credited 
for political unification and for defending such unification in a military manner after 
assuming responsibility for the reigns of government and administration. Moreover, 
they played a major part in the process of Arabicisation, for Arabic became the language 
of science and conversation. No wonder then some consider the Arabs as the driving 
force behind the rise of Islam. 
However, towards the end of the first `Abbäsi period the Arabs lost political leadership 
and military might when new roles emerged on the scene with Persians in charge of the 
administration and Turks the armed forces. Later on, Persia assumed a more active role 
and their authority became obvious in the political, administrative and cultural fields at 
the time of the 'Abbas-1 state. Yet, the influence of the Persians faded at the end of the 
second `Abbas! period with the emergence of the power of the Turks, whose assistance 
1 Surat al-Hujurät: 13. Interpretation of the Meaning of The Noble Qur'an. (p. 816) by Dr. Muhammad T. D. Nilall and Dr. Muhammad M. Khan. 
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the `Abbäsi caliphs resorted to in retrieving their dominance over Turkestan. 
Nonetheless, Persia contributed to the rise of independent movements since they 
established small states of an independent character such as the Tähiriyya and the 
$affäriyya states as has been mentioned in the section on the political situation. 
These are the main segments of the population in the Islamic state, which made 
immense contributions in Islamic history and Arab-Islamic civilisation; this secured the 
continuity and renewal of this civilisation. 1 
3. Social classes in Islamic society 
As far as Islamic society is concerned, the economic situation played a major role in 
social class divisions, which were categorised into three types: 
a. Upper class 
This class encompassed caliphs, sultans, ministers and governors. In other words, it 
contained the ruling class in the early stages of Islam. A characteristic of this segment in 
society is its achievements in enlightenment and reform at times when the Arab-Islamic 
civilisation was at its height. Various achievements were made in political, 
administrative, economic, social and cultural areas, mainly due to the assistance that the 
authorities sought from scholars, noblemen as well as qualified, competent and religious 
people. In addition, they also encouraged sciences, arts and literature. 
1 Tärikh al-Hadära al- `Arabiyya al-Islämiyya (1413H/1992AD), third edition, (p. 123), by Dr. Mai müd Ismä'll. Kuwait: Maktabat al-Fa1äh li al-Nashr wa al-Tawzi'. 
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b. Middle class 
This class included great traders, as has been said about the merchants in Bukhara in the 
discussion on the economic situation, handicraft chiefs, jurists, scholars and writers. 
These constituted the pillars of Arab-Islamic civilisation. The capital of the Islamic 
society was in the hands of this class, which engineered the reform policies of the 
enlightened rulers. These people were also credited for scholastic renaissance, economic 
prosperity and social homogeneity. 
c. Lower class 
This class carried the heavy weight of agricultural, pastoral, industrial and commercial 
production. It represented the majority of the population, namely peasants, craftsmen, 
small traders and shepherds. Peasants lived in the countryside and the plains 
surrounding big cities. Some of these peasants received small pieces of farmland and 
were therefore regarded as small land owners. On the other hand, craftsmen lived in 
cities where they performed their traditional jobs including smithery, carpentry, 
construction, butchery, weaving and so on. Some people worked in state factories in 
textiles, copper or arms. A prominent figure from this class is the founder of the 
$affariyya State who worked in the copper industry, as has been stated in the section 
dealing with the political situation. 
d. Non-Muslims (enjoying Muslim protection under Muslim rule) 
Another segment of the population pertains to non-Muslims, i. e. Christians and Jews, 
who enjoyed many rights under the policy of religious tolerance and performed their 
religious rituals in peace and tranquility. Many caliphs used to attend the parades of 
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non-Muslims, participated in their religious festivities, visited their shrines on specific 
occasions and generously gave donations and endowments. ' 
e. Cities and construction 
As far as cities and construction are concerned it is widely known that the Islamic 
civilisation was centralised in cities and that specific Islamic traits influenced the 
Islamic city. Also, Islamic jurisprudence played an important role in this respect eg. The 
height of buildings was limited to maintain the privacy of people who lived in 
neighbouring houses. The windows were designed in such a way that they opened onto 
the inside court of houses. This was in accordance with the call of Islam for adherence 
to the veil. Separate rooms were made for men and women and oriel windows were 
used to prevent visitors from seeing those inside. These rules were observed attentively 
by inspectors and those who violated them were punished. 
From construction and engineering perspectives, Islamic architecture was affected by 
previous civilisations, especially the Greek civilisation. For instance, the city was 
divided into a centre from which streets branched off in a very subtle and organised 
system. Aspects of Persian architecture also influenced construction of palaces. 
Therefore, buildings, palaces, forts and mosques started featuring this unique Islamic 
Character, which combined aspects of various civilisations from the eastern as well as 
western parts of the globe. The mosque of Samarkand in Uzbekistan still bears witness 
to excellence in Islamic construction creativity to the present time. The Islamic City also 
had many general utilities such as bathrooms regarded as an aspect of cleanliness and 
1 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 4, p. 627) by Dr. Iiasan Ibrähim. 2 See picture of the mosque. 
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purity. In addition, general hospitals were built for the treatment of patients and hostels 
for foreigners and passers-by. ' 
f. Dress 
With regard to some aspects of social life, garments were mainly made from silk, linen 
or wool and there was wide proliferation of the fabric industries especially the cotton 
industry, as can be seen from the current economic situation of the area. In fact, the 
regions of Fargana and Uzbekistan are the largest cotton exporters in the world. The 
popularity of wool was due to the extensive pastoral lands in the plains near the 
Syrdarya River and the Fargana valley in particular. 
In general, garments were characterised by designs, ornaments and drawings without 
portraits of humans and animals. Types of garments included the Jilbäb (a type of 
gown), shirt, turban, hood, sandals and slippers. The upper class wore fancy garments 
made of precious fabric embroidered with gold and silver and studded with gems. 
Moreover, women were dressed in precious garments adorned with gold and silver 
threads. They wore headbands embellished with pearls and corundum and other 
precious stones. They were also decorated with precious collars, diadems, crowns, 
girdles and bracelets. Ordinary women wore loose Jubbas (loose outer garment slit in 
the front) and wraps. They were keen on putting on veils imitating the wives of the 
Prophet [p. b. u. h. ] and they wore pants, collars and slippers. 
1 Tärikh al-Ija44ra al- `Arabiyya al-Islämiyya (p. 172) by Dr. Mahmüd Ismä`i1. Z Diräsat fi Tärikh al-Radära al-Islämiyya al-`Arabiyya (1406H/1986A. D) (p. 263), (second edition), by Dr. Said `Ashur. Kuwait - Dhät al-Saläsil; Tärikh al-Radära al-'Arabiyya al-Islämiyya (p. 182) by Dr. Muhammad Ismä`fl. 
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There were various types of turbans for men and the manner in which these turbans 
were rolled up differed from one person to another depending on the social and financial 
status. 
g. Food 
Food varied according to social class. The upper class enjoyed the luxury of a diversity 
of food and drinks including meat, poultry, fruit and various types of sweets. The values 
of Islam were taken into consideration in the food habits, for example, eating with the 
right hand, chewing well and cleaning teeth with Sewäk (cleaning stick for teeth). 
h. The position of women 
It is necessary to talk briefly about the position of women in Islamic society. Islam 
honoured and liberated women from the chains that curtailed their freedom before the 
coming of Islam. It granted them all the rights in their general and private lives 
according to the principles of chastity, modesty, the spirit and values of this religion. 
Women took an active part in wars and played a major role in accordance with their 
physical nature. They bandaged the wounds of the Muslims fighting their holy wars and 
encouraged them to persevere in their fighting. Women also attended public meetings 
and listened to religious sermons and the . Eid (Muslim festival) prayers. Islam 
prohibited the practice of forcing women into prostitution in the same way that it 
prohibited forced marriage. In addition, Muslim women played an important role in the 
Islamic society on the political, scholastic, cultural and religious levels. This constitutes 
the subject of discussion in the following sections. 
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2.7.7 The scholastic and cultural situation 
In my discussion of the political situation during the second `Abbäsi period, it was 
stated that one of the most significant factors behind the weakness of the `Abbäsi 
caliphs in this period is the emergence of emirs who gained their independence from the 
`Abbäsi caliphate. The only authority that the caliph had over them was to recognise 
them as rulers of their respective regions. ' This independence had a profound effect on 
the vigour of the intellectual activity at the time. Therefore, culture became widespread 
and the palaces in these states were filled with scholars, poets, writers, etc. This rich 
civilisation had a strong echo in the palaces of the Sämäniyyin, the Ghaznawiyyin, the 
Buwaihiyyin, the Hamdäniyyin in the east; in the palaces of the Tuluniyyin, the 
Ikhshidiyyin, the Fatimiyyin in Egypt and in the palaces of the 'Umawiyyin in Andalus 
(Spain)? 
The political scene in the second half of the 'Abbas-1 caliphate wavered with a 
subsequent shift of power in Transoxania from the state of the Tähiriyya to the states of 
the $affariyya, the Sämäniyya, the Ghaznawiyya, the Saljügiyya and finally the 
Khawarizmiyya. Such wavering almost crippled the intellectual, scholastic and cultural 
activities, which normally distracts nations from interest in science, development and 
prosperity. However, the opposite happened as each of the rulers ruling those states 
competed with his predecessors in approaching scholars, jurists, writers, and 
intellectuals. Each was keen on convening scholastic sessions and intellectual and 
literary debates among scholars at the time. 
1 Al-Tärikh al-Islämi (Vol. 5, p. 6) by Mahmad Shäkir. 2 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol-3, p. 332) by Dr. Iiasan Ibrähim 
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1. The Tähiriyya state 
The Tähiriyyin had a great influence on the prosperity of the scholastic, agricultural and 
constructional revival in Transoxania. They were also characterised by wisdom, 
encouragement of science and passion for scholars. Trade boomed during their reign 
and many irrigation projects were set up. ' 
2. The Sämäniyya state 
The Sämän people displayed great skill and expertise in matters of government and they 
secured peace and stability in the country. Trade grew and great value was attached to 
agriculture and industry. At the time Bukhärä attained such a high level of prosperity 
that it became a meeting place for all types of science. In his book Tärikh Bukhärä, 
Vamberi, an orientalist, says: "The number of schools in Bukhärä at the time of Ismä'il 
al-Sämäni exceeded their counterparts in all the cities of Asia" 2 
3. The Ghaznawiyya state 
The emir (ruler) Mas`üd al-Ghaznawi3 was a Muslim. He took care of science and 
scientists. He also took so much care of building and construction that his country was 
congested with the many schools and mosques that he established. Various types of 
industry also flourished and agriculture and trade revived both internally as well as 
externally. 
1 Muslims in the Soviet Union through history (Vol. 1, p. 281) by Dr. Muhammad 'Ali al-Barr. 2 Muslims in the Soviet Union through history (Vol. 1, p. 284) by Dr. Muhammad 'Al! al-Baff. 3 Mas'üd bin Mahmüd bin Subaktakin, one of the kings of the Ghaznawi state, (d. 432H/1040AD); al- A'ldm (Vol. 7, p. 220) by al-Zirikli. 
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4. The Salajiqa state 
At the time of the Salajiqa state scholastic activity developed and the rulers gave a lot of 
importance to sciences, arts and literature. Schools abounded and students traveled 
across the country, in search of knowledge at the hands of a group of prominent Muslim 
scholars in various fields of knowledge. ' Dr. Husain Mu'nis argues: "At the time of the 
Salajiqa, ... the country enjoyed extensive periods of development, prosperity and 
stability. No wonder then, this epoch, which lasted from the fifth Hijri century (eleventh 
century AD) to the seventh Hijri century (thirteenth century AD), was rife with science, 
scholastic achievements, scholars, large buildings, especially mosques and other 
edifices". 2 
5. The Khawärizmi state 
The Shahs of Khawarizm had a great impact on the boom and development mentioned 
in the section above, especially with respect to intellectual activities. They played a 
major role in safeguarding Islamic culture, encouraging scholars, writers and 
intellectuals and also encouraging the activity of translation in the country. 
Therefore, the scholastic, intellectual and cultural activity witnessed great development 
and fierce competition in the service of science and scholars. Islamic culture expanded 
in this period at an amazing rate mainly thanks to the interest shown by the sultans 
(rulers) who succeeded in ruling the region. A second factor, which contributed to such 
an expansion, is the activity of translation from foreign languages, especially Greek, 
Persian and Hindi into Arabic. Another factor is the growth of Muslims' competence in 
M jaz fi Tärikh Duwailät al-Mashriq al-Islim? (p. 192) by Dr. Al mad Muhammad 'Adwan. Atlas Tärikh al-Islam (p. 238) by Dr. Husain Mu'nis. 
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research and publication as well as the encouragement offered by Caliphs, sultans, 
emirs, scholars and writers, on the one hand, and the abundance of edifices and the 
breadth of the horizons of Islamic intellect owing to the migration of Muslims in eastern 
and western parts of the globe, lon the other hand. 
2.7.8 The effects of intellectual and cultural development 
Clear illustrations of the effects of intellectual and cultural evolution are mosques, 
libraries, cultural centres and chambers where scholastic and intellectual sessions as 
well as Süfi (mystic) rituals were held. At the time there also emerged the Kuttäb 
(teachers) who taught pupils in the mosques and who later established schools, the first 
of which was the Baihaqiyya School in Naisabür. 2 
Translation activity 
A general characteristic of the `Abbäsi period is the interest in translation and 
publication. The paper industry developed and as a consequence many Warragin 
(people who sold and edited books) emerged on the scene. A clear example of this is the 
abundance of copies of al-ljusämi's book al-Muntakhab - and these may exceed twenty 
four copies of the same book. 3 Scholars and writers chose certain places where they met 
to learn and conduct debates, arguments and discussions, which led to the multitude of 
Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 3, p. 332) by Dr. llasan Ibrähim. 2.41_M awä `14 wa al-I `tibär bi Dhikr al-Khulal wa al-Athär known as al-Khutat al-Magruiyya (no date) (Vol. 2, p. 363), two volumes. By Tag-1 al-Din Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad bin `Ali al-Magrizi. Beirut: Dar $ädir; Tdrikh al Islam (Vol. 4, p. 420) by Iiasan Ibräliim; Tärikh al-Khulafa' (p. 461) by al-SuyiüIi. This will be elaborated on in further detail in the discussion of the copies of the manuscript. 
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religious, scholastic, literary libraries and so on. These libraries later became some of 
the most valuble Islamic cultural centers. ' 
A prominent characteristic of this period - the second `Abbäsi reign (which is a result of 
the Islamic conquest in the east and west) - is the intermingling of Arabs with other 
nations such as Persians, Romans, Indians, Chinese and others. Alongside, new sciences 
started making their way to Islamic society then. Sciences were classified into two 
categories; first, Naqliyya (traditional) sciences related to legislation, for example 
reading sciences, interpretation, the Prophet's tradition, jurisprudence, 'Ucfcl, grammar, 
language and literature; second, 'Aqliyya (intellectual) sciences, including medicine, 
chemistry, philosophy, mathematics, astronomy, music, history, geography, etc. 2 
2.7.9 The political, economic, social and scholastic situation at the present 
time 
In order to complete the picture I shall discuss each of these in turn 
1. The political situation of the region 
The republic of Uzbekistan, where the author's hometown is located, was established as 
a unified republic in (1343H/1924AD) when the emirates of Bukhärä and Khawarizm 
were united and parts of these were taken to establish the republics of Tajikistan and 
Turkmanistan and the republic of Qarah Qalabaq was annexed to them later 3 The 
republic of Uzbekistan joined the United Nations in (1413H/1992AD) after breaking 
1 Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 4, p. 430-433) by Dr. Iiasan Ibrähim. 2 Tärikh al-Islam (Vo14, p. 439) by Dr. Hasan Ibrähim. 3 A1-Tärikh al-Islämi (Vol. 21, p. 23 1) by Mahmüd Shäkir. 
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away from the Soviet Union. Its space is (408,000) square kilometers; its population is 
approximately twenty one million, ' which makes it densely populated. About 71% of 
the whole population are Muslims and they speak Uzbek, which belongs to the Turkish 
cluster of languages. Uzbek used to be written in Arabic script but was later replaced by 
the Latin alphabet in (1346H/1927AD). The capital of the republic of Uzbekistan is 
Tashkent, which used to be called Benketh. Barthold comments: "Thus it is quite 
possible that Binkathwas on the site of the present Tashkent". 
2. The political situation in Uzbekistan 
The political situation in Uzbekistan is generally stable except for a certain fear from 
some domestic incidents in the neighbouring republic of Tajikistan, which suffers from 
internal unrest between the Tajik and Uzbek communities. This urged the Uzbek 
authorities to stop the influx of refugees from Tajikistan, to ban Tajik political and 
social organisations on its soil and to close the Tajik University in Samarkand. 
3. The economic situation 
The economy in Uzbekistan nowadays is relatively weak, and the country is striving 
hard to boost the deteriorating economy, as is the case throughout the various parts of 
Russia in general. While neighbouring ex-Soviet republics try to implement economic 
reforms by adopting policies of the free market, the republic of Uzbekistan has not tried 
these reforms; rather, it still firmly clings to its solid economic ties with Russia. Despite 
the existence of some heavy industry, such as textiles, textile machinery, some air- 
1 According to the (1992) census. Refer to Encarta 99, Microsoft Company. 2 Turkestan (p. 171) by Barthold. 
3 Encarta 99, Microsoft Company. 
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crafts, natural gas and gold as well as the recent discovery of oil in the Farghana valley, 
the state relies heavily on agriculture, especially cotton planting. In fact, Uzbekistan is 
the fourth largest cottonseed exporting country in the world and the largest cotton 
exporting country. ' Uzbekistan alone produces approximately three million tones of 
cotton a year, (300,000) tones of wheat and (250,000) of corn. It is also considered a 
main exporter of sheep and cattle to ex-Soviet republics and it tends nine million sheep 
and 2.4 million cattle. 
In spite of this economic activity, importation has been the main source of different 
types of food, oil, etc. because the Russians would seize the riches of the republic, 
including agriculture, grazing and minerals. However, since its independence from the 
Soviet Union in (1413H/1992AD) the republic has been striving to raise the standard of 
its economy by all possible means. 
4. The social situation 
At present, the population of Uzbekistan suffers from generally deteriorating health care 
and a high rate of infant mortality due to contagious epidemics. It is believed that this is 
mainly due to drought, which affects the Aral Sea and the subsequent decline of the 
quantity and quality of drinking water, especially in the western part of the republic. 
5. The scholarly and cultural state 
Statistics indicate that the rate of literate people among those aged (9) to (49) is (99.7%) 
and that (53.8%) of the Uzbek republic hold a secondary school certificate or a 
Encarta 99, Microsoft Company. 
2 A1-Tärikh al-Islams (Vol. 21, p. 259) by Mahmüd Sh9dr. 3 Encarta 99, Microsoft Company. 
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university degree. (230) Newspapers are issued inside the country, (144) of which are in 
the Uzbek language, and (124) different periodicals, of which (31) are published in 
Uzbek. ' 
1Rusia 
wa al-Muslimu-n f Asia al-Wusld (p. 40) by Dr. Muhammad `Abdü Yamäni; Muslims in the Soviet Union through history (Vol. 2, p. 415) by Dr. Muhammad `Ali al-Bärr. 
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2.8 The impact of location on scholastic activity 
Undoubtedly, location has a great significance for scholastic life. Cultural and scholastic 
activity was so vigorous that the region became the focus of scholars and learners' 
interest. In fact, many unparalleled scholars who enriched Islamic history in various 
fields completed their studies in this country. The scope of this research only allows for 
reference to some of these scholars. 
1. Abü `Abdulla Muhammad bin Müsä al-Khawarizmi. He was a famous astronomer, 
historian, geographer and mathematician. ' He was originally from Khawarizm but 
moved to Baghdad and people called him the master. The caliph al-Ma'mün al-`Abbäsi 
appointed him a keeper of his own library and entrusted him with the collection of 
Greek books and their translations. He ordered him to summarise Betlimous's al- 
Majasfi, which he summarised and called al-Sind Hind. This book, as the geographer 
Malte Brun argues, constituted the basis of astronomy after Islam. He wrote al-Tärikh 
(the history) narrated by Harnza a1-Aýfahani. His book al-Jabr wa al-Mugäbala 
(algebra) was translated into Latin and later into English. He also wrote al-Jamhara 
(biography), al-Zij (astronomy) narrated by al-Mas`üdi, ýürat al-Ard min al-Mudun wa 
al Jibäl (the earth's picture from cities and mountains). He wrote other books on 
astronomy, for example, al- `Aural bi al-Islirläb (aviation) and Wa$f Ifriqya (description 
of Africa). 
1 He died in (2321V847AD). However, Rigä Kabhäla in his book Mu jam al-Mu'allifin states that al- Khawärizrni died in (2351V850AD) while Ismä'i1 Bashi, in his Hadiyyat al-'ArWn, argues that he died in ý205H/1820AD). 
Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 9) by Ismä'i-1 Bashi; al-A'lam (V01.7, p. 116) by al-Zirikl3; Mu jam al- Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 741) by Kahl Ala. History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 215,216) S. (Vol. 1, 
p. 381,382) by Brockelmann. 
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2. Imäm Bukhäri, the great compiler of Iladith (Prophet's tradition), Abü `Abdulla 
Muhammad bin Abü al-Hasan Isma'i1 bin Ibrahim bin al-Mughira bin a1-Ahnaf al-Juli 
al-Bukhäri. He memorised IHadith (Prophet's tradition); he was a historian and a jurist. 
He was born in Bukhara in (194H/810AD). He traveled a long distance in 
(210H/826AD) seeking knowledge about the Hadith and visited Khurasän, Iraq, Egypt, 
Syria and the Arabian peninsula. He learnt from over a thousand scholars and collected 
approximately six hundred thousand Hadith, from which he selected the most accurate 
ones in his book (Sahih). He is the first to have written a book in this form in the service 
of Islam. He wrote al-Jämi ` al-$aghir known as $ahih al-Bukhäri, which is the most 
reliable source second to the Holy Qur'än as most scholars agree. His books include al- 
Adab al-Mufrad (the single art), al- `Awäli, al-Mabsu7 and Thuläthiyyat al-Bukhäri on 
Hadith, al-Tärikh al-ýaghir (the small history), al-Du `afa' on the scholars of Hadith, al- 
Sunan on jurisprudence, Asmd' al-Sahdba (the companions' names), al Asmä' wa al- 
Kund (the names and the nicknames), Bir al-Wälidain (parents' obedience), al-Tärikh 
al-Kabir (the great history), Tafsir al-Qur'än (the Qur'an interpretation), Khalq Af äl 
al- `Ibäd (creating human doings), al-Fawä'id (the benefits), etc. He died on the eve of 
`Id al-Fitr and was buried in Khertenk, a village two leagues' away to the north of 
Samarkand in (256H/870AD) 2 
3. Al-Tirmidhi Abü 'Isa Muhammad bin 'Isa bin Sawra bin Müsä bin al-Dahhäk al- 
Sulam! al-Darir al-Bughi al-Tirmidhi, one of the great scholars and memorisers of the 
1 One league equals three miles. 2 Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 16) by Ismä'11 Bäshä; al A'läm (Vol. 6, p. 34) by al-Zirikli; Mu yam al- Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 130) by Kabhäla; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 48) by IIäji Khalifa; The encyclopedia of Islam (Vol. 3, p. 419-426). 
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Hadith. He was also a historian and a jurist. He was born in approximately 
(209H1824AD). He learnt from Imam al-Bukhäxi and narrated from him and from other 
scholars. He traveled and learned in Khurasan, Iraq and the holy mosques, and 
Imäm 
BukhärI also learnt from him. Towards the end of his life he lost his sight and died 
in 
Tirmidh in (279H/892AD). His writings include al-Jdmi ` al-ýahih, which is one of the 
six authentic books relied upon by Muslim scholars. 
' He also wrote al-Shamä'il on the 
qualities of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ], al-Tal on hjadith, Risäla ft al-Khiläf wa al-Jadal 
(arguments) and al-Tdrikh (the history)? 
4. Abü Yä'güb 'Ishäg bin Ibrähim al-Khurasäni al-Shäshi al-Samarkandi, a IIanafi 
scholar. He left the Shäsh (Chust)3 in the north of Fargana behind Syrdarya river to 
Egypt where he was appointed judge over certain parts of the latter. He died in Egypt in 
(325H/937AD). He was a leader of the Hanafi scholars and wrote his renowned book 
' Ucül al-Shashi on the science of 'U ui (jurisprudence). 
5. Abü Zaid `Abdullas bin `Umar bin `Isa al-Dabüsi, in association with Dabüsiyya, a 
village located between Bukhara and Samarkand al-Bukhäri, a famous Hanafi scholar 
and a jurist. He was born in (367H/978AD). He was the founder of the science of al- 
Khiläf (debate). He participated in many debates with outstanding scholars in 
1 The six authentic books relied upon in Iladith are: al-Bukhäri's $'ahTh (he died in 256H/870AD), 
Muslim's $ahih (he died in 261H/875AD), Abü Däwüd's Sunan (he died in 27511/889AD), al-Tirmidhi's 
Sunan (he died in 279H/892AD), Ibn Mäja's Sunan (he died in 27311/887AD) and al-Nasä'i's Sunan (he 
died in 303H/916AD). 
2 Some aspects of his life are mentioned in the section concerned with the editing of the author's name. 
See also History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 1, p. 161-162) S. (Vol. 1, p. 267-269) by Brockelmann; al- 
-474m (Vol. 6, p. 322) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifn (Vol. 3, p. 573) by Kahhäla. 3 It is also called Chust nowadays. See modem maps: Atlas of the world. Oxford University Press. (p. 18); Illustrated Atlas of the world. Rand McNally, (1992), p. 55. 4 Hadiyyat al-'Arifln (Vol. 1, p. 199) by Ismä'i-1 Bäshä; Mu Yam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 338) by Kabhäla; 
asl A'lam (Vol. 1, p. 293) by al-Zirikli. 
('Abdulla) or ('Ubaidulla) in History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 1, p. 184) by Brockelmann. 
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Samarkand and Bukhara. He was appointed in charge of justice and died in Bukhara in 
(430H/1039AD). His books include Tagwim al-Adilla (evaluating evidence) on 
jurisprudence, al Asrär (the secrets) on 'Ucül and Furü ` (subsidiaries) in the Hanafi 
school, al-Amad al Aqua, Ta'sis al-Nazar on disagreement among the Imams and al- 
Anwär on jurisprudence. ' 
6. Zain al-Mash5yikh Abü al-Fadl Muhammad bin al-Qäsim Babjuk al-Bigäl ,a Hanafi 
jurist, known as al-Adanü. He was Mufassir (an interpreter) of the Qur'an, a writer, a 
grammarian and a linguist. He was from Khawarizm, born in (490H/1097AD). He learnt 
inflection and language from al-Zamakhshari and later took his position. In addition, he 
learnt the Hadith from this scholar as well as from others. He died in Jurjän in 
(562H/1167AD)2. His writings include Tafsir al-Qur'än (interpretation of the Qur'än), 
Miftäh al-Tanz-11 (the key of Revelation), al-I jäb ft al-I `räb, Manäzil al-'Arab wa 
Miyähuhä, al-Hidäya on meaning and oration Tagwim al-Lisän on grammar, Käfi al- 
Taräjim bi Lisän al A `äjim, al-Fatdwä and al-Tanbih `ala I jäz al-Qur'än. 3 
7. Siräj al-Din Abu al-Hasan `Ali bin `Uthmän al-Awshi al-Fargani, a Hanafi jurist, 
from Fargana. He died of plague in (575H/1179AD) 4 His writing include Bad' al Amäli 
(a poem on the beliefs of Muslims), Tuhfat al-Aalt, which is a Sharh (commentary) on 
Bad' al Amär, al-Fatäwä al-Siräjiyya, which is a collection of Fatäwä (legal opinions) 
following the Hanafi school; Mashäriq al Anwär Sharh Ni$ab al Akhbär Ii Tadhkirat 
1 Mu `jam al-Mu'alliln (Vol. 2, p. 265) by Ka11 Ma; Mu jam al-Malbü'ät (Vol. 1, p. 866) by Serkis; al- 
A'lam (Vol. 4, p. 109) by al-Zirikli; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 184), by Brockelmann. 2 Häji Khalifa, in his book Kashf al-Zunün, argues that he died in (562H/1167AD) and in Mu Yam al- Mu'allifin the date is specified as (523H/1129AD) by Kaid ala. ' Mu `jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 593) by Kabhala; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 120) by Häji Khalifa; al- A'läm (Vol. 6, p. 335) by al-Zirikli; History of the Arabic Literature, S. (Vol. 1, p. 513) by Brockelmann. 4 The author of Mu dam al-Mu'allifin states that he died in (5691V1173AD); al A'läm states his death took 
place after (569H/1173AD). 
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al Akhyär, Thawägib al Akhbär, Ghirar al Akhbär wa Dawr al-Ash `dr on IIadith, 
Niyäb al Akhbär Ii Tadhkirat al Akhyär fi Mukhta$ar Ghirar al Akhbär, Yawagit al- 
Akhbär and an explanation of `Umar al-Nasafi'sl poem on debating, which he called 
Mukhtalaf al-Riwaya 2 
8. Burhan al-Din Abü al-Hasan `Ali bin Abü Bakr bin `Abdu jalil al-Far äßi al- 
Mar hinäni 3 He was a Hanafi scholar, a jurist, a Muhaddith (narrator), a Häfi; 
(memoriser) of the Iladith and Mufassir (an interpreter) of the Qur'an. Ibn Kamä1 
Bäsha said that he belongs to the class of scholars that rely on the Tarjih (preference) of 
a variant rather than another, (d. 593H/1197AD) and his writings encompass Bidäyat al- 
Mubtadi' on llanafi jurisprudence, al-Hidäya Sharh al-Bidäya (an explanation for al- 
Hidäya), which is one of the most famous Hanafi books on jurisprudence, Sharh al- 
Jami ` al-Kabir li al-Shaibäni, Mukhtärät Majmü ` al-Nawäzil, Manäsik al-Hajj, 
Muntaqa al-Marfü `, al-Farä'k/ and Nashr al-Dhahab 4 
9. Burhän al-Din Mahmüd bin Ahmad bin `Abdul`aziz bin `Umar bin Mäza al-Bukhäri 
al-Mar hinäni, a Hanafi jurist. He was born in Marghinan in (55 1 H/1 156AD) and died 
in Bukhärä in (616H/1219AD). He was probably one of the teachers of Imäm al- 
Akhsikathi, the author of al-Muntakhab, since the time difference between their deaths 
is twenty eight years and the city of Marghinan is only (54) kilometers away from 
Akhsikath. His writings include al-Wajzz (the summary) on Fatäwä, al-Mu, Yt al- 
His life is discussed in the section on the great contemporary scholars of'U$ü1. 2 Hadiyyat al-'kifin (Vol. 1, p. 700) by Ismä'i1 Bäshä; Mu jam al Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 475) by Kahhäla; 
al A'1dm (Vol. 4, p. 3 10) by al-Zirikil. 3 In association with Marghinan in the land of Fargana. 4Mu jam al-Malbü'ät al-'Arabiyya (Vol. 2, p. 1739) by Serkis; Hadiyyat al-`A riifin (Vol. 1, p. 702) by Ismä' l Bäshä; Mu jam al-Mu'all fin (Vol. 2, p. 411) by Kali4äla; al A 7äm (Vol. 4, p. 266) by al-Zirikli. 
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Burhäni ft al-Fiqh al-Nu `mäni, which he called al-Dhakhira, Tatimmat al-Fatäwä, 
Dhakhirat al-Fatäwa, al-Tajrid, al-, Tariga al-Burhäniyya. l 
10. Muhammad bin `Ali bin `Umar Abü Hämid Najib al-Din al-Samarkandi, a scholar 
in medicine. He had many books in medicine, including al-Na, cbiyyat, al Asbäb wa al- 
`Alämät (the causes and the symptoms), which is published, al Adwiya al-Ma `rüfa al- 
Musta `mala (the used, known drugs), a manuscript in the Congress Library in 
Washington, ' Ucül Tarkib al Adwiya (fundamentals of mixing drugs), al Adwiya al- 
Mufrada (the single drugs), Qawanin Tarkib al Adwiya al-Qalbiyya (the laws of mixing 
heart drugs). He also wrote a booklet on the treatment of arthritis; an article on layers in 
the eye; al Aghdhiya wa al-Ashriba li al Asihhä' (the foods and drinks for the healthy 
people); Aghdhiyat al-Mardä (nutrients for patients); al-$inä `a; Ghäyat al Aghräd ft 
Mu `älajat al Amracd and Shari al Asbäb wa al- `Alämät by Nafis bin `Awad a1-Karmäni 
and so on. He died as a martyr in present day Harät in the north of Iran when it was 
attacked by the Tartars in (619H/ 1222AD) 2 
11. `Abdul`aziz bin Ahmad bin Muhammad `A1ä' al-Din al-Bukhäri al-Hanafi, a jurist 
from Bukhärä. He acquired jurisprudence at the hands of famous scholars, (d. 
730H/1330AD). His writings include al-Tahgiq (the edition), Mukhtacar (an epitome) 
on al-Muntakhab al-Husämi, which is under study, Kashf al Asrär, an explanation of 
Imam al-Bazdawi's book, which is one of the most renowned explanations of ' U, cül al- 
Bazdawi. He also wrote al-Afniya, in which he mentioned the mosque courtyard and the 
'Al-A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 161) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 796) by Kabtala; Kashf al-Zunün ýVol. 2, p. 2002) by Häji Khalifs; Hadiyyat al- `Arifin (Vol. 2, p. 404) by IsmA'il Bashi. 
Al-A'läm (Vol. 6, p. 280) by al-Zirikll; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 113) by Haji Khalifs; Mu jam al- Mu'allijin (Vol. 3, p. 524) by Kabhäla; History of The Arabic Literature (Vol.!, p. 490), S. (Vol. 1, p. 895) by Brockelmann. 
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house courtyard, etc., and Shari al-Hidäya on Furü ` (subsidiary) of IIanafi 
jurisprudence as far as the divorce chapter. ' 
12. Abü Muhammad Mansur bin Ahmad Mu'ayyad al-Khawarizmi bin al-Qä'äni, a 
Hanafi jurist. He died in Makka in (775H/1373AD). He wrote marginal notes on al- 
Muntakhab, which is a Sharh (commentary) on al-Muntakhab ft 'Upül al-Madhhab, 
which is the book I shall be editing in this research. He also wrote Sharh (commentary) 
on al-Mughni by al-Khabbäzi on jurisprudence. 
These and many other scholars enriched the Muslim world with their great works, most 
of which remained essential references for many centuries after their deaths and even to 
the present time. 
1 Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 157) by Ka 1 Ala; al A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 13) by al-ZiriklI; Mu'jam al- 
MaFbü'at (p. 537) by Serkis; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1849) by 11äj1 Khalifa. 2 Jaläl al-Din 'Umar bin Muhammad al-Khabbäzi al-Khajandi al-Hanafi, (d. 691Hl1292AD); al-A'läm 
N1.5, p. 63) by al-Zirikdi. 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 912) by Kab1 ala; al-A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 297) by al-Zirikli; Kashf al-Zunün 
(Vol. 2, p. 1749) by HAji Khalifa; Hadiyyat al-'Anfin (Vol. 2, p. 474) by Ismä'I1 Bäshä. 
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2.9 His school and his position among Hanafi scholars 
2.9.1 His school 
The Hanaff school underwent great developments throughout the different stages of 
Islamic history due to four main reasons: 
1. The great number of followers of Abü Hanifa, the founder of the Hanafi school, and 
their concern to publish his works and to report his principles. 
2. The great number of those who came after the first generation and who then branched 
off the school according to new events in agreement with different locations. 
3. The fact that the Hanafi school was the official school adopted by the `Abbäsi state 
led to its wide expansion in the east and west of the centre of the `Abbäsi state. The 
situation remained unchanged for more than five hundred years because it was adopted 
throughout the Islamic State. 
4. Al-Rashid, ' the fifth `Abbäsi caliph2who succeeded to the Caliphate in 
(170H/786AD), appointed Abü Yüsuf judge of Baghdad - the centre of the `Abbäsi 
caliphate. Abü Yüsuf was one of Abü Hanifa's two main students who accompanied 
him. These two students took care of the school Abü Hanifa founded and passed on the 
1 Härün (al-Rashid) bin Muhammad (al-Mahdz) bin (al-Man§ür) al-`AbbäsI, Abi! Ja'far. He was the most 
famous `Abbäsi caliph. He was also very courageous and fought in many conquests, performing 
pilgrimage one year and fighting in a conquest another. He died in Sanabath, a village in Tits, in 
ý193H/809AD); al A `1äm (Vol. 8, p. 62) by al-Zirikli. 
Tärikh al-Islam (Vol. 2, p. 20) by Dr. Ilasan Ibrähim. 3 Yaqüb bin Ibräh m. bin Habib al-Anýäri al-K-M al-Baghdadi, Abü Yüsuf, a companion and a student of 
Abu Hanifa. He was the first to promulgate the Hanaü school and the first to be called the judge of 
judges, (d. 182H/798AD); al A'Idm (Vol. 8, p. 193) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 4, p. 128) by 
Kahhäla; History of the Arabic Literature S. (Vol. 1, p. 288) by Brockelmann. 
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teachings they acquired from him to their own students. The teachings of the school 
expanded thanks to these two. This accounts for the fact that judges could not be 
appointed in the other regions without a prior proposal from Abü Yüsuf, the chief judge 
who appointed only those following the Hanafi school. 
Because of its great development, the IHanafi school spread across all the countries that 
came under the reign of the `Abbäsi state. So, it became officially adopted in Iraq, 
Transoxania, the countries that were conquered in the east as well as Syria. ' 
It is natural therefore, that most of the scholars in Transoxania belong to the Hanaf 
school and one of these scholars is the author of al-Muntakhab al-Husämi. In addition, 
all the writers who wrote his biographies stated that he was a Hanafi jurist and no one 
disagrees with this. 
His book also provides much evidence to indicate that his school is Hanafi. For 
instance, he states: "And this is the school we adhere to" and "And in our viewpoint" 
The writer made this statement often in contrast to the view of Imäm al-Shäfi`i or in 
contrast to the opposing view of the Hanafi scholars. For instance, in page [1/A] he 
states: "The Hukm al- `Ämm (general judgment) certainly and definitely necessitates 
legal rulings with respect to what is contained within it, as in al-Khä (specific 
judgment). In our viewpoint, in contrast to the school of al-Shäfi`i" A further look at the 
author's statement reveals that by `in our view' he meant the Hanafi school, which 
indicates that he belongs to the Hanafi school without doubt. 
1 Tärikh al-Madhähib al-Islämiyya (1417H/1996AD) p. 381, by Mu] ammad Abü Zuhra. Cairo: Där al- 
2 
ikr al-'Arabi. 
See the references mentioned in the section dealing with the author's biography. 
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2.9.2 Author's class 
The Hanafis classified their leaders and scholars into seven classes', which included all 
the scholars of the IHanafi school, the former and the later, and specified the positions 
and status, which they attained in the school as follows: 
First class: This class includes the scholars exercising Ijtihäd in Islamic law such as the 
four Imäms2 and those who followed their path in establishing the 'U, cül al-Fiqh and 
deducing Furü ` (subsidiary) legal injunctions from the Qur'an, the Sunna, Ijmä' 
(consensus) and Qiyas (analogy). This was in accordance with these principles without 
imitation of anyone as far as Furü ` (subsidiaries) or principles are concerned. 
Second class: This class includes the scholars who exercised Ijtihäd within the school, 
for example, Abü Yüsuf, Muhammad al-Shaibäni3 and all of Abü Hanifa's companions, 
who were capable of deducing legal injunctions from the four types of reliable evidence 
mentioned above according to the principles established by their teacher Abü Hanifa. 
Although they disagreed with him on certain minor injunctions, they nevertheless 
imitated him in the 'Ucül al-Fiqh; hence they are distinguished from their opponents 
within the school including al-Shafi`i and his peers who disagree with Abü Hanifa on 
the issue of injunctions without imitating him on the principles. 
2 
Al-Fath al-Mu bin f 1Yalli Rumüz wa Muflalahät al-Fugahd' wa al-'U$üliy»in (p. 18) by al-HafnAwi. These are Abu Hanifa, Malik, al-Shäfi`i and Ahmad bin Hanbal. 
. 
Muhammad bin al-Hasan bin Farqad, from the clients of Bani Shaibän, Abu `Abdulla. He was a scholar in Figh (jurisprudence) and 'Uft l al-Fiqh. He is the one who made Abü Ilanifa's teachings known, (d. 189H/804AD); al A `lam (Vol. 6, p. 80) by al-Zirikil; Mu yam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 229) by Ka iäla; History of the Arabic Literature S. (Vol.!, p. 288,298) by Brockelmann. 
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Third class: This class includes the scholars who exercised Ijtihäd in matters on which 
no account was provided by the Imam of the school, including al-Khqýäf, 
' Abü Ja'far 
al-T4awi, 2 Abü al-IIasan al-Karkhi, 3 Shams al-A'imma al-IIalw5ni, 
4 Shams al-A'imma 
al-Sarkhasl, Fakhr al-Islam al-Bazdawi, Fakhr al-Din Qädi Khän and others. These 
scholars could not disagree with any Imam on 'Ucül (principals of jurisprudence) or 
Furü ` (subsidiaries), but they deduced legal injunctions for matters on which no text is 
available from Abü Ilanifa or his companions depending on the principles they set and 
the rulings they simplified. This class served Hanafi jurisprudence well since it laid the 
foundations for its development, established logical reasoning on its principles, and 
relied on its teachings. This class also laid the foundations of the Tarjih (preference) or 
Qiyäs (analogy) among different views, consolidating some and weakening others. In 
addition, the class contributed to the prominence of jurisprudence in the Hanafi school .5 
Fourth class: This is the class of scholars who relied on imitation and who utilised 
logical reasoning in matters for which no legal injunction was available, for example, 
Al-Jagäý and similar other scholars who were not able to exercise Ijtihäd. However, 
due to their comprehensive knowledge of 'Uci l and their mastery of jurists' opinions, 
they were capable of clarifying overall ambivalent statements and valuble injunctions 
1 Ahmad bin 'Umar al-Kha$gf, Abü Bala, a scholar knowledgeable about the Hanafi school, (d. 261HI 
875AD); Mu `jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 219) by Kahhäla; al-A'läm (Vol. 1, p. 185) by al-Zirikil. 2 Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Saläma al-Tahäwi, Abü Ja'far, a jurist, a narrator, a memoriser of the 
Qur'an, a historian. He led the Hanafi school in Egypt and died in (321H/933AD); al-A'lam (Vol. 1, 
206) by al-Zirikli; Mu `jam al Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 267) by Ka1? i 1a. 
'Obaidullah bin al-Husain al-Karkhl, Abü al-Hasan, a jurist who led the Hanafi school in Iraq, (d. 
340H/952AD); al-A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 193) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 351) by Ka11 Ala. 4 'Abdul'aziz bin Ahmad bin Nair al-Halwäni al-Bukhäri, Abü Muhammad, named Shams al-A'imma, a 
Hanafi jurist. In his time, he was the leader of Hanafi scholars in Bukhärä, (d. 448H/1056AD); al A'läm 
JVol. 4, p. 13) by al-Ziriklr; Mu jam al-Mu'allifn (Vol. 2, p. 158) by Kabbala. 
AI-Fath al-Mubin fi Halli Rumüz wa MuglalaJzät al-Fugahd' wa al-'UUüliyy"in (14191V1999AD) (p. 22), 
first edition, by Dr. Muhammad Ibrähim al-Hafnäwi. Egypt: Maktabat al-Ish'ä' al-Fanniyya; narrated by Ibu 'Abdin in his Iläshiya (Vol. 1, p. 77). 
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which imply two judgements as quoted from the Imam of the school or one of his 
companions exercising Ijtihäd on the basis of their views and opinions regarding 'Ucül 
as well as Qiyas (analogy) with the analogues and counterparts of that which is quoted 
as far as Furü ` (subsidiaries) are concerned. 
In fact, the difference between the third and fourth classes is very subtle and can hardly 
be deciphered. People who count the two as one are not to be undermined because 
resorting to the principle of Ijtihäd among opinions in 'Usül is no less important than 
the choice of the deduction principle on matters of Furü ` (subsidiaries) for which no 
injunctions are quoted from the Imams. For instance, al-Ja! ýýas, who is considered a 
representative example of this class (the third), has the same weight as al-Karkhi or any 
other scholar belonging to the fourth class. ' 
Fifth class: This class includes those who adopted the principle of Ijtihäd including 
imitators such as Abu Hasan al-Qaddüri, 2 al-Marghinäni, the author of al-Hidäya, 3 and 
others. These displayed the Tarjrh (preference) of some versions over others by showing 
that a certain version is more prior, more correct and clearer and that it agrees more with 
Qiyäs (analogy) and it is more tolerant for people. 
Sixth class: This is the class of the imitators who were able to draw distinctions between 
the most powerful, the powerful and the meager, the manifest in the school, the 
narration's manifest meaning and the narration's infrequent meaning. For example, 
1 Al-Fath al-Mubin fi Valli Rumüz wa Muctalahät al-Fugahä' wa al-'Ucüliyyin (p. 23) by al-Hafnawl. 2 Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Ja`far bin Hamdän al-Qaddüri, Abü al-Iiusain, a Iianafi jurist, 
(d. 42811/1037AD); al A'läm (Vol. 1, p. 212) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 242) by 
Kahhäla. 
3 Shaikh al-Islam Burhän al-Din 'Ali bin Ab! Bakr al-Marghinani al-IIanafi, (d. 593H/1197AD); Mu jam 
al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 411) by Kahhäla; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 203 1) by IIäji Khalifa. 
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some of these imitators are the recent holders of reliable Fatäwd (legal opinions) such 
as al-Nasafi, l the writer of Kanz al-Daga'iq, a1-Müsili, 2 the writer of al-Mukhtdr, al- 
Mahbübi, 3 the writer of Wigayat al-Riwäya fi Masä'il al-Hidäya and Ibn al-Sä'äti, 4 the 
writer of Majma ` al-Bahrain wa Multaqa al-Nayyirayn. These scholars decided not to 
include inadmissible statements and meager narrations in their books. 
Seventh class: This class includes the imitators who were not able to pronounce legal 
injunctions and therefore relied on imitation. These could not distinguish between the 
meager and the healthy, but instead gathered what ever they came across .5 
2.9.3 Where do we place the Author? 
With regard to the classification of the author within one of the seven Hanaf classes 
mentioned above, it can be observed that he was constrained within the confines of the 
principles of Iianafi jurisprudence as identified by the Imams of the school and did not 
transcend them. He didn't state what could be considered as principles; rather he builds 
on the works of his predecessors in this respect. Indeed he followed the principles set 
out by Imam al-Bazdawi without being constrained by the text in his book, as will be 
demonstrated in the section dealing with the writer's methodology. The fact that he 
' 'Abdulla bin A]tmad bin Malimild al-Nasafi, Abü al-Barakät, Hafi7, al-Din, a lianaf jurist and an 
interpreter. He was from Nasaf near Samarkand, (d. 710H/131 OAD); al-A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 67) by al-Zirikli; 
Mu Yam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 228) by Kahl*äla. History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 2, p. 196,197), S. 
ýVol. 2, p. 263-268) by Brockelmann. 
Majd al-Din 'Abdulla bin Mahmüd bin Muderd al-Mü§ili al-Baldaji, Abü al-Fa4l, a l1anal jurist, (d. 683H11284AD); al A'lam (Vol. 4, p. 135) by al-Zirikli; Mu `jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 295) by Kal b la. 3 Burhän al-Shari'a Mal}müd bin $adr al-Shari`a Abmad bin Jamal al-Din 'Obaidullah al-Ma1 bübl al- Bukhäri al-Hanaf. He was still alive in (630H/1233AD); Kashf al-'unün (Vol. 2, p. 2020) by HäjI Khalifa; Mu jam al-Malbü'ät (Vol. 2, p. 1199) by Serkis. 4 MuZaffar al-Din Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Taghlib known as Ibn al-SA'äti, a scholar in Hanafi jurisprudence, (d. 694H/1295AD); al A'Mm (Vol. 1, p. 175) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 199) by Kalihäla. 
s Al-Fath al-Mubin ft Valli Rumüz wa Muclalahdt al-Fugahä' wa al-'Usüliyyin (p. 18), by al-Iiafnäwi, (narrated by) Ibn'Abdin in his footnote (Vol.!, p. 77). 
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belongs to a class which is constrained within the principles of the Ijanafi jurisprudence 
excludes him from membership to the first of the Ijanafi classes since its adherents 
established juristic principles on the basis of which they deduced Furü ` (subsidiary) 
injunctions. The writer built on their principles and ramified juristic injunctions, as in 
his statement page [17/A]: "The act of making practical capabilities a Shart (condition) 
for a necessary on time Add' (performance) rather than a Qaclä' (execution)". Such an 
act is called al-Takhrij `ala al-Madhhab (logical reasoning). The author made of these 
ramifications solid foundations for Furü ` (subsidiary injunctions) on juristic matters. 
In his book al-Muntakhab, the writer disagrees with the views of Imam Abü Hanifa and 
Imam Muhammad bin al-Hasan al-Shaib ni on the themes of the Ilagiqa (fact) and the 
Majäz (metaphor) in their discussion that the pronunciation of the Ilagiqa (fact) and the 
Majäz (metaphor) cannot be used in a single word to imply two meanings at the same 
time" The two Imams argue that it is Jd'iz (permissible) while in his view it is Mustahil 
(impossible) page [4/B] of the book. His objection to the views of two Ijanafi scholars, 
though on Furü ` (subsidiaries) rather than on 'Ucül (principles), elevates the position of 
the author's class in comparison to the fifth of the Hanafi classes. As has already been 
stated previously, those belonging to the fifth class displayed the Tarj7h (preference) of 
some versions over others by showing that a certain version is more prior, more correct 
and clearer and that it agrees more with Qiyäs (analogy). 
On the basis of the ensuing discussion the author may be classified within the fourth of 
the Ijanafi classes. A distinguishing feature of this class is the ability of those belonging 
to it to prefer some statements over others within the Ijanafi school because of their 
inability to exercise Ijtihäd. However, due to their comprehensive knowledge in 'Uft l 
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and their mastery of jurists' opinions they were capable of clarifying overall ambivalent 
statements and valuble injunctions. 
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2.10 His scholarly position 
The writer lived in an age that is relatively recent in terms of the historical development 
of Islamic law. In fact legislation went through various stages of evolution; the first 
stage, for instance, was a stage of growth and formation at the time of the Prophet 
[p. b. u. h. ] and its duration was approximately twenty-two years. This period started at 
the time of the Prophet's mission (13 before Hijra/610AD) and ended with his death 
(11H/632AD). The second is a stage of the Tafsir (interpretation) and completion. This 
occurred at the time of the noble Companions and lasted around ninety years from 
(11H/632AD) to the end of the first Hijri century in (100H/719AD). The third stage was 
a stage of codification and the Imams who exercised Ijtihäd; it was also a stage of 
growth and legislative maturity. The science of Islamic jurisprudence started to emerge 
at this stage and its duration was approximately two hundred and fifty years from 
(100H/719AD) to (350H/961AD). Stage four was a stage of imitation, stagnation and 
inactivity and it lasted from the middle of the fourth Hijri century (350H1961AD) till the 
present time. ' 
Imam al-Akhsicathi lived in the seventh Hijri century (the thirteenth century AD), that 
is after the establishment of juristic schools in the fourth Hijri century, as is stated 
above. The time of the writer was not an age of Ijtihäd or deduction, but rather 
imitation, correction, redaction, summarising and correction even if there were some 
people who exercised Ijtihäd. However, as Shaikh Muhammad al-Khudarl argues, 
"There is no doubt that some of the jurists who played this role, i. e. in the fourteenth 
1 Khuläcat Tärikh al-Tashrt ` al-Islämi (1402H/1982AD), p. 8, second edition, by `Abdulwahhäb Khalläf. Kuwait: Där al-Qalam li al-Tibä'a wa al-Nashr. 
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century (tenth century AD), were great scholars and I do not believe that they were 
less 
knowledgeable than their predecessors in the principles of legislation and means of 
deduction. However, they did not have the freedom, which their predecessors enjoyed. ", 
The scholastic position of the writer can be felt in his book a1 Muntakhab. Indeed, many 
scholars commented on this book and such Shurüh (commentaries) approximate to 
about sixteen. They made numerous comments on the book and provided marginal 
notes that are abundant in most of the copies of the manuscript, which the researcher 
manages to find 3 In his praise of al-Akhsicathi and his display of this author's 
scholastic position, the writer of al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya argues: "He was a noble scholar 
and an Imam in Furz 7' (subsidiaries) and 'Ucül (principles)99.4 Also, in his al-Jawähir al- 
Mudiyya ft Tabagat al-Hanafiyya, al-Qurashl says: "The author of al-Mukhtacar (the 
epitome) is Imam, Husäm al-Din. "S He described the author as "Imam" which is a high 
class of a scholarship. In addition, al-Sighnägi, 6 one of the Shurräh (commentators) of 
the book al-Muntakhab, says in the introduction to his Sharh (commentary): "He is the 
knowledgeable Imäm, the ascetic, the expert and the erudite. He is an explorer of the 
depths of knowledge, aware of subtleties, perceptive; he is also a people's Mufti, the 
1 Tärikh al-Tashri' al-Islämi (1414H11994AD) p. 219, second edition, by Muhammad al-Khu4arI. Beirut: 
Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya. 
2 This will be further clarified in the discussion of commentaries of the manuscript in Chapter three. 3 See appendix - pages Xeroxed from copies of the manuscript. 4 Al-Fawd'id al-Bahiyya (p. 188) by al-Laknawl. 5 Al-Jawähir al-Muciiyya (Vol. 3, p. 334) by al-Qurashi. 6 Al-Husain bin 'All bin Hajjäj al-Sighnägi, Ilusäm al-Din, a Iianafi jurist. He was from Ualab where he 
died. His writings include al-Tasdid fi Shark al-Tamhid, that is Tamhid al-Haga'iq, al-Käf (Shark 'Ucül 
al-Bazdawi), al-Muwqcil, an interpretation of al-Mufassal by al-Zamakhshari on grammar, al-Najäh on 
conjugation; al-Nihäya, an interpretation of al-Hidäya, by al-Marghinäni, (d. 711H/1312AD); Hadiyyat 
al-'Ärifin (Vol. 1, p. 314) by Ismä'Il Bashi; Mu; jam al Mu'allijtn (Vol. 1, p. 566) by Ka] la. 
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Shari`ia's contributor, and the Sunna's defender... "' These words of praise prove the 
value of this unique scholar and his mastery of knowledge. 
1 Al-äf, an interpretation of al-Muntakhab by al-Sighnägi, This book was proceeded to the Ph. D. in 
(1417H/1996AD) by Al mad Muhammad IHumüd al-Yamäni. Saudi Arabia -'Umm al-Qurä University. 
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2.11 His students 
The biographies available mention few of his students only. However, the wide 
distribution of his books in various countries and the multitude of its copies and copy 
writers provide ample evidence of the great number of his pupils and students. The 
author of al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya mentioned some of these students: 
1. Al-Nühabädhi, Abü a1-Muzaffar Muhammad bin `Umar bin Muhammad al- 
Nt habädhi, in association with Nühabädh in Bukhärä. Zahir al-Din al-Hanafi, the leader 
of al-Mustanýiriyya school in Baghdad. He was born in (616H/1219AD) and he visited 
Damascus, but later settled in Baghdad where he died in (668H/1270AD). His writings 
include Kashf al-Ibhäm Ii Raf al Awhäm, Kashf al Asrär on 'U, 1cül and Talkhic al- 
Qaddüri (summary of al-Qaddüri's book). ' 
2. Abü Bakr Muhammad bin Alimad bin `Umar al-Bukhäri, Jaläl al-Din al-`Idi the 
narrator, (d. 668H/1270AD) and wrote Jdmi ` al- `Ulüm in Persian. The author of al- 
Jawähir al-Muciiyya argues that he was one of the students of the writer (Vol. 3, p. 334) 
and the author of al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya states the same (p. 188) although both authors 
refer to him under the name Muhammad bin Muhammad al-'Id-l. 
The author of al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya also mentions that one of his students is: 
3. Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Qubbäwi al-Hanafi from Marghinan, (d. 730H/ 
1330AD). 3 His writings include a1 Jämi ` al-Kabir on Furü ` (subsidiaries), Na; m al- 
1 Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 192) by Ismä'i-1 Bäshä; al A `läm (Vol-6, p. 313) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al- Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 565) by Kahhäla. The author of al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya states that he was one of the 
writer's students (p. 188). s Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 129) by Ismä'il Bashä; Kashf al-7unün (Voll, p. 565) by Häji Khallfa; al- Jawähir al-Mudiyya (Vol. 3, p. 349) by al-Qurashi. 3 The writer of Mu jam al-Mu'allifn (Vol. 3, p. 684) states that he died in (726H/1326AD). 
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Jdmi ` al-Saghir li al-Shaibdni on Furü ` (subsidiaries), too. 
' In my point of view he was 
not one of the author's students because the difference between their dates of death is 
(86) years, which accounts for the difficulty to consider him a student of the author. 
1 Hadiyyat al-'Ärffin (Vol. 2, p. 147) by Ismä'Il Bashä; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 564,571) by Iläji Khalifs; Mu jam al-Mu'allffn (Vol. 3, p. 684) by Kahhäla; al-Jawähir al-Mudiyya (Vol. 2, p. 126) by al- QurashY; al-Fawa'id al-Bahiyya (p. 191) by al-Laknawi. 
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2.12 Some prominent Hanafi scholars who were his contemporaries 
The aim of the present section is to identify some distinguished Hanaff scholars who 
lived at the time of the author and were close to the region where he lived. This will 
allow us to see the value of the epoch in which the author lived from a scholastic 
perspective, especially the science of 'Upül al-Fiqh, with respect to the following 
chronological order: 
1. Rukn al-Din al-Karmäni 1 
His name: `Abdulrahmän bin Muhammad bin Amirawayh bin Muhammad bin 
Ibrähim al-Karmäni, Rukn al-Dzn, Abü al-Fadl, the Imam of the Hanafi followers in 
Khurasan. He was born in Karman in (457H/1065AD) and came to Mary where he 
acquired knowledge at the hands of the judge Muhammad bin al-Husain al-Ardistäni 
Fakhr al-Qudät and `Umar al-Halaji. 
His position: After coming to Mary and his concentration on acquiring knowledge his 
reputation increased and jurists came to him in great numbers and learners swarmed 
around him. As a result, he gained a lot of prominence in Mary and became known to 
everyone and his companions spread in various places. His writings appeared in 
Khurasan and Iraq. Abü a1-Fat4 Muhammad bin Yüsuf bin Ahmad al-Qantari al- 
Samarkandi is one of the scholars who acquired knowledge of jurisprudence at his 
hands. 
1 Al-Jawahir al-Mudiyya (Vol. 2, p. 388) by al-Qurashi; al A'läm (Vol. 3, p. 327) by al-Zirikli; Täj al Taräjim (p. 122) by Qaoubgha; Kashf al-? unan (Vol. 1, p. 96) by Häji Khalifa. 
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His writings: Al-Jämi ` al-Kabir, al-Tajrid on jurisprudence al-'14dh Sharh al-Tajrid, 
Shark al-Jämi ` al-Kabir and al-Fatäwä. 
His death: He died in Mary on Friday in Dhü al-Qa`da in the school of al-Qädi al- 
Shahid, A`1ä Makhan, in (543H/1149AD). 
2. Al-Sadr al-Shahid al-Hanafi 1 
His name: Burhän al-A'imma `Umar bin `Abdul`aziz bin `Umar bin Mäza, Abü 
Muhammad Iiusäm al-Din, known as al-$adr al-Shahid, a great Hanafi scholar. He was 
born in (483H/1090AD) and he was from the region of Khurasan. He acquired 
knowledge at the hands of Ibn Burhän al-Din al-Kabir `Abdul`aziz bin `Umar. He 
exaggerated in exercising Ijtihäd to the extent that he became unique in his time; he was 
a great scholar in the principles as well as Furü ` (subsidiaries). He is credited for his 
contributions to jurisprudence by supporters and opponents alike, and even kings relied 
upon his Fatäwä (legal opinions). 
His students: The scholar Abü Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-`Agili 
acquired knowledge from him as did the writer of al-Hidäya who learnt the sciences of 
contemplation and jurisprudence from him. The reputation of al-$adr al-Shahid 
expanded to Transoxania, and rulers honoured him and relied on his Fatäwä (legal 
opinions). Some people thought he was a Shäfi`i scholar, but in fact he was a Hanaf. 
His writings: He wrote on Fiqh (jurisprudence) and 'UUui (principles), etc. such as 
Shari Adab al-Qaaa' by a1-Kha§§äf, al-Fatäwä al-$ughrä wa al-Kubrä, al-Jämi' in 
'Al-Fach al-Mubin fi Tabagat al-'Upüliyyin (1394H/1974AD) (Vol. 2, p. 25), second edition, by 'Abdulla 
Mqýfä al-Maräghi. Beirut - Muhammad Amin wa Shuraka'uh; al-A'läm (Vol. 5, p. 51) by al-Zirikli; 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 562) by Kahhäla; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1228) by Häji Khalifa; 
Hadiyyat al-'Arifin (Vol.!, p. 783) by Ismä'iil Bashi. 
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jurisprudence and has three Shurr7h (commentaries) on al Jämi `. He also wrote al- 
Wägi `ät al-Ilusämiyya, al-Muntagä, `Umdat al-Mufti wa al-Mustafti, al-Tazkiya, al- 
Nafagät, 'Upül Ilusäm al-Din. By mistake a manuscript copy of al-Muntakhab al- 
Husämi, which is located in the Royal Library in Berlin No. (4372), 1 is attributed to 
him. 
His death: Throughout his life, he was respected and dignified. He died as a martyr 
after the Qatwan battle in Samarkand and his corpse was taken to Bukharä. His death 
took place in the month of Safar (September) in (536H/1141AD). 
3. Abü al-Marakhir al-Kardari al-Hanafi 2 
His name: `Abdulghafür bin Luqmän bin Muhammad, Sharaf al-Quda, Täj al-Din, 
Abü al-Mafäkhir al-Kardari al-Khawarizmi, a Hanafi scholar and a jurist. He acquired 
knowledge at the hands of Abu al-Fadl `Abdulrahmän bin Muhammad al-Karmäni. He 
narrated from Abu Tahir Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Sinji al-Mirwazi. He was an 
erudite and a distinguished Hanafi scholar and was therefore called Shams al-A'imma. 
He was a very ascetic and pious person and was in charge of justice in Ijalab at the time 
of the just Sultan Nür al-Din Mahmüd bin Zenki. 
His writings: His books cover various sciences, including a book on 'Ucül al-Fiqh 
and a Sharh (commentary) of al-Karmäni's al-Tajrid, which he called al-Mufid wa al- 
Afazid, a Sharh (commentary) of al-Jam i` al-Saghir, al Jämi ` al-Kabir in jurisprudence. 
1 History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 3, p. 718) by Brockelmann. 2 Al-Fath al-Mubin (Vol. 2, p. 34) by al-Maräghi; al A'läm (Vol. 4, p. 32) by al-ZiriklI; Kashf al-Zunün 
(Vol. 1, p. 114) by 11Aji Khalifa; Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 1, p. 587) by IsmI'll Bäshä; Mu' jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 175) by Kathäla. 
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He also wrote al-Ziyadät, Hirat al-Fugahä', in which he discussed the 
issues over 
which scholars were perplexed, al-Inti$ r Ii Abi HanYfa fi Akhbdrih wa 
Agwälih. 
His death: He died in (562H/1167AD) in Halab where he was also buried; however, 
his place of birth is not known. His name, al-Kardari, is associated with Kardar like 
Ja` far, a village in Khawarizm. 
4. `Abdul`aziz al-Nasafi 1 
His name: `Abdul`aziz bin `Uthmän bin Ibrähim bin Muhammad bin Al mad bin Abü 
gakr Muhammad bin al-Fad1 bin Ja`far bin Rajä' known as a1-Qä4i al-Nasafi a1-Hanafi 
from Kufa. 
His tutors: He acquired his knowledge of jurisprudence in Bukhara at the hands of 
Abü a1-Maiakhir `Abdul`aziz bin `Umar. He learnt from him and from Abü Bakr 
Muhammad bin `Abdulla bin Fä`il al-Sarkhaki and Abü al-Tähir bin Ahmad al- 
Kaläbädhi. He narrated Hadith (the Prophet's tradition) from his father, from Abü Said 
Ahmad bin `Abduljabbär al-Tuyün and from Rizq bin Mu`äwiya al-Maghribi. Imäm al- 
Haramain Abü al-Qasim Mabmüd bin `Abdulla bin $ä`id al-Sarkhasi and Abü Bakr 
Muhammad bin `Umar al-Qalänsi and others narrated from him. 
His scholarship: He was a prominent Hanafi scholar. He was in Baghdad but left it 
for Khurasan and Transoxania. He excelled in the sciences of contemplation, 
jurisprudence and 'Usül (principles). He lived a long life and when his peers died he 
became a source of reference on matters regarding Fatäwä (legal opinions) and real life 
Al-Fath al-Mubin (Vol. 2, p. 35) by al-Maräghi; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 164) by Ka äla; Kashf 
al-7unr7n (Vol. 1, p. 424) by Häjl Khalifa; Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 1, p. 578) by Ismail Bashä; al A'lam (Vol. 4, p. 22) by al-Zirikli; History of the Arabic Literature S. (Vol. 1, p. 639) by Brockelmann. 
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incidents. He was appointed in charge of justice in Bukhärä and was the leader of his 
time. 
His writings: These include al-Munqidh min al-Zalal fi Masä'il al-Jadal, al-Fuqül on 
Fatäwä (legal opinions) and Kiäyat al-Fuhül f 'Ilm al-'Usül. 
His death: He died in Rabi' al-Awwal (December) in (563H/1167AD). 
5. Ahmad al-Ghaznawi 1 
His name: Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Mahmüd bin Sa'd al-Ghaznäwi, a Hanafi 
scholar, jurist, philosopher and a scholar in 'Usül al-Fiqh. Born in Ghazna 2 He 
acquired his knowledge at the hands of Muhammad bin Yüsuf al-`Alawi al-Husaini and 
he learnt from Abü Bakr, the writer of al-Badä'i `. He was a dignified Imäm; his 
reputation was so widely known that he attained a position of leadership in the Hanafi 
school. 
His writings: He wrote books, which the Hanaf scholars and others benefited from, 
for example, his brief introduction on jurisprudence, called al-Mugaddima al- 
Ghaznawiyya, 2 al-Figh, Rawdat al-Mutakallimün on the fundamentals of Islam and al- 
Rawda, which tackles disagreement among scholars. He also wrote a book on 'Ucül al- 
Fiqh. 
His death: In order to spread knowledge, he travelled as far as Ilalab in Syria where he 
died in (593H11196AD). He was buried in the graveyard of the Hanafi scholars close to 
the station of Prophet Abraham [p. b. u. h. ]. No reference to his date of death is found. 
1 AI-Fach al-Mubin (Vol. 2, p. 37) by al-Maräghi; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol1, p. 296) by Kabbala; Kashf 
al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 932) byUAji Khalifa; al A'lam (Vol. 1, p. 217) by al-Zirikii. 2 Ghazna is a great city in Khurasan on the borders with India. 
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6. Sadr al-Afädil 1 
His name: Al-Qäsim bin al-Husain bin Ahmad al-Khawärizmi, Majd al-Din, called 
Sadr al-Afdil. He was born in Khawarizm in (555H/1160AD). 
His scholarship and his writings: He was knowledgeable in Arabic and Hanafl 
jurist. He wrote Sharh al-Mufassal by al-Zamakhshari in three volumes, IDiräm al-Sagt, 
a Sharh (commentary) on $aqt al-Zand by al-Ma'arri, al-Tawdih, a Sharh (commentary) 
of a1 Magämat, Badäi ` al-Milah, al-Zawäyä wa al-Khabäyä in grammar, al-Sirr in 
inflection, al-Muhassil ft al-Muhascila in eloquence, `Ujälat. al-Safar in poetry and 
Lahjat al-Shar ` in the explanation of juristic terminology. 
His death: The Tartars killed him during their march over Transoxania in 
(617H/1220AD). It may be possible that he was one of the teachers of the author whose 
book I am dealing with in this research, because the time separating the dates of their 
deaths approximates twenty seven years and also because Khawarizm is considered one 
of the famous cities in Transoxania. 
7. Al-Muwaffaq al-KhäsS12 
His name: A1-Muwaffaq bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan bin Abü Said bin Muhammad 
bin `Ali Abü al-Mu'ayyad a1-KhäWi (in association with the Khawarizm village) al- 
Khawärizmi, called $adr al-Din. He was born in Jurjän Khawarizm in $afar (May) 
(579H/1183AD). He was a competent Hanaf jurist, a poet, well versed in 'U%cül al- 
1 Al A'Iäm (Vol. 5, p. 175) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol-2, p. 640) by Kabbala; Kashf al-7unan ýVol. 1, p. 230) by IIäji Khalifa; Hadiyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 1, p. 828) by Ismä'il Bashi. 
A1-KhäWl in relation to Khäg§, which is a village in Kawarizm; al-Fath al-Mubin (Vol. 2, p. 59) by al- MarAghi; Mu jam al-Mu'alli in (Vol. 3, p. 940) by Ka11 ä1a; al A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 333) by al-Zirikli. 
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Fiqh, knowledgeable in debates and literature and a good writer whom learners resorted 
to in order to benefit from his profound knowledge and the values of `Ali bin Abü Pilib. 
His writings: These include al-Fusül fi 'Ilm al-'U, sül, Sharh al-Kalim al-Nawäbigh by 
al-Zamakhshari and Durar al-Daga'iq on meaning and eloquence. 
His death: He died in Egypt in (634H/1236AD) and was buried there. 
It is possible that the writer was a tutor of the author of the manuscript under 
investigation in this research because the lapse of time extending between their dates of 
death does not exceed ten years and also because Jurjän is considered one of the cities in 
Transoxania. 
8. Jamal al-Din al-Hasiri 1 
His name: Mahmüd bin Ahmad bin `Abdulsayyid -`Uthmän bin Nair bin `Abdulmalik 
al-Husaini al-Bukhäri al-Hahn, called Jamäl al-Din, nicknamed Abü al-Mahämid. He 
was born in Bukhara. (546H/1151 AD) and his father was known as a merchant trading 
in Hafir (straw mats), which explains why he was called al-Hahn. Abü al-Mahämid was 
a Hanafi jurist, a scholar in 'Ucül and a narrator. He studied at the hands of al-Hasan bin 
Manýür Qädikhan. He studied Muslim's $ahih and other Hadith books in Naisäpür 
including al-Mu'ayyad al-Pisi, and he also heard from the honourable Abü Häshim in 
IIalab. 
His position: He came to Syria where he became famous. He was eventually in charge 
of the Hanafi school at his time. He was assigned the duty of teaching in the Nüriyya 
t Al-Fath al-Mubin (Vol. 2, p. 61) by al-Maräghi; al A'lam (Vol. 7, p. 161) by al-Zirikli; -Mu Yam al- Mu'all Jn (Vol. 3, p. 796) by Kahhala; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 563) by 11äj1 Khalifa; Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 405) by Ismä'z1 Bashi. History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 1, p. 473) by Brockelmann; Princeton (p. 503). 
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school and assumed responsibility over Ifta' (giving legal opinion). He instructed the 
great king 'Isa, the jurist Ibn Äbid al-Tamuni, al-Sarkhadi and Imam Ynsuf Sibt 
(grandson) Ibn al-Jawzi. 
His writings: He was interested in writing and teaching; he studied al Jdmi' al-Kabir 
in Damascus and wrote a great Sharh (commentary) on it in seven volumes entitled al- 
Tahrir fi Sharh al Jämi ` al-Kabir. He also wrote Khair Matlüb fi al- `Ilm al-Marghüb on 
Fatäwä (legal opinions); al-Tariga al-Ilafiriyya (on disagreement between the Hanafi 
and Shäfi`i schools on 'Uczil), Sharh al-Siyar al-Kabir on Furü ` (subsidiaries), Manäsik 
al-Hajj, al-Najm al-Hädi al-Sari 'ilä Hall Alfa; Sahib al-Bukhäri, al-Wajiz on Fatäwä 
according to Hanafi jurisprudence. 
His death: He died on Sunday (8) Safar (September) in (637H/1239AD) and was 
buried in the Süfi's cemetery in Syria. 
9. Muhammad al-Kardari 1 
His name: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Abdussattär, Abü al-Wajd, Shams al- 
A'imma, al-`Imädi al-Kardari, a Hanafi scholar from Bukhärä. 
His writings: Al-Radd wa al Intifdr in which he defends Imam Abü Hanifa and states 
his qualities, Mukhtaýar Husäm al-Din al Akhsikathi (summary of al-Akhsikathi's 
book), al-Hagq al Mubin fi Daf Shubuhät al-Mubtilin or al-Saif al-Maslül fi al-Radd 
`ala $ähib al-Mankhül, also called al-Durra al Munifiyya on al-Intisär (triumph for 
Imam Abü Hanifa). 
His death: He died in Bukhärä on (8) Muhanam (June) in (642H/1244AD). 
1 Mu'jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 410) by Kahhäla; al A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 28) by al-Zirikll; History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 1, p. 474,381), S. (Vol. 1, p. 653) by Brockelmann. 
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10. Mukhtär al-Ghazmini 1 
His name: Mukhtar bin Mahmtid bin Muhammad Abü al-Raja' Najm al-Din al-Zähidi 
al-Ghazmini, a Hanafi jurist, and a scholar in 'Usül. He grew up in Ghazmin and moved 
to Baghdad and Syria; he acquired knowledge at the hands of prominent scholars such 
as Muhammad bin `Abdulkanm al-Turkestäni, Nä it al-Din al-Matrize, $adr al-Qurrä' 
Sanad al-A'imma Yüsuf al-Khawärizmi, Siräj al-Din al-Sakaki and Fakhr al-Din Badi' 
al-Qaj1. 
His writings: These include al-Ihlawi ft al-Fatäwi, al-Mujtabä on 'Ucül al-Fiqh 
through which he commentated al-Qaddüri's Mukhtacar (epitome), Zäd al A'imma, 
Qunyat al-Munabbih Ii Tatmim al-Ghunya, which he selected from al-Bahr al-Muhit by 
al-Badi' al-Qazwini, al-Risäla al-Nd$iriyya on prophecy and miracles, al Jämi ` fi al- 
Hail (on menstruation), al-$afwa on 'Usül al-Fiqh, al-Farä'icd (inheritance science) and 
Facjä'ii Shahr Ramadan (the fasting month). 
His death: He died in (658H/1260AD). 
1 Ghazmin: a fort in Khawarizm; al-Fath al-Mubin (Vol. 2, p. 71) by al-Maräghi; al A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 193) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 838) by K. aii1 äla; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 577) by UAji Khalifa; Hadiyyat a! -'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 423) by Isma'1l Bäshä. History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 1, 
p. 382), S. (Vol. 1, p. 656) by Brockelmann. 
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2.13 Conclusion 
In this chapter I have given an account of the author's life. I have talked about his 
homeland, the geographical location of the region within present-day Turkestan, its 
value for trade and its effect on the author. I have also discussed the political, economic, 
social and scholastic status of the region in 'the mid-seventh Hijri century (fourteenth 
century AD) through to the eighth Hijri century (fifteenth century AD) up to the present 
day. 
I have shed light on his school, his advanced class among other scholars in his school, 
and some of his contemporaries. 
1-laving talked about the life of the author, it is necessary to tackle the author's book (al- 
Muntakhab), which is the concern of the present investigation and which is considered 
as one of the famous books on 'Ucüi al-Fiqh from the Hanafi perspective. This will be 
discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter three 
The book 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I shall talk about the title of the book and the controversy surrounding it. 
I shall discuss the value of the book that led me to its study and edition. I shall also 
examine the most valuble books relied upon by the Hanafi school in jurisprudence and 
the position of the book under study among them, the copies of the book and the reason 
behind the researcher's choice of the main copy. I shall then shed light on the Shurüh 
(commentaries) written on the book, which approximate sixteen. Finally, an account of 
the author's methodology in his book alongside the terminology and research will also 
follow. 
3.2 The book's title 
The author did not provide a title or even an introduction for his book, as will be 
explained in the discussion on the author's methodology. In addition, nothing is said 
about the title throughout the book, which urged his biographers and writers of copies of 
the book (copywriters) to provide a title for the book in accordance with its content. 
They, therefore, disagreed on many titles, but any one scrutinising them will realise that 
they are all very approximate with similar meanings as follows: 
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1. Al-Muntakhabfi 'Usül al-Madhhab: This is the title agreed upon by a number 
of sources and references which mentioned the book title and provided the author's 
biography' as well as some manuscripts. 
2. Al-Mukhtacar fi 'Usül al-Fiqh: Al-Laknawi states: "He wrote al-Mukhtasar f 
'Ucül al-Fiqh known as al-Muntakhab al-Husämi' 3 
3. Al-Mukhtacar: Al-Qurashi comments: "The author of `al-Mukhtacar'"4 and 
Qatlubghä states: "The author of `al-Mukhtasar' on 'Usül al-Figh" 5 Serkis argues: "He 
wrote al Mukhtacar on 'Usül al-Figh... s6 
4. Al-Muntakhab: Tash Kubn Zada states: "One of these is al-Muntakhab by al- 
Akhsikathi, the author of al-Mukhta, 1car". 7 
5. Al-Husämi: According to Brockelmann: "He is the author of al-Muntakhab fi 'U, cui 
al-Madhhab commonly known as al-iusämi" g 
(. ' Uct l al-Fiqh: On the cover page of the copy [P] is written: "'Uýül al-Fiqh by 
Muhammad Husäm al-Din al-Akhsikathi". "Al Akhsikathit "Ucül al-Fiqh" also appears 
on the cover page. 
1 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1848) by Iiäj1 Khalifa; Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 123) by Ismail 
Bashä; al-A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 28) by al-Zirikli; History of the Arabic Literature (Vol. 3, p. 718) by 
Brockelmann; Mu dam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 663) by Ka1 äla. 
2 Copy [CH] and copy [Ir]. 
3 Al-Fawd'Id al-Bahiyya (p. 188). 
4 Al-Jawähir al Mudiyya (Vol. 3, p. 334). s Täj al-Taräjim (p. 196). 
6 Mu `jam al Malbü'ät al-'Arabiyya wa al-Mu'arraba (Vol. 1, p. 406). 7M ftäh al-Sa'äda (Vol. 2, p. 170). 8 History of the Arabic Literature (Div. 3, [5-6], p. 718). 
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7. Akhsikathi fi 'Usül al-Fiqh: This is written on the cover page of the copy [P], in 
small script, and also on the cover page of the copy [Tb]. However, the copy [Ts] 
displays `Akhsikathifl al-'Upül'. 
8. AI Muntakhab al-Husämi: It may be argued that this is the title that the book is 
most famous for and by which it is known among scholars, for example, al-Laknawil 
quotes this title and says: "Known as al-Muntakhab al-Husämi'. In addition, al-Zirikli, 2 
`Umar Rida Kahhäla3 and Serkis4 mention the same. 
Due to the fact that the main manuscript carried the title "Kitäbfi 'U, cül al-Fiqh ", a title 
that does not specify a particular book, I have decided to choose "Al-Muntakhab fi 'U1ü1 
al Madhhab" as a title of the book because some of the other titles mentioned are also 
found in other books such as al Mukhtacar fi 'U$z l al-Fiqh by Muhammad Hakimi al- 
Kailäni, 5 al-Mukhtasar referring to Mukhtacar al-Qaddüri on Hanafi's Furü 
(subsidiaries), 6 al-Muntakhab by Abü Bakr Ahmad bin Said al-Akhmimi, al- 
Afuntakhab by Shihäb al-Din al-Shäghüri, 7 and'U. cül al-Fiqh by al-Dumyäti. 8 
The other titles, including "Al-Husämi" and "Akhsikathi fi 'U, rül al-Fiqh ", refer to this 
book according to the scholars the researcher has contacted; 9 however, these titles are 
less renowned than "Al-Muntakhab". Therefore, owing to its wide use under this name 
1,4 I-Fawdid al-Bah iyya (p. 188). 
2 Al-A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 28). 
3 Mu jam al-Mu'alliii n (Vol. 3, p. 663). 4 Mu jam al Malbü'at al-'Arabiyya (Vol. 1, p. 406). s See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1629) by Iläji Khalifa. 6 Mu jam al-Malbü'ät (Vol. 2, p. 1498) by Serkis. 7 See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1850). 
Mu `jam al-Malbü'ät (Vol. 1, p. 886) by Serkis. 
For example, Shaikh `Abdulbä$it al-Afghäni, the caller to prayers in the Ministry Complex's mosque. He taught Sharh al-Muntakhab to many students and to Dr 'Inayatullah Iblägh. He works on the juristic 
encyclopedia in the Ministry of Awgäf and Islamic Affairs in Kuwait. 
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among scholars; I have chosen "Al-Muntakhab al-Husämi" as a title of the book 
analogous to the main title, namely "Al-Muntakhab ft 'U, sül al-Madhhab" known as 
"Al Muntakhab al Ilusämi ". 
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3.3 The book's value 
The following points illustrate the value of the book: 
1. Scholars' praise of the book. 
2. The circulation of book among learners seeking knowledge. 
3. Various commentators on the book. 
4. Various copies of the book. 
3.3.1 Scholars' praise of the book 
Many scholars who wrote biographies of the author praised the book, including al- 
Laknawi, who comments in his biography: "I read his Mukhtacar renowned as al- 
Muntakhab al-Husämi ... and it is a respected Mukhtacar which is circulated among 
jurists... ". ' IIäji Khalifa states: "It - i. e. al-Muntakhab - excludes unnecessary waffle, 
includes precise and clear parts, organises content accurately$% 2 Also, Ismail Bäshä 
argues that: " one of his writings is al Muntakhab fi 'Up l al-Madhhab which is famous 
among scholars" 3 In addition, `Abdul`aziz al-Bukhari (d. 730H/1330AD), who is a 
commentator on his book, states: "It surpasses all other books in this field in terms of its 
superior and excellent organisation and solid structure, which makes it widely known 
among people, close and distant, and renowned in the Islamic world, east and west 
alike". 
1 Al-Fawd'id al-Bahfyya (p. 188). 
2 Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1848). 3 Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 123). 
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It is therefore obvious from the definitions above that the words `renowned', 
`respected', `circulated', and `famous' do not come out of the blue; rather, these words 
are clear evidence indicating the significance of the book and its wide use among 
scholars. 
3.3.2 The circulation of the book among learners 
What proves the wide circulation of the book among learners is Häji Khalifa's comment 
that shows its significance: "People flocked to learn and teach it; they engaged in its 
narration and used it heavily"! In fact, people do not rush to learn or teach a book 
unless it is of great use and significance to the 'Ucül al-Fiqh. 
3.3.3 Various commentators on the book 2 
The interest of scholars and commentators in al-Muntakhab provides evidence of its 
value. The Shurüh (commentaries) written about the book amount to sixteen and these 
are listed below; their details, however, will be discussed in this chapter that deals with 
the Shurüh (commentaries). 
1. Shark al-Muntakhab by `Abdulla bin Al mad al-Nasafi (d. 71 OH/ 131 OAD). 
2. AI-Wä by al-Husain bin `Ali al-Saghnägi (d. 71 OH/131OAD). 
3. Al-Muntakhab Shari al-Muntakhab li al Akhsikathi by Muhammad bin Muhammad 
bin Mubin Abü a1-Fa4l al-Nun al-Hanaf. 
Kashf al-7unün (Vol. 2, p. 1848). 2 See the biographies written about the author, particularly Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1848) by Häj1 Khalifa and History of the Arabic Literature, (Dev. 3, p. 718) by Brockelmann. 
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4. AI-Tahgiq or Ghäyät al-Tahgiq by Imäm A1ä' al-Din `Abdul`aziz bin Ahmad bin 
Muhammad al-Bukhäri (d. 730H/1330AD). 
5. Al-Tabyin by Ann r Kätib al-Itgäni (d. 758H/1357AD). ' 
6. Shark (commentary) by Manýür bin Ahmad al-Qä'ani al-Khawarizmi. 
7. Shark al-Muntakhab al-IHusämi by Muhammad bin al-Sharif al-Husain al-Jurjäni al- 
Samarkandi (d. 838H/1435AD). 
8. Miftäh al-'Ucül by Abu al-Fadä'il `Abdulla bin `Abdulkarim al-Dahlawi (d. 
891 H/1486AD). 
9. Shark al-Muntakhab by Yüsuf bin Shähin (d. 899H/1493AD). 
10. Al-Nämi by `Abdulhaq bin Muhammad al-Hindi, who died after (1289W 1872AD). 
11. Dagä'iq al-'Ucül ft Sharh al-Muntakhab al-Husämi by Af4a1 al-Hagq Akhund 
Zada. 
12. A1-Tahgiq by Muhammad bin Ya`qüb al-Banani or al-Banbäni, who died after 
(1081H/1670AD). 
13. AI-Tahgiq by Fakhr al-Din al-Mäimati. 
14. Shark al-Muntakhab ft 'Upül al-Madhhab by Muhtadin bin Amin bin Khawäja 
Muhammad bin Ismä`i1. 
15. Farah al-Maslil wa al-Mas'ül f Sharh al-Muntakhab fi al-'Ucul by Muhammad Mir 
Ghazini. 
16. Shark al-Muntakhab fi 'Usül al-Madhhab by unknown commentator. 
'Edited by Dr, `Uthmän, $äbir Na$r Mugafa. (First edition) (1420A. HJ1999A. D. ) and published by the 
Ministry of Mortmain and Islamic Affairs in Kuwait. 
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3.3.4 Various copies of the book 
From the researcher's correspondence with various manuscript centers, it became clear 
that there are more than (24) deferent copies of the book al-Muntakhab spread in the 
whole world'. Some of these are copies of the main versions in other libraries and 
centers. 
Based on a bibliographical list from King Faiýa1 Center for Research and Islamic Studies (1418H11997AD). 
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3.4 The most significant books written by Hanafi scholars on 'Usül al-Fiqh 
In this section I discuss the place of the book al-Muntakhab among the many famous 
books written by Iianafi scholars as is the case with Shäfi`i scholars. In fact, the two 
schools were in disagreement with regard to who first wrote on the 'Ucüi al-Fiqh; hence 
in their claim the Hanafis refer to Imäm Abü Hanifa's book (al-Rä'y), which, though 
incomplete, illustrates deduction methods and later to his companions Abü Yüsuf and 
Muhammad bin al-Ijasan al-Shaibäni. The Iianafis therefore claim that they were the 
first to write on the 'Usül al-Fiqh after their leader Imam Abü Hanfa. l On the other 
hand, the Shäfi`is argue that the book al-Risäla by Imam al-Shäfi`iprovides clear and 
ample evidence against those who maintain that the first who wrote on 'U, sül al-Fiqh are 
other than the Shäf'Is. 2 
Scholars successively reviewed their respective schools and deduced the legal rulings of 
their Imams. In this respect, the Iianafis suffered a lot particularly since their scholars 
did not bequeath comprehensive principles and coherent injunctions. Rather, they left a 
lot of issues scattered in their books and a lot of juristic Furü ` (subsidiaries) 
disseminated in their writings. Since the third Hijri century (ninth century AD) scholars 
started to gather such dispersed issues and to deduce the legal rulings relating to such 
issues. For instance, the first autonomous book on 'Usül of Hanafii jurisprudence was 
associated with Imam Abü al-Hasan al-Karkhi, who wrote a booklet on 'Ucül al-Figh 3 
1 See ' U$ül al-Sarkhasi (Vol-1, p. 3), by Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Sarkhasi, edited by Abü a1-Waft al- 
Afghani. 
2 See al-Muqaddima by Ibin Khaldün (p. 360). 
3 This refers to a number of legal injunctions over which there is some disagreement among the Imäms of 
the four schools, as indicated by al-Karkhi. 
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Later on Imam Abü Bakr a1-Jagä. ý, a scholar, came and wrote his book al-Fucül fi al- 
'Ucül called ' Usül al-Jagd. This book is considered the first most reliable source 
among Iianafi scholars. Al-Jaýýa supported his book with intellectual and textual 
evidence for all existing issues. The issues contained in his book comprised most of 
those in tackled in 'Usül al-Fiqh. In his book the author mentioned the views of his 
tutor Abü al-Hasan al-Karkhi - including what he agrees and disagrees with him on - 
and the book is par excellence one of the best and most reliable in the field of 'Ucül al- 
Fiqh. 1 
The noble Imam and Judge Abü Zaid `Ubaidull al-Dabüsi came later and wrote Tagwim 
al-Adilla, which became the second most reliable source among Hanafi scholars. The 
book contains jurists' views despite the fact that they are in conflict with those of the 
Imams of his own school 2 Hanafi scholars took great care of this book. For example, 
Imäm Fakhr al-Islam al-Bazdawi commented on it, and this is a reliable Sharh 
(commentary), ' summarised by Imäm Saif al-Dzn Abü Bakr Muhammad bin al-Husain 
al-Arsäbandi 4 
Al-Dabüsi is succeeded by Imam Fakhr al-Islam `Ali bin Muhammad bin al-Husain al- 
Bazdawi and wrote his famous book Kanz al-Wucül ilä 'llm al-'Up 1, known as ' Up l 
Fakhr al-Islam, 5 which is a reliable source circulated and famous among people. This is 
the main book from which Husäm al-Din al-Akhsikathi summarised his book al- 
I This book is published in four volumes by the Ministry of Mortmain and Islamic Affairs in Kuwait 
Jedited by Dr `Ajil Jäsim al-Nashml). 
This book is edited as an academic dissertation in the Islamic University in Madina (Saudi Arabia) in 
(1404H/1983AD). 
As described by Häji Khalifa in Kashf a1-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 467). 4 Muhammad bin al-Husain bin Muhammad al-Arsäbandi (Arsaband is a village in Mary), al-Ijanafi, Fakhr al-Din, Abu Bakr, a jurist, a scholar in 'Ucül al-Fiqh and a judge, (d. 5 121VI 11 8AD); Mu jam al- Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 116) by Kabbala; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 111) by Häji Khalifa; al-Jawdhir al- Mudiyya (Vol. 3, p. 145) by al-Qurashi. I See Kashf al-7unün (Vol. 1, p. 112) by Haji KhalIfa. 
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Muntakhab, which is the concern of this research. Many scholars commented on al- 
Bazdawi's book including al-Sighnägi in his book al-Käf . `A1ä' al-Din 'Abdul'afi-z 
bin 
Ahmad al-Bukhäril also commented on this book in his famous Kashf al Asrär. 'dash 
Kubri Zäda argues that this is: "the best and most famous Sharh (commentary)" 
2 
Moreover, Akmal al-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Bäbirti commented on the 
book in his al-Tagrir. 4 
Later on came al-'Usüls by Shams al-A'imma Abü Bakr al-Sarkhasi which is a book of 
large size and simple style. In this book, the writer states juristic issues that he illustrates 
by tens of examples and a lot of supporting evidence, which makes it a comprehensive 
book that is essential to everyone who belongs to the Hanafi school. This is followed by 
Miiän al-'Ussül ft Natä'ij al- `Uqül known as al-MIzä n written by `Ala' al-Din al- 
Samarkandi, 6 and this is a valuable book relied upon by many recent jurists .7 
Finally, Husäm al-Din al-Akhslkathi's al-Muntakhab follows and it is the last of the 
reliable books. The author excelled in his book and I have already referred to a 
statement by a commentator on the book, i. e. `Abdul`aziz al-Bukhäri, who comments: 
"It surpasses all other books in its field in terms of its superior refinement and solid 
structure". The book is constrained to 'Usül al-Fiqh and is considered one of the most 
Details of his life were mentioned in the section on the impact of location on the author's life. The book 
is published in four volumes by Dar al-KitAb al-'Arabi, Beirut (1417H/1997AD), edition and commentary 
by Muhammad al-Mu'ta§im Billah al-Baghdad!. 
2 Mfthh al-Sa'äda (Vol. 2, p. 185). 
3 Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Mahmüd, Akmal al-Dzn, Abii 'Abdulla bin al-Shaikh, Shams al-Din 
bin al-Shaikh Jamal al-Din al-Rümi al-Bäbirti (in association with a village in the vicinity of Baghdad), a 
scholar knowledgeable in Iianafi jurisprudence and in literature. He died in Egypt in (786H11384AD); al- 
A'ldm (Vol. 7, p. 42) by al-Zirikli; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 691) by Kabbala. 
4 Kashf al-Zunan (Vol. 1, p. 1 12) by Häji Khalifa. 
s See Kashf al-Zunün (Vol. 1, p. 112) by II jI Khalifa. 6 Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Samarkand!, a Hanafi scholar, 'Ala' al-Din and a jurist, (d. 553H/ 1158AD); 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 67) by Kahhäla; Kashf al-Zunün (Vol.!, p. 1916) by Häji Khallfa. 7 The book is published in one volume by Idärat I(yä' al-Turäth al-Islam!, State of Qatar 
(1404H/1983AD), edited by Dr Muhammad Zak. 'Abdulbarr. 
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valuble Iianafi books on 'Ucui owing to the fact that it is recent and it provides a 
comprehensive summary of its predecessors. 
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3.5 Copies of the book 
Due to the reputation and value of the book, its copies scattered in libraries in different 
parts of the world. From the researcher's correspondence with various manuscript 
centers, it became clear that there are more than twenty-four copies of the book al- 
Muntakhab spread in the whole world. Some of these are found in Arab countries such 
as Egypt and Saudi Arabia, others in some Muslim countries, for example Turkey and 
Iran, and some in other countries such as India, Ireland, England, Germany, and the 
USA. 
I visited some of these countries and I wrote to some others. I managed to get seven 
copies that I believe are suitable for use as a solid basis that can be relied upon in the 
editing of the book. Correspondence is still ongoing in order to get all the copies of the 
book. 
The following is a description of the copies, classified in terms of the way I relied on 
them in the editing. Preference is given to chronological order, and I show the 
difference between them (copies): 
1. King Saud University copy in Riyäd. I consider this to be the main copy 
and which I represent by the letter [S] 
I give this copy a preference over (4.5) due to the fact that it is close to the author's date 
and highly well written although it is not clearer than (4.5). 
- Its title: Kitab fi 'Ucül al-Fiqh by the righteous Imam al-Akhs kathi. 
- The author: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsikathi (d. 644H/ 1247AD). 
- Copywriter: unknown. 
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- Copy date: 10 Rabi' al-Awwal, 690H = 
13 March, 129 1 AD. 
- Number of sheets: 74 plates - Number of 
lines: 11 lines - Number of words per line = 8. 
- Paper size: 18.5 x 13 cm. 
- Script type: good. 
- Source: King Saud University- Riyäd- 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
- File number: 3797. 
- Observations: 
- Good copy overall. 
- The oldest copies in my possession. 
- On its cover-figures a mortmain dedication bearing the name: (.?. 
)1 Yahya bin 
al-Mirghani al-Siwasi? Date of dedication: 13 Ramadan (812H/1409AD). 
- Its marginal notes contain many clarifications and comments. 
- The copy shows lake of pages starting from line 6 on page [60/a] 
in what 
approximates one page which I completed by referring to the other copies, and 
this is from the writer's words: "Wa in Käna Shuri `a... " to: "... likhtiläf 
Halihima'. 
- The copy shows corrections, 
3 which proves that the copier dictated or recited it 
to a scholar, for example his words on line seven, page [9/b]: "wa lihädhä law 
1 alafa la yabi', faba'a bishart al-khiyär (ya1 oath)... ". Hence the word `ya1 oath' 
is written in the marginal notes to the left of page [9/b] followed by the word 
`ýah'(correct) which is not found in the sentence. Another example is found in 
t An unclear name. 
21 could not find his biography. 
3 Correction means that the copy writer states the word $ah (correct) in the marginal notes, indicates proof 
of correction above or under a word that carries a mistake, or adds a missing word or phrase. 
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line ten, page [101b]: "ay muhtamil lii wujüd wa lam yatabaddal al-'adam 
faýar... ". After the word `lil wujüd' there is an indication to the marginal note 
and on the marginal note to the left margin is written "qablahu wa lil `adam al- 
aýli wa kan muhtamilan lil wujüd". The word `ýah'(correct) is used to confirm 
correction. Such correction consolidates the copy under study, which eliminates 
many of the mistakes committed by copywriters. 
- It is observed that the copier of this copy modifies Hamza [ 01 (i. e. 
Glottal 
stop), in other words, changing it to a[ cfl (Y) as in the word (listighnäyihi) 
meaning (listighnä'ihi) in line five, page [3/b] and in the phrase ('ala abnäyihim) 
instead of ('ala abnä'ihim) in line ten, page [4/a]. This type of correction is 
common and well known among copywriters. 
- The copy writer used the symbol (///) at the end of line three on page [13/b] to 
fill the gap which is not sufficient for a complete word in the line. The symbol is 
also used at the end of line nine, page [15/a] and at the end of line eight, page 
[15/b]. The writer of this copy used the three dots [:. ] to indicate the end of a 
line in which there is a plain gap which is not suitable for the start of a new 
chapter. This is the case in line two of page [15/a], which provides evidence that 
the writer was extremely cautious that no other word should be added to the 
written text or that the reader of the copy does not believe there is omission or 
obliteration in this position in the line. 
- The writer of the copy used a horizontal line above the first word of every new 
paragraph even if the word appears in the middle of a line, as in line nine of page 
[1/a] when he states: "fi hagq jawäz al-ýalät khäga, wa agsäm al-nazm wa al- 
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ma`nä... ". He put a horizontal line above the word `wa agsäm' to indicate this is 
the beginning of a new paragraph. 
- The writer made a mistake in the Qur'änic verse where Allah [s. w. t. ] says: "wa 
man.. ", ' for the writer writes `fa man' in line three, page [9/a]. 
2. Bashir A ghä Library copy in Turkey, al-Sulaimaniyya Number 187.1 
indicate this copy by the letter [Tb] 
- Its title: Shark li al-Akhsikathi ma'a al-Matn li IIäfi? al-Din al-Nasafi. 
- The author: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Aktes kathi. 
- Copy writer: Khälid bin Ya`qüb? 
- Copy date: Sunday nineteen $afar 707H (1308AD). 
- Number of sheets: (32) plates - Commentary (Shari) on al-Muntakhab by al-Nasafi3 
from page (35) to page (180). Number of lines: (20) lines. 
- Paper size: Unknown. 
- Script type: Naskh (a type of Arabic writing). 
- Source: Imäm Muhammad bin Saud Islamic University Library, Riyad, Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia. File number: 7406 -F 
- Manuscript source on microfilm: King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic 
Studies, file number 994- F 
- Observations: 
1 Sürat al-Nisä': 25. 
21 could not find his biography. 
His biography has been mentioned in the section on Hanafi classes. 
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- This copy is written in an old script and has some lines that are difficult to 
read. The cover also has more than one seal but none of them is clear. The copy 
is characterised by the limited number of marginal notes on the margins in 
contrast to the previous copies, and most of the pages do not bear any marginal 
notes. 
- The introduction to this copy is written in the first line with: "The noble Imäm 
Shaikh Husäm al-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsikati" And 
the name Akhsikathi is written with a `ti' not `thi'. 
- This copy contains a lot of messing pages starting from the page facing [1/a] 
and it matches pages [1/b] to [11/a] in the main copy. 
-A distinguishing feature of this copy is that the writer split some words at the 
end of a line, for example the word `al-Rasül' In line four, page [1/a], where the 
writer writes the letters `sill' at the beginning of line five; the word `Tagririhi' in 
line ten, page [2/a] where he writes the letters 'Irihi' in line eleven; and the word 
`al-Awgät' in line four, page [2/b] where he writes `qät' in line five. 
- Lack of page ordering in this copy, for example page [9/b] should be in the 
place of page [7/b]. 
- The copywriter shortens the phrase (peace be upon him) into (p. b. u. h. ) as in 
line seventeen on page [12/b] and modifies the Hamza (Glottal stop) `Jäyiz' 
instead of `Ja'iz' in lines three and four on page [14/b]. 
- The writer uses the line closure symbol (//) so that no word can be added to the 
text as in line twelve, page [25/a]. 
- This copy ends at page [32/a] and page [33] is blank except for some marginal 
wise statements. Page [34] is a Sharh (commentary) on al-Muntakhab in 
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approximately one page only. Imam `Abdulla bin Ahmad al-Nasafi's Sharh 
(commentary) on al-Muntakhab, which a very long Sharh (commentary), starts 
at page [35]. It appears that the writer of this copy completed the writing process 
during the life of the writer of the Sharh (commentary) since at the end of his 
copy he states that he completed it in (707H/1308AD). The writer of the Sharh 
(commentary), died (71 OH/ 1311 AD). 
3. Chester Beatty Library copy - Dublin, Ireland - Number 5047.1 indicate 
this copy by the letter [Ch] 
- Its title: Al Muntakhab fi 'U$ al al-Madhhab. 
- The author: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhs kathi H. usäm al-Din. 
- Copy writer: unknown. 
- Copy date: 2 Jum-ada a1-Thäni, 732H (1332AD). 
- Number of sheets: 87 plates - Number of lines: 11 lines. 
- Paper size: 17.8 x 13 cm. 
- Script type: good writing. 
- Source: Imam Muhammad bin Saud University, Riyäd, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
- File number: 6867 - 5047 / F. 
- Observations: 
- The copy is good overall but it is characterised by loss of some pages, lack of 
page ordering and traces of moisture in the upper marginal notes on many pages. 
Some comments on the marginal notes figure in this copy, but these comments 
are fewer than those found in the other copies of the book. 
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- Loss of ten sheets approximately at the beginning of the book; the side facing 
page [1/a], namely page [1/b] starts with a word from the main book on page 
[13/b] which means that this copy reveals advancement of some sheets and delay 
of others. On the other hand, page [91b] should be positioned in the place of 
[19/b]; in the same way, page [12/b] should be positioned in the place of [16/b] 
and so on. 
- It is noticed that words in this copy have vowels and they have corrections in 
some of the marginal notes as in line nine on page [32/b] when he states: "Aw 
ghairihi" (or someone else), then he uses a sign between `Aw' and `ghairihi' 
indicating the marginal notes where he writes `min' (from) and further on '$ah' 
(Correct) so that the phrase becomes `Aw min ghairihi' (or form someone else). 
- The copy writer uses a circle containing a dot in its centre at the end of a line 
when the space left is not sufficient to start a new section, as in the end of line 
ten on page [23/a] prior to the beginning of the section on `Azima (decisive 
judgement) and Rukhca (allowance). 
- It is noticed that the writer of this copy uses Ta `giba (prior repetition of the 
first word that occurs on page [b] in the extreme left bottom corner of page [a]). 
This process implemented at the end of every page [a] to indicate the word with 
which the writer will start the page facing the present one - as is commonly 
done by most copy writers - and Ta`giba has revealed many pages that were not 
in their correct position. 
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4. Princeton University Library copy - USA. Number 1705.1 indicate this 
copy by the letter [P] 
- Its title: Iiusäm al-Din / Al-Akhsi-kathi in 'U$ül al-Fiqh. 
- The author: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsikathi. 
- Copywriter: Säwji bin Ya`qüb bin Muhammad called Siraj al-Mälti. 
' 
- Copy date: Thursday morning, 17 Sha`bän 740H (1340AD). 
- Number of sheets: 48 plates -Number of lines: 15 lines. 
- Paper size: 17.7 x 11.5 cm. 
- Script type: Naskh. 
- Source: Manuscript Administration, King Fahad National Library - Riyäd-Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. 
- File number: 1705 
- Observations: 
- The copy displays the possession name: Muhammad al-Husaini bin al- `Attr. 
- Some pages contain marginal notes and the writer of this copy uses a Ta`giba 
at the end of page [a] and vocalises many letters. 
- The copy shows corrections as in line seven, page [2/a]. 
- The copy writer shortens the Hamza (Glottal stop) in the word `listighnä'ihi' 
which he writes as `listighnäyihi' with a `Y' in line fourteen on page [2/b] and 
crosses out when there is a mistake as in line nine, page [6/a]. 
- Lack of ordering of some pages in the book as in page [12/b] which should be 
positioned instead of page [11/b]. In addition, this copy reveals loss of some 
11 could not find his biography. 
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pages such as the one facing page [27/a] in what approximates a whole plate, 
which equals the pages ranging from [38/a] to [39/a] in the main copy. Page loss 
is also found in the pages following pages [35/a] in what approximates the front 
and back of the facing page which matches what comes before page [50/a] to 
page [51/a] in the main book. 
5. Al-Mar`ashi Library copy - Iran - (7887/2). 1 indicate this copy by the 
letter [Ir] 
- Its title: Al-Muntakhab fi 'Uýül al-Fiqh. 
- The author: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsikathi. A1-Farghäni. 
- Copywriter: `Abdulla bin Nair bin Muhammad bin Abü al-Fath al-Düsäni. 
l 
- Copy Date: Monday 4 $afar 775H (1374AD). 
- Number of sheets: 160 plates -Number of lines: 6-7 lines. 
- Paper size: 22 x 14.5 cm. 
- Script type: good Naskh. 
- Source: General Ayat Allah al-`Uzma al-Mar`ashi al-Najafi - Qum- Iran. 
- File number: 7887- 2 
- Observations: 
-I believe this copy is the best of all the copies I managed to find because it is 
very clear and it is almost complete. Also, most of the words in it are vocalised; 
it is the most precise; and it has the most accurate text in my opinion. 
11 could not find his biography. 
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- This copy contains numerous marginal notes on the margins. 
- It contains the Ta`giba and the writer shortens the Hamza (Glottal stop). 
- It seems that the writer of the copy in Turkey (Yani Jämi` library) quoted a lot 
from this copy since there is great resemblance between the loss of the pages in 
the two copies. For example, notice line five on page [76/a] of this copy and line 
three in the Turkey copy, page [89/a]. 
- This copy shows addition that amounts to one page and a half and that is 
written in a script which is different from the rest of the manuscript since it is 
written in a horizontal form. It also seems to me that this chunk is interpolated in 
the manuscript and is not part of it. It looks as if this is an external page attached 
to the pages in the manuscript although it deals with the theme of 'Uci l al-Fiqh. 
However, it is in conflict with the principle of Qiyäs (analogy) as it is an 
argument against those who blame the Hanafi scholars for relying on al-Tarfl z 
(preference). It is also observed that no word is omitted from the book I am 
studying and that the external page does not cover any word contained in the 
main text as page [87/b] is delayed till [89/b]. 
6. Turkesh copy - Yani Jämi` (al-Sulaimäniyya) Library -Number (304). 1 
indicate this copy by the letter [Is] 
- Its title: Akhsikathi fi al-'Ucui. 
- The author: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsikathi. 
- Copywriter: Unknown. 
- Copy Date: 844H / 1440AD. 
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- Number of sheets: 170 plates -Number of lines: starts with 3 lines and reaches 7 
lines 
on page [15/b] and continues in such a way as far as the end of the manuscript. 
- Paper size: Does not exist. 
- Script type: Naskh Ta`liq (Arabic writing). 
- Source: King Faip1 Center for Research and Islamic Studies, Riyäd, Saudi Arabia - 
Series number: 21568 - File number: 984 - F. 
- Copied on microfilm from: Al-Sulaimäniyya Library (Yanl Jämi`) - Turkey - Number 
304. 
- Observations: 
- The copy is clear in general and contains many marginal notes. On the first 
page is the dedication seal in the name of Sultan Ahmad Khän bin Ghäzi Sultan 
Muhammad Khan; the seal is also found in the last page of the copy. 
- The chapter titles are written in red ink, which makes them unclear in the 
Xeroxed copies, for example the section on Ijmä ` (Consensus), page [90/a]; the 
section on Tarfl (Preference), page [110/a]; and the section on al- `Awäricl al- 
Muktasaba (acquired contingencies), page [145/b]. 
- The copy encompasses Ta`giba at the extreme bottom left comer side of pages 
[a], namely the right pages of the manuscript. 
- The copy displays loss of many pages in many positions indicated on the 
footnotes to the Arabic version of the editing part, but a major portion of loss 
occurs in page [81/b] in what approximates ten plates of this copy. In the main 
copy these range from the beginning of page [28/b] as far as what comes before 
the end of page [33/b]. 
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- Some pages are not clear and are therefore illegible as 
in pages [86], [87], 
[104] and [114]. 
7. Copy in King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic Studies, Riyäd, 
Saudi Arabia - Number 877- F-I indicate this copy by the letter [F] 
- Its title: Akhsikathi ft 'Usül al-Fiqh - Imäm Husäm al-Din Muhammad 
bin 
Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsikathi, the author of al Mukhtacar the well known in 
'Ucül al-Fiqh and the tutor of Muhammad bin Muhammad al-`Abdi, l who (al- 
Akhsikathi) died in 644 (H). 
- The author: Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Umar al-Akhsikathi. 
- Copy writer: Unknown. 
- Copy Date: 12`h century H/ 18`x' century AD. 
- Number of sheets: 77 plates -Number of lines: 13 lines. 
- Paper size: Unknown. 
- Script type: Persian 
- Source: King Fai*a1 Center for Research and Islamic Studies, Riyäd, Saudi Arabia. 
- Source number: 877- F. 
- Observations: 
- In general, the copy is very good from the point of view of the clarity of script, 
line ordering and borders for every page. However, this copy does not have a 
specific copy date although the script indicates the twelfth Hijri century 
(eighteenth century AD). 
1 Al-'Idi is the one meant here, and his biography was mentioned in the section on the author's students. 
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- There is a seal on the cover page in the name of Ahmad `Abdu on which 
is 
written: "One of the books of al-Faqir (humble) Mufti Zäda Ahmad". 
- The copy is characterised by a list of contents in its beginning in the 
form of a 
beautiful table which states the section in the marginal notes and specifies its 
contents, for example, the first section is divided into the al-Khäg (specific), the 
al-'Amm (general), the al-Mushtarak (homonym) and the Mu'awwal 
(interpreted). 
- This copy does not have any type of marginal notes, comments or marginal 
explanations. 
- The writer of this copy committed some errors which reveal that he did not 
have a solid background in jurisprudence and its corresponding disciplines, for 
example, in line four of page [1/b] the word `jam`an' is written as `jami'an', 
which does not fit in the sentence context. In line three, page [8/b], the word `al- 
Ahal' is written as `a1-Aý1', which does not make sense in this context. 
Moreover, in line thirteen, page [22/b], the word `idhä' is written as `add" and 
this does not make sense either. Many other examples are found in this copy, 
especially at the end where errors of this type are obvious. 
- The Ta`q ba is occurs at the bottom of page [a] and the writer puts a horizontal 
line at the beginning of every paragraph, chapter or part. 
- This copy may be one of the old editions of the book, as is evidenced by the 
clarity of script, ordering, table of contents (although it does not contain page 
numbers) and the borders around the writings in each line. Brockelmann 
argues that this copy is of a lithography type of print and other old printing 
types, for example, Laknaw in India (1294H/1877AD) and others in 
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(1317H/1899AD), (1318H/ 1900AD) and (1325H/ 1907AD). The book (al- 
Muntakhab) was printed alongside one of its Shurüh (commentaries) in 
Delhi in (1326H/1908AD). However, I did not manage to find any of these 
editions. ' 
It is observed that there is some agreement among certain copies regarding word 
difference, loss and addition and so on, which shows that some of these copies were 
used as sources by others. 
1 History of the Arabic Literature, (Div. 3 [5-6], p. 718). 
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3.6 The main copy of the manuscript 
In order to select the main copy used in edition I tried to bear in mind the 
following 
Arabic manuscript conventions: ' 
1. The writer's own copy, which is written by him in person, if available is considered 
to be the most preferred and most likely to be the main copy. 
2. The next in priority is a copy dictated by the writer to one of his students. This is 
known by the author's own handwriting on this copy, which confirms his dictation of it. 
3. In case none of the copies mentioned above exists, priority is given to one that is 
copied from the author's copy and then to a copy that is compared and contrasted with 
it. 
4. The copies written by famous scholars during the author's lifetime or at a time close 
to his epoch, followed by the copies which were written by other writers and which 
contained indications proving the credibility of these copies by some famous scholars. 
5. With respect to the diverse copies quoted from lost, unknown or existing sources, it is 
necessary to adopt scrutiny in the choice of the one which may serve as a basis for the 
editing from perspectives of similarity, errors, shortage and completion. This can 
suggest that there is some inter-copying among different copies of the book, particularly 
when aspects of resemblance appear among them in terms of errors, misspellings, ' 
distortions, shortenings, additions, advancements, delays and repetitions. Such instances 
1 Tahgiq al-Makhlülät (p. 122) by Dr. `Abdulla 'Usailän. 2 Ta$l if: alteration of a word in order to change the desired meaning, for example, writing a word without 
a dot or moving a dot to another word as in `Bäb', `Nib' and `Tab', etc. See al-Qdmüs al-Fiqhi Lughatan 
wa Islilähan (1408H/1988AD), second edition, by Sa'dI Abü Jaib. Damascus: Dar al-Fikr; Tahgtq al- 
MakhFiilät (p. 287) by Dr. 'Abdulla `Usailän. 
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require classifying the copies available into fundamentals and divisions; to attain this 
aim the copy date, paper type, script, etc. are resorted to. ' 
On the basis of the discussion above, I have in the study of the present book relied on 
the oldest copy (which is the nearest to the author) of the book for the following 
reasons: 
First, this copy is the closest copy of the book to the life of the book's author because it 
was written in (690H/1291AD), that is (46) years approximately after the death of the 
writer of book. The overriding rule is that the copy with the oldest date precedes the 
copies that carry scholars' lines and corrections? 
Second, it is a complete and clear copy. In fact, completeness and clarity are 
determining factors in prioritising copies over others .3 
Third, what makes one copy more preferable than another copy is that it is compared 
with other copies or that it contains explanations, comments or corrections. In fact, most 
of the copies that I managed to find have their share in comments, corrections and 
comparisons. However, the rule states that when copies approximate each other in terms 
of clarity, completeness, corrections and comments, the oldest copy takes priority over 
the others. 
1 Tahgiq al-Makhtütät (p. 122) by Dr. `Abdulla `Usailän. 2 TahgTq al-Nufa$ wa Nashruha (1415H/1995AD) (sixth edition), (p. 37) by 'Abdulsalam Härün. Cairo - Maktabat wa Malba`at al-Khänji. 3 TahgTq al-MakhFülät baina al-Wägi `wa al-Nahj al-Amthal (p. 133) by Dr. `Abdulla `Usailln. 4 See the two references above. 
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3.7 Book commentaries (Shurüh) 
Evidence of the value of the book, as has already been said above, is the large number 
of Shurüh (commentaries) written about it. Sixteen commentaries were written about the 
book under study; some of these identify their authors, others do not. I talked about 
these Shurüh (commentaries) in my discussion of the value of the book and here I shall 
discuss each in some detail following a chronological order: 
1. Copy by Imam Häfiz al-Din `Abdulla bin Ahmad bin Mahmüd al-Nasafi. He wrote 
two commentaries on al-Muntakhab, a brief one and a lengthy one'. Häji Khaltfa 
comments on the first: "It is a brief and useful Sharh (commentary)". A copy of this 
manuscript is found in La Leh Lee Library in Istanbul, Turkey (File number 750) and 
another in Egypt - Cairo- in al-Azhariyya Library, (File number 1600) `Arüsl (42259). 
On the other hand, the lengthy Sharh (commentary) is the copy that I have and which I 
indicate with the symbol [Th]. It has (144) plates, each containing (20) lines and each 
line has (15-16) words. This was copied during the commentator's lifetime since the 
copywriter (Khalid bin Ya`qüb) completed writing his copy in (707H/1308AD), and al- 
Nasafi -the author of the Sharh (commentary) - (d. 71 OH/ 1311 AD). The source of this 
copy is Bashir Agha Library in Turkey (File number 187). 
2. Al-Wäfi by al-I; iusain bin `Ali bin Hajjäj bin `Ali al-Sighnagi, 3 who dictated it in the 
author's Mosque in (690H11291AD). At the end of the al-Waft, he states: "I've got 
1 The lengthy commentary was edited and proceeded to the Ph. D. certificate in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the University of Umm al-Qura in (1408H/1987AD) by the student Sälim'Oghüt. 2 Kashf a1-Zunün (Vol. 2, p. 1849). 3 In association with Sighnäq in Turkestan. 
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some copies of Shurüh (commentaries) of the book which I found very useful for this 
commentary.. ". ' 
A copy of this manuscript is found in the National Library in Paris in France (File 
number 6452), a copy in the Khudaiwiyya Library in Cairo in Egypt (File 2/269; 
number 31,347), a copy in al-Asfiyya Library in Haidarabad in India (File 1/96; 
number 58-59), a copy in the Manuscript Institute in Baku in Azerbidjan (File 6690-b; 
its number in Jum'a al-Mäjid center in Dubai is 642), and another copy of the Shari 
(commentary) on al-Muntakhab al-Husämi in La Leh Lee Library in Istanbul in Turkey 
(Number 749) and it is attributed to al-Hasan bin `Ali al-$äghäni, 2 or perhaps to al- 
Sighnägi. 
3. Al-Muntakhab, a Shari (commentary) on al-Akhsikathi's al-Muntakhab by 
Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Mubin Abü al-Fadl al-Nüri al-Hanafi. Isma'll Bashä 
states: "One of his writings is al-Muntakhab, which is a Sharh (commentary) on al- 
Akhsikathi's al-Muntakhab on 'U ul al-Fiqh. He completed writing this book in Mardin 
in (694H/1295AD)" 3A copy of this manuscript is found in Fäti1 Library in al- 
Sulaimäniyya in Turkey (Number 1429). Other copy is found in Salim Äghä Library in 
Istanbul in Turkey too (File number 274), a copy in the Public Library in Damascus in 
Syria (File number 16-57), and a copy in Qüla Library in Cairo in Egypt (File number 
1/291). 
1 Kashf al-7unün (Vol. 2, p. 1849). 2I did not find his biography in the sources I relied on. 3 Hadiyyat al-'ÄriWn (Vol. 2, p. 138); 'I !a al-Maknün (Vol. 2, p. 569) by Ismä'il Bashi. 
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4. A1-Tahgiq or Ghdyat al-Tahgiq by Imäm `Ala' al-Din 'Abdul'aziz bin Ahmad bin 
Muhammad al-Bukhäri. Four manuscript copies of the book are found in the manuscript 
library in Kuwait University filed under the following numbers: 
The first, number (445) and it dates to (774H/1373AD), the second, number (1099) and 
it dates to (1122H11710AD), the third number (1098) and it dates to (1308W 1890AD), 
and the fourth number (1277) and it dates to about the tenth Hijri century (156 AD). 
' 
5. Al-Tabyin by Amir Kätib bin Amir Ghäzi al-Färäbi, Abü Hanifa, Qiwäm al-Din al- 
Itgäni 2 He covertly wrote this book in (716H/1316AD) during a trip to Saudi Arabia. A 
copy of this manuscript is found in the Royal Library in Berlin in Germany (Number 
4858), a copy in La Leh Lee Library in Istanbul, Turkey (File number 745), a copy in 
Yani Jami' Library in Istanbul, Turkey (File number 339-341), a copy in the National 
Library in Paris, France (Number 802), a copy in the British Museum in London, 
England (Number 207), a copy in the Municipality Library in Alexandria, Egypt 
(Number: 'Usül-5), a copy in al-Khudaiwiyya Library, Cairo, Egypt (2/239), a copy in 
Dar al-Kutub al-Miýriyya, Cairo, Egypt (1/372) and another copy in Jerusalem, 
Palestine (Number 27,15) 3 
I 'Umar Kab1i la stated that Ghäyat al-Tahgiq is one of Husam al-Din al-Akhslkathi's books; Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifn (Vo1.3, p. 663); Täj al-Taräjim (p. 127) by Qallubgha. Two students in the Islamic University in 
Madina, Saudi Arabia edited this book, in (1407H/1986AD). 
2 Qiwäm al-Din, Amir Kätib bin Amir `Umar al-'Amidi, al-Färäbl, al-Itgäni, Abu Hanifa, a Hanafl jurist. 
He was born in Itqan in Flab and visited Egypt and Baghdad. He lived and studied in Damascus and later 
returned to Cairo where he stayed till his death in (758H/1357AD). al A'läm (Vol. 2, p. 14) by al-Zirikli; 
al-Badr al-Tali' (1418H/1998AD), first edition, (Vol. 1, p. 106) by Mut ammad bin `Ali al-Shawkäni. 
Beirut - Där al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya; al-Fath al-Mubin (Vol-2, p. 173) by al-MaräghI; al-Jawähir al- 
Mudiyya (Vol. 4, p. 128) by al-Qurashi. 
3 The book is edited by Dr $äbir Nair Mu$laf, for which he was awarded a Ph. D. from al-Azhar 
University in (1400H/1980AD). 
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6. A Sharh (commentary) by Manýür bin Ahmad al-Qä'äni al-Khawärizrrü; a copy of 
this book is located in Nour `Uthmäniyya Library in al-Sulaimäniyya, Turkey (Number 
1329). 
7. Shark al-Muntakhab al-Ilusämi by Muhammad bin al-Sharif al-Husain-1 al-Jurjäni al- 
Samarkandi. l A copy is located in Fätili Library in al-Sulaimäniyya, Turkey (Number 
1310), a copy in `Ärif Hikmat Library in Madina (Number 36/251) and a microfilm 
copy in the Islamic Studies Center at Umm al-Qurä University (Number 342- 'Uc l). 
8. Miftah al-'Ucül by Abü a1-Fa4ä'i1 `Abdulla bin `Abdulkarim al-Dahlawi, 
2 a copy of 
which is found in La Leh Lee Library in Istanbul, Turkey (File number 744). 
9. A comentary by Yüsuf bin Shähin 4 The author of Mu jam al-Mu'allifin states that 
Shähin wrote Sharh al-Muntakhab (by al-Akhsikathi) ft 'Upül al-Madhhab. It is 
possible that this is Shari al-Muntakhab by al-`A1ä' al-Turkumani in Hadith, as al- 
Further evidence that Shähin's book (Shark al-Muntakhab) is Shawkäni comments 5 
more likely to be a Sharh (commentary) in Hadith is the fact that Ibn Shahin belongs to 
the Shäfi`i school. 
1 Muhammad bin al-Sayid al-Sharif `Ali bin Muhammad a1-Jurj5ni al-Husaini al-Samarkands. He wrote 
many books; Ismä'il Bäsha wrote his biography, but he didn't mention his book Sharh al-Muntakhab al- 
Husdmi, (d. 838H/1435AD). Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin (Vol. 2, p. 189) by Ismä'i1 Bäshä; Mu jam al-Mu'allifin 
c 
Iol. 3, p. 543) by Kahhäla; al-A'läm (Vol. 7, p. 180) by al-Zirikli. 
Sa'd al-Din al-Dahlawi, a jurist, a Hanafi scholar in 'U$ül al-Figh. He wrote Sharh Manl r al-Anwar lil 
Nasaf on jurisprudence which he entitled IJ 1at al Anwär fi kja'at 'Ufzil al-Mandr, (d. 891H/1486AD); 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 1, p. 758) by Ka] Ila; Kashf al-'unün (p. 1824) by liäji Khalifa. 3 'Umar Kabhäla states that Miftah al-'Ucul is one of the books written by Husäm al-Din al-Akhsi-kathi; 
see Mu Yam al-Mu'allijrn (Vol. 3, p. 663) by Kabbala. 4 Yüsuf bin Shähin, Jamäl al-Din, Abu al-M4 sin, grandson of ibin Hajar al-'Asgaläni, a jurist, narrator, 
a historian, from Cairo, (d. 899H/1493AD); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 4, p. 164) by K4h11a; Kashf al- 
Tfunün (p. 1932) by Häj1 Khalifa. 
Al-Badr al-Täli' (Vol. 2, p. 198). 
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10. Al-Nämi by `Abdulhaq bin Muhammad al-Hind-1.1 The author of Mu jam al- 
Malbö `ät argues that in (1289H/1872AD) al-Hindi completed his Sharh (commentary), 
which is printed in India without a date .2 
11. Dagä'iq al-'U ui fi Sharh al-Muntakhab al Husämi by Afdal al-IIagq Akhund 
Zäda. 3 A microfilm copy is located in the Central Library in Umm al-Qurä University 
(Number 2491). 
12. Shari al-Muntakhab al-IIusämi by Muhammad bin Ya`qüb al-Banäni or al- 
Banbäni 5A copy of this book is found in the Central Library in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
(Number 348), a copy in the Indian Office in London, England (Number 1437), a copy 
in Manchester Library in London too (Number 152). Other copy in Alikra Library in 
Alikra, India (Number 101/2), a copy in Rampur Library in Rampur, India (Number 
2/517-124) and a copy in a1-Aýfiyya Library in Haidarabad, India (Number 1/96-49). 
13. AI-Tahgiq by Fakhr al-Din al-Maymati 6 There is one copy only in al-Khaldiyya 
Library in Jerusalem in Palestine (Number 15,26). 
14. Shark al-Muntakhab ft 'Uf l al-Madhhab by Muhtadin bin Amin bin Khawaja 
Muhammad bin Ismä'i1.1 A copy of this book is located in Rampur Library in Rampur, 
India (Number 1/274-65). 
I `Abdul aq bin Muhammad al-Hindi, a scholar in 'Ucül al-Fiqh and logic and a Hanafi scholar. He died 
after (1289H/1872AD); al-A'ldm (Vol. 3, p. 282) by al-Zirikli; Mu yam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 2, p. 59) by 
Kal. *Ma; 'Iddh al-Maknün (Vol. 2, p. 617) by IsmA'il Bäshä. 
2 Serkis (Vol. 2, p. 1272). 
3 No biography of his was found in the sources that I managed to find. 4 `Umar Kab1 la states that Dagä'iq al-'Upül is one of the books written by Ijusam al-Din al-Akhslkathl; 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 663). s No biography of his was found in the sources that I managed to find. 6 No biography of his was found in the sources that I managed to find. 
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15. Farh al Maslil wa al-Mas'ülfi Sharh al-Muntakhabfi al-'Usül by Muhammad Nür 
Ghazini 2 The book begins: "Praise be to God who.. " and ends: "... 0 God! Forgive its 
writer". Number of sheets: (117); the marginal notes contain some comments; the book 
also reveals a lot of spelling mistakes; and important words are written in red. The main 
manuscript is found in India and a copy of it is currently found in the Manuscript 
Library at Kuwait University (Number 1206). 
16. Shark al-Muntakhab fi 'Ucül al-Madhhab (author unknown) in the Indian Office in 
London, England (Number 1438). 
3.8 Mukhtasar (epitome) al-Muntakhab 
`Umar Kab1 a1a states that Imam Muhammad `Abdulsattär al-Kardari wrote Mukhtacar 
Husäm al-Din al Akhsikathi, 3 which is a summary of al-Akhsikathi's book. However, I 
have noticed that no biographer has mentioned the same statement, but Qatlubghä 
argues that al-Kardari has a Shari (commentary) on the book Mukhta$ar Husäm al-Din 
al Akhsikathi. 4 
1 No biography of his was found in the sources that I managed to find. 2 No biography of his was found in the sources that I managed to find. 3 Mu jam al-Mu'allifin (Vol. 3, p. 410). 4 Täj al-Taräjim (p. 223). 
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3.9 The writer's methodology in the book 
3.9.1 General overview 
Authors often start their books with an introduction that identifies the aim behind their 
books, the methodology followed, topic division, the strategy adopted in tackling the 
themes, the references used and the reasons for commenting on the book. Some other 
writers do not follow these steps; rather, they start with the themes instead, as in the 
case of the book under study in this research. The writer of this book does not provide 
an introduction, but instead begins his book with the statement: "Praise be to Allah 
(s. h. w. t. )... The principles of legislation are three... ". This may suggest that he was 
keen on adhering to the methodology of summarising which he adopted, and this is the 
reason that made his book known as al-Mukhta$arl (epitome), as stated by the author of 
al-Jawähir al-Mucdiyya in his biography of al-Akhsikathi when he says: "The writer of 
al Mukhtasar". Few other scholars such as the author of Täj al-Taräjim, Miftäh al- 
Sa `äda, Mu jam al Mu'allifin, and al-Fawä'id al-Bahiyya made a similar statement. It 
is therefore necessary to mention that this book may be a complementary of another 
book, namely Kanz al-Wusül ilä Ma `rifat al-'Up 1, known as ' Ucül al-Bazdawt by 
Imam Fakhr al-Islam `Ali bin Muhammad al-Bazdawi al-I anafii (d. 482H/1089AD). 
Although none of the author's biographers has mentioned that his book is a 
complementary of Imam al-Bazdawi's ' Usül, I tend to agree with the viewpoint that this 
book may be a complementary of al-Bazdawi's 'U, 1cü1 for the following reasons: 
1A Mukhta$ar or epitome is a concise exposition of a book, often expressed in a self-consciously elegant 
and syntactically compressed language. See Encyclopedia of Islam (vol. 11, p. 324). 
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1. Imam al-Bazdawi started in theology and moved to scholastic writing; so the impetus 
of al-Akhslcathi's writing is similar as al-Bazdawi's when he talks about classes as 
follows: "The principles of legislation are three: the holy book (Qur'än), the Sunna and 
Ijmä ` (consensus). The fourth principle is Qiyäs (analogy) deduced from the three 
principles ... 
". 
2. In another paragraph on defining the Qur'än as one of the principles of Islamic law, 
he states: "The holy book is the book revealed to the Prophet, written in the copy of the 
Qur'an, narrated from the Prophet by many lines of narrators (Tawätur) ... 
". 
3. Leaving aside the compatible definitions between al-Muntakhab and Bazdawi's 
, U$51, the divisions are also congruent to a large extent as in the parts on composition 
and meaning with respect to knowledge of legal injunctions as well as the aspects 
included in each of the four parts, and so on. ' 
4. In his organisation of the book, it is also observed that Imam al-Akhsikathi followed 
the same sequence and order adopted by Imäm al-Bazdawi in his ' U$i 1. However, Imäm 
al-Akhslkathi omitted some points and added others according to what he considered 
suitable in specific contexts as is indicated in the details on the author's methodology. 
Here, it should be noted that Imam al-Akhsikathi delayed discussion of the section on 
Hurüf al-Ma ad to the end of the book, which contrasts with Imäm al-Bazdawi's 
methodology. 
'See al-Muntakhab[1/a]; Kashf al Asrär 'An 'Ucül Fakhr al-Islam al-Bazdawt (1417H/1997AD), (Vol. 1, 
p. 80) on wards, third edition (1997AD), by `Abdul`aziz al-Bukhäri, commentary by Muhammad al- 
Mu`tgim al-Baghdädi. Beirut - Dar al-Kitab al-`Arabi. 
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3.9.2 The difference between al-Muntakhab and Imam al-Bazdawi's ' Usül 
To say that al-Muntakhab is a complementary of al-Bazdawi's ' U$i l does not entail that 
Imam al-Akhsikathi imitated Imam al-Bazdawi; rather, he was an inquisitive faithful 
and scrutinising critic. He disagreed with Imän al-Bazdawi in the way of presenting 
themes, organising chapters, and dividing sections. As he points out, Imam al-Bazdawi 
begins with an introduction on the principles of faith and then he discusses al-Ray 
(subjective opinion) and what it means; he also argues that the Ilanafi scholars more 
than others deserve such a description (Ahl al-Ra y). Later on, he examines the themes 
on 'Usül al-Fiqh and begins with the first chapter on the Holy Qur'an, followed by the 
sections on the verses of the Qr'an and meaning which he divided into four parts: 
Section one: on aspects of the Na; m (word order) of the Qur'an, ýighatan (formally) 
and Lughatan (linguistically). He divides this section into `Ämm (collective), Khä c 
(specific), Mushtarak (homonym) and Mu'awwal (interpreted). 
Section two: on Wujüh al-Bayän (aspects of verses) of the Qur'an. This part is divided 
into 7ähir (apparent), Nag (text), Mufassar (explained) and Muhkam (firm). 
Section three: on aspects of the use of such verses. He divides this section into JIagiqa 
(fact), Majäz (metaphor), ýarih (declared) and Kinäya (metonymy). 
Section four: on aspects of inference and the meanings intended behind these sections. 
This section is divided into 'Ibärat al-Naffs (textual expression), 'Ishäratuhu (its hint), 
Dilälatuhu (its implication), and 'Igtidä'uhu (its requierment). 
Imäm al-Bazdawi discusses and displays these sections. Of the rulings tackled in the 
sections, he focuses on the ruling of the al-Khä (specific) only. He then deals with the 
subsection on the Amr (command) and the Naht (prohibition). Before closing his 
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discussion of these themes the writer goes back to the previous sections and starts 
mentioning their rulings. Hence, he begins with the rulings on the Khd$$ (specific) and 
the `Ämm (general) and the rulings on the Haq"iga (fact) and the Majäz (metaphor). In 
his discussion, he includes the subsection on Ilurüf al-Ma `äni between the subsections 
on the Ilagiqa (fact) and the Majäz (metaphor), on the one hand, and on $arih 
(declared) and Kinäya (metonymy), on the other. He mentions an aspect of this 
inclusion and states at the end of the subsection on Majäz (metaphor): "The section of 
Hurüf al-Ma `äni is related to this subsection because it is divided into Hagiqa (fact) and 
Majäz (metaphor) and a branch of jurisprudence issues is based on this theme". Later he 
completes the ruling on &rih (declared) and Kinäya (metonymy). He continues his 
discussion of the Ahkäm (rulings) regarding the other sections and returns to the section 
on Amr (command) and Nahi (prohibition). He allocates a section to Amr (command) 
and Nahi (prohibition) opposites. Then, he sets out to tackle the section on the Asbäb al- 
Sharä'i ` (sources of legislation) and proceeds his examination of the other sections. 
In contrast, Imam al-Aktes kathi does not mention the introduction mentioned by Imäm 
al-Bazdawi. Instead, after stating the name of God and praising Him, he started with the 
first source of the Islamic law, namely the Holy Qur'an. He then follows Imam al- 
Bazdawi's method in listing section and dividing the book into subsections, he presents 
his discussion of the whole subject in its place. For example, when he starts with the 
first of the sections on verses of the Qur'än - the `Ämm (general), the Khä (specific), 
the Mushtarak (homonym) and the Mu'awwal (interpreted) - he mentions all that is 
related to these themes and does not move to the next unless he has dwelt on the subject 
in sufficient detail; he does not delay any discussion till later as does Imam al-Bazdawi. 
iss 
Another area of difference is the section on Hure f al-Ma `änä. While Imäm al-Bazdawi 
states it immediately after the section on the Hagiqa (fact) and the Majaz (metaphor), 
Imäm al-Akhsi-kathi mentions it at the end of the book. In this regard, one of the writers 
of a Shari (commentary) on al-Muntakhab - al-Sighnägi - explains: "Imam al- 
Akhsicathi delays this section in contrast to the other sections because it is confined to 
juristic themes and legal rulings and because the section of Hurüf al-Ma `änT is related to 
grammar rather than jurisprudence"! This entails that the section of IHurüf al-Ma `äni is 
related to the linguistics more than to 'Ucül al-Fiqh. 
He also disagrees with him on certain scholastic issues and juristic Fur-a' (subsidiaries). 
Hence, in his discussion of the Ma'mür bihi (commanded) related to the time that 
specified for it, he divides it into two types: Mutlaq (absolute) and Mugayyad 
(restricted). Imam al-Bazdawi characterises the Muqayyad (restricted) into four 
categories in accordence to the time: 2 
1. A commanded on which time is a main modifier, a Shari (condition) as well as a 
Sabab (reason) that leads to its Add' (performance), for example prayer. 
2. A commanded on which time is a measure as well as a Sabab (reason) of it, for 
example fasting. 
3. A commanded on which time is a measure but not a Sabab (reason). 
4. A commanded on which time is Mushkil (ambivalent), for example pilgrimage. 
Imam al-Akhsiikathi also divides the Ma'mür bihi (commanded) into two categories: 
Mutlaq (absolute) and Mugayyad (restricted), however he disagrees with Imam al- 
2 See al-Wä by al-Sighnagi, a commentary on al-Muntakhab by al-Akhsi"kathi (p. 45). See Kashf al-Asrär (vol. 1 p. 448), by a1-Bukhäri. . 
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Bazdawi as far as the Muqayyad (restricted) is concerned; he distinguishes three 
categories only [12/a]: 
The first, the second and the fourth of those mentioned by al-Bazdawi. What Imäm al- 
Bazdawi quoted as an example of the third type, Imäm al-Akhsikathi stated as Mullaq 
(absolute). 
As far as themes relating to Sabab (reason) and Shart (condition) are concerned, Imam 
al-Bazdawi makes certain juristic Furü ` (subsidiaries) as form of Sabab Mahd (definite 
reason). He illustrates this point by giving the examples of liberating a 'Abd (slave) and 
opening the door of a barn or a cage. On the other hand, Imam al-Akhsikathi makes 
them amenable to Shari (condition) which caries the rule of the Sabab (reason). 
3.9.3 Author's specific methodology 
In this section, I discuss the points that highlight the significance of the book as follows: 
1. As has been mentioned earlier', the writer does not initiate his book with an 
introduction, which in contrast to what is common among most writers. 
2. What distinguishes the writer in his al-Muntakhab is that he mentions a juristic 
issue and then comments on it in terms of agreement or disagreement with Hanafi 
scholars. He states the school's opinion first, followed by the view of those who 
disagree providing supporting evidence sometimes, and some other times he 
responds without mentioning the evidence he relies upon, as in the ruling on the 
Majäz (metaphor) when he talks about generic metaphor. Imam Shäfi`I disagrees 
1 Seep. 154. 
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with this and says: "There is no generic metaphor since the only cases it is 
resorted to are those of necessity. "Al-Akhsikathi reacts arguing that the Majaz 
(metaphor) occurs in the Qur'än and the might of Allah, the Most Exalted, is par 
excellence well beyond all types of necessity (pages [3/b] and [42/a] in the 
manuscript). This shows the author's mastery of his school's teachings, his 
knowledge of other schools and his acquaintance with their arguments and ways 
of responding to them. 
3. The author often attributes statements to their sources as in page [36/b] where he 
states: "Abü al-Hasan al-Karkhi argues that it is not permissible to Tagrd 
(imitatation of) a Companion of the Prophet except in matters that cannot be 
captured by Qiyas (analogy)". This provides evidence of his scholastic credibility 
in attributing statements to their sources. In few cases, he says `in our viewpoint', 
`Our scholars say', `It is said', `We said', or `Some say' whose meanings I shall 
explain in the chapter on the terminology used by the author. 
4. It is noticed that the author does not confine himself to what may be a main 
source of his own book, for he quotes certain things from 'U$ül al-Bazdawt, 
alters certain other things, adds and omits according to what he deems 
appropriate. So, it can be seen that he has his own specific point of view that may 
disagree with al-Bazdawi's view, which shows his depth of knowledge of juristic 
principles and his ability to deduce their corresponding rulings. For example, in 
his discussion of Majäz (metaphor) in his book, Imam al-Bazdawi defines Majäz 
(metaphor) reflecting on its linguistic origins, the way it can be identified and 
how it is related to the Hagiqa (fact). Al-Akhsikathi, on the other hand, defines it 
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technically and identifies its Sabab (reason), i. e. relationship. He classifies such 
relationship into three categories [3/a]: Ma `nan (meaning), Dhätan (self) and 
Sababan (reason) and he illustrates each of the three by giving examples. He then 
divides al-'Ittisäl al-Sababi (reasonal relationship) into: first, the relationship 
between the injunction and the 711a (cause), and second, the relationship between 
the Far" (subsidiary) and ordinary Sabab (reason) that is not 7lla (cause), and he 
gave examples of each. He also mentions Hukm al Majäz (metaphorical 
injunction) and clarifies Imam a1-Shäfi`i's disagreement regarding 'Umft al- 
Majäz (generic metaphor). By means of examples, he then shows that the 
pronunciation of Hagiqa (fact) and Majäz (metaphor) cannot be used in a single 
word to imply two meanings at the same time and he provides some examples. 
Moreover, he explains situations in which the occurrence of the Hagiqa (fact) can 
never be possible and situations relating to whether or not a word refer to a 
Hagiqa Musta `mala (used fact) and to a Majäz Muta `äraf (common metaphor). 
He then shows divergence of opinions on this matter and mentions the five 
meanings on the basis of which Hag7qa (fact) cannot be utilised. Therefore, he 
does not confine himself to Imam al-Bazdawi's book, but instead adds the details 
which he finds necessary in this particular position in the book in spite of the fact 
that his own book is a complementary of the original, as I have mentioned 
previously. 
S. In comparing al-Muntakhab with al-Bazdawi's ' Ucül it can be seen that al- 
Muntakhab al-Husämi is present in most of the issues which Imam al-Bazdawi 
refers to; however, he does not refer to certain matters and leaves them aside, 
including: 
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a. Imam al-Bazoudi's introduction on theology and the attributes of Allah. 
b. Explanation of the Ilukm al-Amr (command injunction) from Add' (performance) 
and Qacla' (execution perspectives). 
c. Explanation of the fourth division of the Sunna containing that, which is related to 
the statement itself and that which is related to its meaning. 
d. The section of writing and script. 
6. This versed scholar's knowledge attained such a high level of competency that he 
redresses the views of Imam Abü Hanfa and his companion Imam Muhammad 
bin al-Hasan al-Shaib n. For instance, he reacts against them in what he believes 
to be correct as in page [4/b] in the book with regard to the issue of combining 
Yamin (oath) and Nadhr (vow) in single word where he denies their arguments. 
In his discussion of the impossibility to combine Hagiqa (fact) and Majäz 
(metaphor) in a single word, he states that in case of a combination of the two, 
oath overwhelms. This argument confirms al-Akhsikathi's mastery of the 
discipline and his command of it urged the researcher to consider this scholar as a 
member of the advanced class of the Hanafi scholars, as has been mentioned in 
the discussion on the author's school and his position among Hanafi scholars. 
7. A distinguishing characteristic of the author is his reliance on giving proofs in 
order to account for many juristic principles. For example, in his discussion of 
the permission granted to travelers to shorten prayer while on journey (page 
[26/a]), he attempts to account for the reasons of injunctions and states: "The 
implication is that permission is intended for leniency, and leniency is intended in 
order to shorten prayers. As a consequence, this in the first instance refutes 
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completion of the prayer because choice between shortening or completion of the 
prayer without entailing some kind of leniency is not suitable to worship of 
God". So, it can be noticed that he mentions proofs, which support his choices of 
juristic principles. The same applies to the ruling on the well-known Sunna and 
al-Akhsikathi's proof conforming that whoever denies the well-known Sunna is 
regarded as an aberrant but not an atheist (page [28/a]). See also the ruling with 
regard to whimsical people who crave for lust in life (page [29/b]) and his 
reasoning in rejecting these people's narration. 
8. Although the book al-Muntakhab is on the 'Usü1 al-Fiqh, the method adopted by 
Hanafi scholars include juristic Furü ` (subsidiaries) within their books. They use 
these Furü' (subsidiaries) as evidence in support of their 'U, sül al-Fiqh; hence, 
they resort to juristic principles on the basis of which their juristic Furü 
(subsidiaries) are chosen, as in the following juristic principles: 
a. A ruling is not established without an 711a Mu'athira (effective cause) [3/a]. 
b. The relationship between the Acl (principle) and the Far' (subsidiary) is so 
meager that the former does not depend on the existence of the latter [3/b]. 
c. The Ijagq' becomes effective only when there is such a condition [17/b]. 
d. Donation of what is not likely to be a subject of ownership. Example to that is 
forgiving retaliation [26/a]. 
9. In certain case of Khiläf (divergence) the author points to the issue and states the 
correct view in his opinion but does not mention the contradictory view, as in the 
1 Part of the author's terminology seems to indicate that this word means the conditional injunction. 
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ruling on the Prophet's [p. b. u. h. ] actions which can be used as guidance (end of 
page [35/b]). 
10. Areas of divergence may be pointed out on most juristic principle's issues, for 
example, the issue of imitating the Prophet's Companions page [36/b]. Here, 
he 
discusses the various views on this matter and comments: "Disagreement 
regarding all that has been quoted from them without divergence among them 
and without confirmation that such a disagreement has reached any companions 
with no apparent reaction". This is how it is observed that al-Akhsiikathi points to 
sources of disagreement on a number of juristic principles. 
11. He quotes some citations from the Holy Qur'än in eighteen positions and some 
citations from Hadith in ten positions. In so doing he adopted the method used by 
Imam al-Bazdawi in his proofs regarding some of his juristic opinions. 
12. Another characteristic of the author is that he asks God to bless all the scholars 
mentioned in his book, both those who agree as well as those who disagree with 
his own views. This is a trait that does not characterise many of those who were 
intolerant of other schools and who belittled their opponents without asking God 
to bestow His blessings on them when mentioning their names. This proves his 
profuse good manners and his respect of others' views. Whenever he mentions 
Imam al-Shäfi`i, for instance, he prays for God's blessings on him while stating 
their disagreement in opinion. Therefore, he gives priority to the scholars of his 
own school. 
13. Often, he uses the words 'Aid Tara (it should be observed) in order to draw the 
attention of the reader or listener to the matter being discussed. 
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3.9.4 Observations on the author's methodology 
The following are some observations about the methodology employed by the author: 
1. As far as certain controversial cases, the author does not adopt an opinion and 
prefers it to other opinions in princeples of jurisprudence, but simply presents them, 
for example, when he refers to the rule pertains to Tagrd (imitating) the Prophet's 
[p. b. u. h. ] Companions page [36/b]. Here he states quotes the view of those who 
argue for the necessity to Taglid (imitate) the Companions and ignore Qiyäs 
(analogy) such as Abü Said al-Barda`i. He then mentions those who reject imitating 
the Companions, except in matters which cannot be understood by Qiyäcs (analogy), 
and this is the view of Abu al-Hasan al-Karkhi. He further states that the opinion of 
those who reject imitating any Companion, and this is the view adopted by Imam al- 
Shäfi`i. After reporting such disagreement the author does not opt for one of the 
view mentioned above, but instead moves on to another issue concerning the 
disagreement among the Companions in their statements and the effects of this 
disagreement on those who come later. 
2.1 have traced the author's presentation of the topics of the book and I have noticed 
that - contrary to what is common among scholars of 'Ucül al-Fiqh - he has delayed 
the section of Hurüf al-Ma `äni to the end of his book. Contrasting this method to 
three scholars of 'Up 7I al-Fiqh relied upon in the Hanafi school, I have noted the 
following: 
a. In his book al-Fucül fi al-'Ucui, Imam al-Ja$ýdý (d. 370H/981AD) places the 
section on the meanings of coordinating conjunctions, etc., after the synopsis, 
i. e. in section four of the book. 
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b. In his book Kanz al-Wusül ilä 11m al-'U$ 1, Im .m al-Bazdawi (d. 
482H/1089AD) places the section on Hurüf al-Ma `ani after the section dealing 
with situations in which the occurrence of the Hagiqa (fact) can never be 
possible, and this is done in the first quarter of the book. 
c. Imam al-Sarkhasi (d. 490H/1097AD), on the other hand, places the section on 
Hurüf al-Ma `äni after clarifying what is implied by words in general. 
From this short presentation it appears that the three scholars place the section 
on Ilurüf al-Ma an! after the themes related to words and their implications. 
Hence, Imam al-Jaýýäý places the section on Hurüf al-Ma `ani after the synopsis, 
Imam al-Bazdawi after the section on the Hagiqa (fact), and Imam al-Sarkhasi 
after the section words in general. These are all themes connected with words 
and their implications. Al-Akhsikathi concludes his book with the section on 
lIurüf al-Ma an! and places it after the section on compulsion, which is one a 
subsection dealing with acquired contingencies. In my view, this subsection is 
related to the themes of words and their implications. The author should have 
placed the section of Hurüf al-Ma `äni After the subsection on the themes of 
words such as the Amr (command), the Naht (prohibition), the faglqa (fact), the 
Majäz (metaphor) and so on. 
3. Contrasting the themes in al-Muntakhab al-Husami with some other books in Hanafi 
'Ucül al-Figh reveals that the author did not tackle some issues that are essential in 
'Ucui al-Fiqh, for example: 
(a) Ijtihäd, Taglid (imitation) and Shurü4 (conditions) for Mujtahid (person 
exercising Ijtihä ). 
(b) Clarification of precision in writing and script. 
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4. The author lists some sections in a certain order, but in his explanation of the 
subsections proceeds along a different order, as in the subsections on clarification (page 
[32/b]). Here he presents them as follows: Bayän Tagrir (statement of justification), 
Bayän Tafsir (statement of explanation), Bayän Taghyiir (statement of interchange), 
Bayän Tabdil (statement of abrogation) and Bayän Darüra (statement of necessity). 
Later on, when he explains and exemplifies them, he places the statement of necessity 
(page [33/b]) before the statement of interchange (page [34/b]). Furthermore, in 
explaining what Qiyäs encompasses, he places the Rukun (pillar) of Qiyäs before the 
Hukm (injunction) of Qiyas. See the manuscript, page [38/a] onwards. The same applies 
to divine contingencies (page [54/b]) since he places insanity before infancy. 
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3.10 Author's terminology 
Every science has its own specific terminology that is employed by its scholars, 
including the science of the'Ufz7l al-Fiqh, which is closely connected with 
jurisprudence; in other words, most terms are shared among jurists and scholars of 'Uci l 
al-Fiqh. However, terminology also varies from one school to another, for example, 
Hanafi, Mäliki, Shäfi`i and IIanbali scholars have their terminology, but what is of 
concern here is the Hanafi terminilogy considering its relationship to the book under 
investigation in the present research. Therefore, the aim of this section is to be 
acquainted with some terms used by scholars of 'Ucül al-Fiqh in their writings; these 
terms may differ from one writer to another. My approach in this sense is to present 
most of the terms agreed upon among Hanafi jurists and to examine the terms used by 
the author in his book al-Muntakhab through tracing the word in books on 'Ucül al-Figh 
in order to recognise its implication. 
3.10.1 Hanafi scholars' terminology' 
I. The term [al-Imam]: in the books written by Hanafi scholars it is used to refer to 
Imam Abü Hanifa al"Nu`män the pioneer of the Hanafi school. 
2. By [al-Shaikhän] (the two major scholars) is meant Abü Hanifa and Abü Yüsuf. 
3. [AI-Tarafan] (The two leading scholars) means Abü Hanifa and Muhammad bin al- 
Hasan al-Shaibänj . 
' Al-Fath al-Mubinfi gall Rumüz wa Musfalahät al-Fugaha' wa al-'U, stilii yin (p. 16) by al-Hafnäwi. 
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4. [AI-$dhiban] (The two Companions of Abü }ianifa) refers to Abü Yüsuf and 
Muhammad bin al-Ijasan. 
5. [Al-Thalätha] (The three scholars) or (The three Imams) is meant Abü Hanifa, Abü 
Yüsuf and Muhammad bin al-Ijasan. 
6. [AI-Thad] (The second) means Abn Yüsuf. 
7. [Al-Thälith] (The third) refers to Muhammad bin al-Hasan a1-Shaibäni. 
8. [Lahu] meaning (according to him) which means according to Abü Hanifa. 
9. [Lahumä], [ `Indahumä] or [Madhhabhumä] (their opinion): the opinion of the two 
Companions of Abü IIanifa. 
10. [A$hdbunä] (Our scholars): meaning the three Imams Abü Hanifa, Abü Yüsuf and 
Muhammad bin al-Hasan. 
11. [Al-Mashayikh] (The scholars): i. e. those who came after the death of Imam Abü 
Hanifa. 
12. [Al-Kitäb] (The book): in the Iianafi school it means al-Qaddüri's Mukhta. car 
(summary). 
13. Terminology of the Tarfliz (preference) and issuing Fatäwä (legal opinions): 
['Alaihi al-Fatwä], [Wa bihi yuftä], [Bibi na'khudh], ['Alaihi al-I `timäd], ['Alaihi 
`Aural al yawm], ['Alaihi 'Amal al-'Umma], [Huwa al-$ahih], [al Acah], [al A; har], 
[al Ashbah], [al Awjah], and [al-Mukhtär] which all mean (the legal opinion 
preferred among Ijanafi scholars). 
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3.10.2. Author's special terminology 
The above are examples of the overall terminology employed by Hanafi jurists and 
scholars of jurisprudence in their books. The terms used by the author of al-Muntakhab 
al-Ilusdmi are as follows: 
1. [`Indana] (Our point of view): the author frequently uses this term when he tries to 
show some sort of disagreement on a certain issue and to indicate the Hanaffs' point of 
view on the issue. In his discussion of the Ifukm (injunction) of the `Ämm (general) in 
the book (page [1/b]), he states: "The Ilukm al- `Ämm (collective judgement) certainly 
and definitely necessitates legal ruling with respect to what is contained within it as in 
the Khä (specific judgement) and this is our point of view, in contrast to the Shäf'i 
school" In his book al-Fu, 1cül (page [1/101]), Imam a1-Jagäý - in the section on 
confirmation of the generality of statements - and mentions disagreement on this 
matter: "In our scholars' point of view, the generality of statements includes both 
utterances and commands". 
In his 'U. cül (page [1/587]) Imam al-Bazdi - in the section dealing with generality of 
statements - states: "In our point of view, the Huk n al- `Ämm (collective judgement) 
necessarily requires legal injunctions regarding that which is comprised within it 
definitely and certainly". Al-Bukhäxi, a commentator on al-Bazdawi's ' Up7l, states: 
"and this is the point of view of most of our scholars.. " . 
Moreover, in his discussion of the generality of statements in his book al-'Uyül (page 
[1/132]), Imam al-Sarkhasi says that: "In our point of view, the Hukm al-'mm 
(collective judgement) certainly and definitely necessitates legal ruling with respect to 
what is contained within it as in the Khä (specific) judgement" 
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Some other scholars use the term [ `Indanä] (In our point of view) to designate their own 
specific views on the matter, but in most general cases it is used to indicate the view 
adhered to in the school as the author himself does. 
1, [QYIa] (It is said): is mostly used by the author to weaken an opinion, i. e. to show the 
weakness of a statement as in his words on page [4/b] when he discusses the Hagiqa 
(fact) and the Majäz (metaphor) stating that the pronunciation of the two cannot be used 
in a single word to imply tow meanings at the same time. He argues: "If it is said: `They 
claim that if a person swears should not step into the house of such and such a 
person... ". Evidence of the weakness of such a view and its disagreement with the 
author's opinion is the latter's reaction to the statement: "We have said: `stepping into' 
has become a metaphor for `entrance'... ". So, in his comment on the word `It is said' he 
often states `We have said'. 
2. [Qu1na] (We have said): the author often uses this term in his reaction to `It is said', as I 
have mentioned in the paragraph above, or in his proof regarding some of the rulings 
which he discusses; for example, in his discussion of preference of the Majäz 
(metaphorical meaning) and ignorance of the Hagiqii (factual meaning) in case the latter 
is neglected or impossible. He states: "According to this, we have said... " as in page 
[5/b]. Furthermore, he argues: "If the Hagiqa (fact) is untenable ... or deserted, as when 
a person swears not to step into such and such a person's house, the Majäz 
(metaphorical meaning) is resorted to rather than its factual counter part. "Accordingly, 
`we have said'... ". Also, in page [11/b] he states: "Accordingly, we have said that when 
a man says `If you step into such and such a house' to his wife, `then you are divorced'. 
3. [Wa min al-Näs] (Some people) is used by the author to show that someone's statement 
is weak or that someone's opinion is different from his own. He employs this term to 
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refer to scholars of 'U, süi al-Fiqh and jurists rather than the general public of course. 
Therefore, in his discussion of aspects of the verses in section four which follows the 
implications subsection (page [8/b]), he says: "subsection: some people dealt with texts 
in ways that are decadent in our point of view". What confirms that such ways do not 
agree with his opinion is his statement `are decadent in our point of view' and his 
following justification and clarification of the reason of decadence. 
4. [Qäla Ba `cduhum] (Some say): this resembles the previous term in its disagreement with 
the author's opinion, as evidenced by his statements following some of the occurrences 
of this term: "and this is decadent ... 
" 
5, [Al-Jumhür] (The public) meaning the majority of the scholars of 'Ucül al-Fiqh in his 
statements regarding the Amr (command) (page [11/b]), he argues: "The Amr 
(imperative) is a specific form of word inflection used for a precise meaning which 
entails request Add' (performance) of an action. The effect of the Amr (command) in the 
view of the public is Wujüb (obligation).. ". In his book ' Ucül (page [1/14]), Imam al- 
Sarkhasi states: "And there is no disagreement that the Amr (command) entails Wujüb 
(obligation). ". Moreover, in his ' Uc l (page [1/260]) Imam al-Bazdawi comments in the 
section dealing with the Amr (command): "Most of the scholars state that the Amr 
(command) entails the Wujab (obligation)". This shows the wide uses of the term 
among scholars of 'Ucül al-Fiqh and jurists. 
6. [Al-, Sahib ft Madhhab Ashdbina] (What is preferred in our scholars' opinion): by this 
term the author means the Räjih (most preferable) opinions in the Hanafl school to 
confirm that there are various opinions with regard to a certain issue within the Hanafl 
school itself. Here, the author has chosen the Räjih (most preferable) of these opinions. 
As example of this is their disagreement on the issue of the Amr (command) and 
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whether it entails tardiness or immediacy. In the opinion of most Hanafi scholars, it 
implies tardiness' as in page [12/a] when he sta. tes: "the Amr (command) that is not 
time-bound does not necessitate an action's immediate Add' (performance) which is 
preferred in our scholars' opinion". The word `preferred' here indicates that there are 
two strong opinions on this issue within the Hanafi school itself because the view that is 
in contrast with what is `preferred' here is that the Amr (command) implies immediacy 
rather than tardiness is a view held by al-Karkhi and al-Jagäý, who are prominent 
scholars in the Hanafi school. The word al-Räjih `preferable' is often used by jurists to 
show preference among the opinions of scholars in the same school as there are many 
strong opinions, and the author has managed to choose preferred ones which he deemed 
the most preferable. Another example is in page [36/a] when the author talks about the 
actions of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ] and comments: "What is al-Räjih (preferable) is the 
opinion that al-Jasýäý quotes... ". This is in conflict with what al-Karkhi claims on this 
matter. 2 
7. [A1-Mashayikh] (The scholars): by this term the author means prominent Hanafi 
scholars. The issue here is whether al-Qacla' (execution) is required by the initial Amr 
(command) or by another specific one (page [15/a]). He states "The scholars disagree 
on whether the Qadä' (execution) is required by the initial Amr (command) or by 
another specific one". I have previously mentioned that he means Hanafi scholars 
because these scholars disagree on this issue although most of them maintain that the 
the Qaalä' (execution) is required by the initial Amr (command). 
1 Kashf al Asrär (Vol. 1, p. 510) by al-Bukhäri (footnote) (p. 519); al-Fu. cül ft al-'U%c l (Vol. 2, p. 106) ifootnote), second edition, by Ahmad bin 'All Aa-Ja$ý4; ' U; ül al-Sarkhasi (Vol. 1, p. 26). Kashf al Asrär (Vol. 3, p. 378) by al-Bukhäri. 3 Kashf al-Asrär (Vol. 1, p. 313) by al-Bukhäri; al-Sarkhasi's ' Ucül (Vol. 1, p. 45). 
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8. [Naqülu] (We say): the author uses this term in his discussion of the rulings regarding 
the Nahi (prohibition) and whether or not usurpation entitles the usurper ownership of 
the usurped. This is mentioned in page [22/a] when he comments: "We do not say that 
usurpation allows ownership, but we sgy that it permits conditional ownership for a 
legal conjunction, which is guarantee". Thus, the author uses the word `we say' here to 
express the view of Hanafi scholars in contrast to that of Imam al-Shäfi`Y, who argues: 
"usurpation does not permit any conditional ownership". 1 
9. [Al- `Ulamä'J (Scholars): in his discussion on the Amr (command) and the Naht 
(prohibition) (page [22/b]), the author states: "Scholars disagree on this... ". By 
`Scholars' here he means IIanafi, and Shäfi`i scholars, narrators, etc. because there is 
considerable disagreement among these scholars on this issue? 
10. [Al-Mukhtär] (The selected opinion): in his discussion of the issue mentioned above 
regarding the Amr (command) and the Nahi (prohibition), the author means the opinion 
that is selected by Hanafi scholars (page [22/b)] 3 He states: "The opinion which is 
selected in our point of view is that the Amr (command) entails hatred of its' opposite... 
 
11. [Ijmä `ihim] (Their consensus): in his discussion of the sources of legislation (page 
[23/a], the author means the Ijmä ` (consensus) of Muslim scholars. He states "What 
proves their Ijmä ` (consensus) on the obligation on the sleeper to perform prayer... ". 
12. [Afdal] (Better): the author mentions this term in his discussion of acting upon the 
words of the atheist, the infant and the lunatic regarding the impurity of water (page 
I Kashfal-Asrar (Vol. 1, p. 537) by al-Bukhäri; al-Sarkhasi's ' Ucül (Vol. 1, p. 93). Z Kashf al Asrär (Vo1.2, p. 601) by al-Bukhäri; al-Sarkhasi's ' Uiül (Vol. 1, p. 94). 3 Reference above. 
4 Kashf al-Asrar (Vol. 2, p. 622) by al-Bukhäri. 
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[28/b]). He states: "If the listener believes in the validity of their words regarding water 
impurity, he performs ablution but does not perform Tayammum (ablution performed 
with sand instead when water is not available). It is better still if he spills that water and 
performs Tayammum instead... ". Im-am al-Bazdawi, comments: "This is preferable"' 
whereby he means preference as such.. 
13. [Al-Madhhab al-Mukhtär] (The selected opinion): in his discussion of Hadith narrated 
by a person seeks lust and the credibility of his narration (page [29/b]). He argues: "As 
far as the lust seeker is concerned, the selected opinion is that his narration is not 
acceptable". By selected opinion here the author implies the opinion of the majority the 
jurists and interpreters, as is described by al-Bukhän in his Sharh (commentary) on al- 
Bazdawi's ' Upül in his book Kashf al Asrär (Vol. 3, p. 53). 
14. [Al- `Abädila al-Thalätha) (The three `Abdu-Allahs): in his discussion of the power of 
the single narrator, he states in page [29/b]: "If the narrator is known for his depth of 
knowledge of jurisprudence and his expertise in exercising Ijtihäd, for example the 
honourable Caliphs and the three `Abdu-Allahs.. ". By `the three servants of God' is 
meant the three Companions: `Abdulla bin Mas`üd, `Abdulla bin `Abbas and `Abdulla 
bin `Umar according to Imam al-Bazdawi? 
15. [Mashäyikhunä] (Our scholars): when the author discusses the ruling on Ta `arucj 
(conflict) between an affirmative text and its negative counterpart (page [31/b]), he 
argues: "Our scholars disagree on whether or not negative text is in Ta `ärud (conflict) 
with affirmative text. Our early scholars disagreed on this issue... " By (Our early 
scholars) here is meant Abü Hanifa, Abü Yüsuf and Muhammad al-Shaibäni. This is 
1 Kashf al-Asrär (Vol. 3, p. 47) by al-Bukhäri. 2 Kashf al-Asrär (Vol. 2, p. 697) by al-Bukhäri. 
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confirmed by a1-Bukhäri in his Sharh (commentary) on al-Bazdawi's ' U, l (Vol. 3, 
p. 198). 
16. [ `Ulamä'una] (Our scholars): it is clear that the author uses this term to refer to Hanafi 
scholars as in page [33/a] when he discusses the specificity of common words: "On this 
basis our scholars state that a person who bequeaths his ring to someone and its gem to 
someone else.. ". The opinion of Hanaff scholars is that the specifications of the 
common words does not take place when there is a pause between these common words 
and their specificity. In contrast al-Shä$`i argues: "The specificity takes place with or 
without a pause. " Abü al-Hasan al-Karkhi shares the same opinion of the Hanafi 
scholars and that of the majority of the recent Hanafi scholars. ' 
17. [Al-Qawl al-$ah7h] (The correct view): the author mentions this terms in his discussion 
of the laws which existed prior to the mission of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ] and whether such 
laws concern us (page [36/b]). He comments: "The correct view is that the laws stated 
by God or the Prophet without their denial is incumbent on us as the law of our 
Prophet... " al-Bazdawi (Vol. 3, p. 398) shares the same view, and al-Bukhärl confirms it 
in his Shari (commentary) on al-Bazdawi's book when he argues: "Most of our 
scholars, including Abu Maqür, al-Qädi the Imäm Abü Zaid, the two scholars and the 
rest of the recent scholars" and then states the same opinion as that mentioned by the 
author. 
18. [Qäla Ba `duhum] (Some say): in his discussion of &V ` (consensus) and scholars' 
opinions regarding the scholars whom Ijmä ` (consensus) may be accepted from as a 
source of legislation (page [37/a]), he states: "Some sav_ that there is no Ijmä 
(consensus) except that established by the Companions... " referring to the opinion of 
1 Kashf al-Asrar (Vol. 3, p. 222) by al-Bukh xi. 
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Däwüd al-Zähm and his followers among al-Zähir people and Ahmad bin Hanbal, in 
one of the two opinions quoted from him. ' He further argues: "Some others say that 
there is no Ijmä ` (consensus) except that of the people of Madina... " and this is the 
opinion of Imam M ilik. 2 He also says: "Some others say that there is no Ijmä ` 
(consensus) except from the kindred of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ]... " And this is the opinion 
of the Zaidiyya and the Imämiyya people .3 
1 Kashf al Asrär (Vol. 3, p. 445) by al-Bukhäri. 2 Kashf al-Asrär (Vol. 3, p. 446) by al-Bukhäri. 3 Kashf al Asrär (Vol. 3, p. 445) by al-Bukhäri. 
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3.11 Presentation of the book's themes 
In his book al-Muntakhab, the author confined his discussion to 'Uc l al-Fiqh, as has 
already been stated. On rare occasions he states an injunction without supporting 
evidence such as juristic examples, for instance; hence, his book that is concise but rife 
with rules 'Usül al-Figh: l 
The author starts by talking about 'Upül al-Shan` (the sources of legislation) in Islamic 
jurisprudence, namely the Qur'än, the Sunna, Ijmd ` (consensus) and Qiyäs (analogy). 
Later on, he presents the sections on verses of the holy Qur'än and their meaning with 
respect to knowledge of the legal injunctions as follows: 
Section one deals with the $1-ghatan (formal) and Lughatan (linguistic) aspects of the 
verses that are classified into four types: the `Ämm (general), the Khä (specific, the 
Mushtarak (homonym) and the Mu'awwal (interpreted), and he defines each of the four 
and identifies its Hukm (ruling). 
Section two focuses on aspects of verses statements that are categorised into four: the 
Zähir (apparent), the Nag (text), the Mufassar (explained) and the Muhkam (firm). He 
identifies each and explains the Ahkäm (ruling) on Mufassar (explained) verses. In 
addition, he states the opposites of these four aspects as follows: the Khafc (hidden), the 
Mushkil (ambivalent), the Mujmal (synopsised), and the Mutashäbih (intricate); he also 
identifies each and the ruling that corresponds to it. 
Section three deals with the aspects of using such verses, for example, Hagiqa (fact), 
Majäz (metaphor), the Sarih (declared) and Kinäya (metonymy), and he identifies the 
1 See the index of 'UUül al-Fiqh at the end of this chapter. 
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Hzr_ agiqa (fact) and the Majäz (metaphor) and their corresponding rulings. Then, 
he 
mentions some of the rulings pertaining to Hagiqa (fact) and Majäz (metaphor) over 
which there is disagreement among scholars of 'U, cül al-Fiqh. He also states the ruling 
on $arih (declared) and Kinäya (metonymy) and the original meaning of words in terms 
to these two. 
Section four deals with aspects of understanding the rulings on the verses; these rulings 
are classified into four categories: proof on the basis of `Ibärat al-Naf$ (explicit text 
meaning), 'Ishärat al-Nass (alluded meaning), Dilälat al-Na$c (inferred meaning) and 
Igti4d' al Nag (required meaning). He defines each and the ruling that corresponds to 
it. 
He also presents a section in which he clarifies the decadence of utilising some aspects 
of texts among scholars who do' not belong to the Hanafi school. 
Then, he presents another section in which he discusses the Amr (command). Here, he 
defines the Amr (command), identifies its ruling and accounts for the Amr (command) 
that follows the Tahrim (prohibition) and the Takrär (repetition). Moreover, he explains 
the Hukm al-Amr (command ruling) constrained by time and divides it into three types. 
In a following section he describes the ruling of the Amr (command) in terms of Ada' 
(performance) and Qadä' (execution). He shows different types of Qadä' (execution), 
and complete and incomplete Add' (performance); as well as the difference between the 
necessity of Add' (performance) and Qaciä' (execution). 
In another section he discusses the good attribute of commanded duty and whether such 
an attribute applies to the duty itself or to another related duty. 
He also examines the Nahi (prohibition) and identifies its various parts, its meaning as 
well as the meaning of bad attribute of commanded duty. 
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He allocates a section to the Amr (command) and the Naht (prohibition) opposites. 
Then, he sets out to tackle the section on the sources of legislation. 
Another section deals with `Azima (decisive judgement) and Rukhca (allowance). He 
identifies each, describes its divisions and the rulings which correspond to them. 
In another section he discusses the different divisions of Sunna, including incompletely 
transmitted Hadith, Hadith ensured by many lines of transmission, well-known tradition 
and the single narration. He defines each, states its rulings, and mentions some rulings 
related to Hadith. 
In a section that follows he explains opposition, shows its divisions and identifies its 
rulings. Then in another section he deals with statements and shows its five aspects as 
follows: Bayän Tagrir (statement of justification), Bayän Tafsir (statement of 
explanation), Bayän Taghylir (statement of interchange), Bayan Tabdil (statement of 
abrogation) and Bayän Darüra (statement of necessity). He identifies each of these, 
states their rulings, talks in detail about Bayän Tabdil (statement of abrogation) focusing 
on the Nsikh (abrogating). He further discusses whether or not Ijmä ` (consensus) ruling 
can be abrogated by Qiyas (analogy), whether or not Ijmä ` (consensus) is an abrogator, 
and whether or not Sunna can abrogate the Holy Qur'än and vice versa. 
In another section the author shows what is concerned with the Prophet's actions, 
disagreement on various aspects of his actions and the laws which existed prior to the 
mission of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ]. 
Later on in a following section the author talks about the rulings regarding imitation of 
the Prophet's Companions. 
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He proceeds to talk about Ijma' (consensus) in a new section and clarifies scholars' 
different opinions regarding the scholars whom Ijmä' (consensus) may be accepted from 
as a source of legislation, its ranks and the rulings that correspond to Ijma' (consensus). 
In another section he discusses Qiyäs (analogy), defines it, mentions its Shurüt 
(conditions), its Hukm (ruling), its Rukn (pillar), and its 711a Mu'athira (effective 
causes). 
Later on he defines opposition, identifies its rulings and shows its divisions. 
The following section focuses on preference, and the author then defines the concept 
and shows what needs to be taken into account when exercising preference (al-Tarj7h). 
He also devotes another section to the legislative rulings that are established by ff aj 
(proof), for example, Huqüq Allah (God's obligations) on humans, people's rights and a 
combination of the two. He shows the 'lila (cause), 'lila Mu'athira (effective cause), 
condition and sign that are relate to legislative rulings. He therefore defines each, 
provides examples and shows the rulings which correspond to it. 
The next section deals with Hukm al-'Aql (intellec injunctions) and reveals whether the 
mind can be considered 71la Majiba (conducive causes). 
In the following section the author dwells on competence which is constrained by both 
divine and acquired contingencies. As far as acquired contingencies are concerned, two 
types are distinguished: self-inflicted ones and those inflicted by others. He further 
identifies the types of each and mentions their respective rulings. 
In the last section, the author discusses Hurüf al-Ma 'änT which are coordinating 
conjunctions, prepositions and conditional particles. 
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3.12 Conclusion 
To conclude this third chapter, the book al-Muntakhab al-Husdmi has received a lot of 
attention; it was heighly praised by' scholars and was widely circulated amongest 
learners. Also other writers composed Shurüh (commentaries) on the book which 
amounted to approximately sixteen commentaries. And there are more than (24) 
deferent copies distributed all over the world's libraries. As far as the position of the 
book amongst the books on 'Ucül al-Figh in the Hanafi school is concerned, al- 
Muntakhab al-Husämi is considered as the best and most reliable book - par excellence 
- in the field of 'Ucül al-Fiqh. The book surpasses all other concise writings on Hanaff 
jurisprudence in its superior refinement, solid structure and the writer's focus on 'U. cül 
al-Fiqh. In my study of the book, I have relied upon seven manuscript copies, which 
provide the editing process with strength and at the same time gave the researcher 
confidence in selecting the words and expressions used in the edition. This has also 
helped in bridging the gaps observed in the main copy. 
In reviewing the author's methodology, it appears that the book itself is a brief 
complementary of another book, i. e. Kanz al-Wu$t l ild Ma `rifat al-'Ucül by al- 
Bazdawi. No one who has written a biography of the author has mentioned this. 
Although the book is a complementary of another book, the author has adopted a 
strategy which reveals abundance and depth of knowledge as well as mastery of the 
science of jurisprudence in parallel to the author's wide acquaintance with other points 
of view which are in Ta `ärud (conflict) with his own opinion. Therefore, it has become 
evident that the author has a firm grip on the field and provides solid evidence against 
his opponents even when his opinion is in Ta ärud (conflict) with the views of the 
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scholars in his own school. This shows that he had a strong scholastic personality and 
that he attained a high position, which in turn proves his superior scholastic ability. 
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Index of the rules of 'Up 7l al-Fiqh 
No i mm 
-r 
he rule Page 
Hukm al-'Amm (collective riling): tt certainly and definitely [1/b] 
necessitates legal rulings, unless it is followed by a specification. 
The ruling pertaining to the Zähir (apparent), the Nass (text), the 
2 Mufassar (explained) and the Muhkam (firm) certainly necessitates [2/a] 
the existence of what each of them contains. 
The ruling pertains to the Hagiqa (fact) and the Majäz (metaphor): 
3 One of the rulings on fact and metaphor is that the two cannot be [4/a] 
used in a single word to imply tow meanings at the same time. 
The original meaning is that which is Sarih (declared), and Kincih'a 
4 [7/bl 
(metonymy) can not be meant without intention. 
Hukm al-Mugtadä (Requirement injunction): what is required has no 
5 8/b 
generality. 
Al-Shart (condition): any matter that is incumbent upon a condition is 
6 
not refuted when such a condition does not exist. 
Al- `Amm (general): the general is tied to the Sabah (reason) as long 
7 11 ,i l 
as it does not monopolise such a reason. 
Hukm al-Amr (command ruling): the Air (comnmand) betirre and 
8 after the Nah? (prohibition) is the same. It does not entail repetition (1 l/bj 
and does not stand it. 
Hukm al-Amr (command ruling): command not bound with it specific 9 112/aß 
time does not require immediate Ada' (performance). 
Hukm al-Amr wa al-Nah! (command and prohibition rulings): the 
10 Amr (command) entails hatred of its opposite, but does not 122/bI 
necessitate it. Prohibition of the opposite requires it new command. 
Ruling pertaining to addition to text: addition to text, in our point of 11 [35/a] 
view, implies Naskh (abrogation). 
Ijmd ` (consensus): consensus is similar to the Out-'an and Sunna in its 12 [41 /b] 
rulings. 
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'lila Mu'athira (effective cause): lack of effective cause does not 
13 [45//a] 
entail absence of ruling. 
Al-Tarjih (preference): when two preference cases are in Ta'ärud 
14 (conflict) priority is given to textual evidence rather than its extra- [45/b] 
textual counterpart. 
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Biography of Prominent Figures and Scholars 
[A] 
1. `Abduljabbär bin Ahmad al-Hamad WI al-Asträbädi, Abü a1-Hasan, a judge and a 
scholar in 'Uül al-Fiqh, named the judge of judges, (d. 415H/1025AD). Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 2, p. 46). AI A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 3, p. 273). 
2. `Abdulla bin Abü Awfa and his father's name is `Algama bin Khälid bin al- 
Härith, al-Aslami, Abü Mu`äwiya. Both he and his father were Companions. He was 
the last of the honourable Companions to die in Kufa after (86H/705AD). Durr al- 
Sahäba fi Manaqib al-Qaräba wa al-$ahdba by Muhammad bin `Ali al-Shawkäni, 
edited by Dr. Husain `Abdulla al-`Umani, Dar Tibä'at al-Filer - Damascus - 
(1411H/1990AD), p. 788. 
3. `Abdulla bin Mas`üd bin Ghäfil bin Habib al-Hudhali, Abü `Abdulrahman, the 
greatest and most knowledgeable of the Companions. He was close to Prophet 
Muhammad [p. b. u. h. ]; he was from Makka and one of the firsts to embrace Islam. 
He died in Madina in (32 H/653AD). Al A `1äm by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 4, p. 137). 
4. Alb Arsalän bin Muhammad bin al-Sultan Jaghribek Däwüd bin Saljüq al- 
Turkumäni al-Ghazni, Abi! Shujä', the great just Sultan, `A4ud al-Dawla, (d. 
451H/1059AD). Siyar A `1äm al-Nubalä' by al-Dhahabi (Vol. 8, p. 414). 
S. `Ali bin Abü Tälib bin `Abdulmuttalib al-Häshimi al-Qurashi, Abu al-Hasan, the 
Commander of the Faithful, the fourth of the noble Caliphs; one of the ten who are 
promised paradise; the Prophet's cousin and son-in-law, a courageous waorrior, one 
of the great orators and scholars of justice. The first to embrace Islam after Khadija, 
the Prophet's wife. He died in Kufa in (40H/661AD). Al A`läm by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 4, 
p. 295). 
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6. 'Alqama bin Qais al-Nakh'i al-Hamadäni, Abü Shibl, a Follower and he was 
Iraq's jurist. He died in Kufa in (62H/681 AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 248). 
7. Al-'Amid-1, `Ali bin Muhammad al-Taghlibi, Abü al-Hasan, Saif al-Din, a scholar 
in 'Usül al-Fiqh and a researcher. He has approximately 20 writings. He wrote 
Mukhtasar al-Sül and al-Ihkäm ft 'Ucül al Abkam on 'U, sül al-Fiqh. He died in 
Damascus in (631H/1233AD). Al A `lam by Khair al-Din al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 332). 
8. `Amin bin Wäthila bin `Abdulla bin `Amr , al-Laithi al-Kinäni al-Qurashi, 
Abü 
al-Tufail, Kinäna's poet and one of its horsemen. He narrated (9) Hadiths and he 
was the last of the Companions to die. He died in Makka in (100H/718AD). Al- 
A `Idm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 3, p. 255). 
9. Anas bin Malik bin a1-Na4r bin Damdam al-Najjäri al-Khazraji al-Aqäri, Abü 
Thumäma, a close friend and servant of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ]. Scholars of Hadith 
narrated (2286) Hadith from him. He was the last of the honourable Companions to 
die in Basra and that was in (931V712AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 2, p. 24). 
10. Al-Armawi, Muhammad bin Husain, Täj al-Din, Abü al-Fadä'i1, a scholar in 
'U$ al al-Fiqh and a judge. He died in Baghdad in (656H/1258AD). Kashf al-? unün 
by Häji Khalifa (Vol. 2, p. 1615); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kabb la (Vol. 3, p. 252). 
11. Al-Armawi, Mahmüd bin Abü Bakr, Abu al-Thanä', Siräj al-DIn, a scholar in 
'Ucül al-Fiqh and logic, a Shäfi`i scholar. He wrote al-Takil min al-Makül on 
'UUül al-Fiqh, (d. 682H/1283AD). Al A `lam by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 7, p. 166). MMu; jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 801). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol.!, 
p. 614,467), S. (Vol.!, p. 848) by Brockelmann. 
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12. A1-Arsäbandil, Muhammad bin al-Husain bin Muhammad, al-Hanafi, Fakhr al- 
Din, Abü Bakr, a jurist, a scholar of 'Ucül al-Fiqh and a judge, (d. 512H11118AD). 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 257); Kashf al-7unün by Häji Khalifa 
(Vol. 1, p. 111); Al Jawähir al-Mucliyya by al-Qaurashi (Vol. 3, p. 145). 
13. A1-Awshi, Sira j al-Din Abü al-Hasan `Ali bin `Uthmän al-Farghäni, a Hanafi 
jurist, from Fargana. He died of plague in (575H/580AD). Hadiyyat aI- `Ärifin by 
Ismä'i1 Bäshä (Vol. 1, p. 700); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 2, p. 475); Al- 
A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 310). 
[B] 
14. A1-Babirti2, Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Mahmüd, Akmal al-Din Abü 
`Abdulla bin al-Shaikh, Shams al-Din bin al-Shaikh Jamal al-Din al-Rümi, a scholar 
of Hanaft jurisprudence, knowledgeable in literature. He died in Egypt in 
(786H/1384AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 42); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by 
Kahliäla (Vol. 3, p. 691). 
15. Al-Baidäwi, `Abdulla bin `Umar al-Shiräzi, Abü Sa`Id, Nair al-Din, a judge and 
an Mufassir (interpreter), (d. 68511/1286AD). Al A `1äm by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 4, p. 110). 
Mu jam al-Mu'alliln by Kabbala (Vol. 2, p. 266). 
16. Al-Banäni, `Abdulrahmän bin Jäd Allah al-Maghribi, a jurist, a scholar on 'U$ül 
al-Fiqh, (d. 1198H/1784AD). Al A `läm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 3, p. 302); Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Ka1 1a (Vol. 2, p. 86). 
17. A1-Bazdawi, 'Al! bin Muhammad bin al-Husain, Abü al-Hasan, Fakhr al-Islam, a 
jurist and a scholar of 'Ucül al-Fiqh and a great Hanafi scholar, (d. 482H/1089AD). 
1- Arsäband is a village in Mary (Mara'). Mu yam al-Mu'all Jn (Vol. 3, p. 257) by Ka1 Ala. 2- In association with a village near Baghdad. Al A'1dm (vol. 7, p. 42) by al-ZirikiI. 
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Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 328). Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Ka1 ä1a (Vol. 2, 
p. 501). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol-1, p. 460,373), S. (Vol. 1, p. 637) by 
Brockelmann. 
18. Al-Bigäli, Zain al-Mashäyikh Abü al-Fadl Muhammad bin Abü al-Qäsim 
Babjuk, a Hanafi jurist, called al-'Ädami. He was a commentator, a writer, a 
grammarian and a linguist from Khawarizm. He was born in (490H/1097AD) and 
died in Jurjän in (562H/1 167AD). Mu yam al- Mu'alli/n by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 593); 
Kashf al-Zunün by Hä1 Khalifa (Vol. 1, p. 120); Al A `1äm by al-Ziriki! (Vol. 6, p. 335). 
History of the Arabic Literature, S. (Vol.!, p. 513) by Brockelmann. 
19. A1-Bukhäri, `Abdul`aziz bin Ahmad bin Muhammad, `A1ä' al-Din, a Hanafi 
jurist and a scholar of 'UUül al-Fiqh. He wrote Sharh al-Muntakhab al-HusämT li al- 
Akhsikathi, which is a Shari (commentary) on the book under study in this research, 
on 'U, cül al-Fiqh, (d. 730H/1330AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikil (Vol. 4, p. 13); Mu jam 
al-Mu'allifin by Ka tRla (Vol. 2, p. 157). 
20. Al-Bukhari, the Commander of the Faithful in Hadith, Abu `Abdulla Muhammad 
bin Abü al-Hasan Isma`i1 bin Ibrähim bin al-Mughira bin al-A1 naf al-Ju`fi at- 
Bukhdr ,a memoriser of Hadi-th, a historian and a jurist. He was born in Bukhara in 
(194H/810AD). He died on the eve of Eid-ul-Fitr (a ceremony after the fasting 
month) and was buried in Khurtenk -a village about two leagues north of 
Samarkand - in (256H/870AD). Hadiyyat al- `Arifcn by Ismä`il Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 16); 
Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 6, p. 34); Mu jam al-Mu'alljJn by Kabbala (Vol. 3, 
p. 130). Kashf al-Zunün by Haji Khallfa (Voll, p. 48); Da'irat al-Ma `ärif al- 
Islämiyya (Vol. 3, p. 419-426). 
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[D] 
21. Al-Dabüsi, `Abdulla bin `Umar bin `Isa, Abü Zaid, the pioneer of the science of 
disagreement, and the one who brought it into being. He was a jurist and a 
researcher. He wrote al Asrär on 'Ucül al-Fiqh. He died in Bukhara in 
(430H/1039AD). Al A'läm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 109); Mu jam al Mu'allifin by 
Kahhäla (Vol. 2, p. 265). History of the Arabic Literature, (Voll, p. 184) by 
Brockelmann. 
22. Al-Dahlawi, Sa'd al-Din, a jurist, a scholar of 'Ucüi al-Fiqh, a Hanafi scholar, (d. 
891H/1486AD). Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kalihäla (Vol. 1, p. 758); Kashf al-7unün 
by Häji Khalifa (p. 1824). 
[G] 
23. A1-Ghazäli, Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Tüsi, Abü Hamid, Hujjat al-Islam, a 
philosopher and a Süfi. He has about two hundred writings including Ship' al-'AI l 
and al-Mankhül min Ta`ligät al-'Ucül on 'Ucül al-Fiqh, (d. 505H/1111AD). Al- 
A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 22). Mu yam al-Mu'alliin by Kabbala (Vol. 3, p. 671). 
History of the Arabic Literation, (Vol. 1, p. 535,419), S. (Vol. 1, p. 744) by 
Brockelmann. 
24. Al-GhazminT, Mukhtär bin Mahmüd bin Mubammad Abü al-Raja', Najm al-Din, 
al-Zähidi, a Hanafi jurist and a scholar of 'U$ül al-Fiqh. He died in 
(658H/1260AD). AI-Fath al-Mubin by al-Maräghi (Vol. 2, p. 71); Al-A'läm by al- 
Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 193); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kabbala (Vol. 3, p. 838); Kash f al- 
Zunün by I3äji Khalifa (Vol. 1, p. 577). Hadiyyat al- `Äri in by Ismä'll Bashä (Vol. 2, 
p. 423). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 382), S. (Vol. 1, p. 656) 
Brockelmann. 
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25. A1-Ghaznawi, Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Mahmüd bin Sa`d, a Ijanafi scholar 
and jurist, a philosopher and a scholar of 'U$t l al-Fiqh. He was born in Ghazna and 
traveled to spread knowledge as far as Ha1ab in Syria where he died in 
(593H/1196AD). He was buried in the cemetery of Hanafi jurists. Al-Fath al-Mubin 
by al-Maräghi (Vol. 2, p. 37); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol.!, p. 296); Kashf 
al-Zunün by Häji Khalifa (Vol. 1, p. 932); Al A `lam by al-Zirikil (Vol. 1, p. 217). 
26. Al-Ghaznawi, Mahmüd bin Subuktakin, Abü al-Qäsim, the conqueror of India, a 
great leader and the Sultan of the Ghaznawi state, (d. 421H/1030AD). AMIN by 
al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 171). 
[H] 
27. Häji Khalifa, Mustafa bin `Abdulla Kätib JalabI, a historian and a researcher of 
Turkesh origin. He died in Alexandria in (1067H/1657AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirik11 
(Vol. 7, p. 236). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 2, p. 563,427) S. (Vol. 2, 
p. 635) by Brockelmann. 
28. Ibn al-Hajib, `Uthmän bin `Umar bin Abü Bakr, Abü `Amr, Jamäl al-Din, a 
Mäliki jurist and one of the great scholars who wrote in Arabic. He wrote Muntaha 
al-Sal wa al Amal f: `Ilmay al-'U ül wa al-Jadal and Mukhtafar Muntaha al-Sal wa 
al-Amal on 'Ucül al-Fiqh. He died in Alexandria in (646H/1249AD). Al-A `1äm by 
al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 21 1). Mu jam al-Mu'allifn by Kahtiäla (Vol. 2, p. 366). 
29. Ibin IIanbal, Imam Ai mad bin Muhammad, Abü `Abdulla, a1-ShaibänI al-Will. 
The Imam of the Hanball school and one of the four Sunni Imams. He wrote al- 
Musnad, which contains thirty thousand Hadith, al-Tdrikh, al-Tafslr, Fadd'il al- 
ýahäba, al-Manäsik, al-Zuhd, al-Ashriba, al-Masä'il and so on, (d. 241H/855AD). 
AMIN 7äm by al-Zirikli (Vol.!, p. 203). Hadiyyat al- `Ärifin by Ismä`i1 Bäsha al- 
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Baghdädi. Dar Iliyä' al-Turäth al-`Arabi (1360H/1941AD), printed with Kashf al- 
Zunün by Häji Khalifa, (Vol. 1, p. 48). 
30. Abt Hanifa, al-Nu`män bin Thäbit, from Kufa, the Imam of the Hanafi school, a 
jurist. He exercised Ijtihäd and he was an editor, one of the four Sunni Imams. He 
was born and grew up in Kufa in (80H/699AD). He died in Baghdad in 
(150H/767AD). Al A'Idm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 8, p. 36). 
31. Härün (al-Rashid) bin Muhammad (al-Mahdi) bin (al-Man$ür) al-`Abbäs1, Abü 
Ja'far, the most famous of the 'Abbas-1 Caliphs. He was courageous and participated 
in many conquests. He used to go to pilgrimage a year and fight in a conquest 
another. He died in Sanabädh, a village in 'düs, in (193H/809AD). Al A'läm by al- 
Zirikli (Vol. 8, p. 62). 
32. Al-Hafffl, Mahmüd bin Abmad bin `Abdussayyid bin `Uthm .n 
bin Na$r bin 
`Abdulmalik al-Husain al-Bukhäri called Jamal al-Din, Abü al-Mabamid. He was 
born in Bukhara in (546H/1151AD). He died on Sunday, the eighth of $afar in 
(637H/1239AD). He was buried in the $üfi cemetery in Damascus. Al-Fath al- 
Mubin by al-Maräghi (Vol. 2, p. 61). Al A'lam by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 7, p. 161); Mu jam 
al-Mu'alliln by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 796); Kashf al-? unün by 1jäj1 Khallfa (Vol. 1, 
p. 563). Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin by Ismä'il Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 405); History of the Arabic 
Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 473) by Brockelmann. 
33. Al-Hindi, `Abdulhaq bin Muhammad, a scholar of 'U, ül al-Fiqh and a scholar of 
logic, a Hanafi scholar. He died after (1289H/1872AD). Al A'läm by al-ZiriklI 
(Vol-3, p. 282); Mu jam al-Mu'alli n by Kabbala (Vol. 2, p. 59); 'Idah al-Maknan by 
Ismä'il Bäsha (Vol. 2, p. 617). 
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34. A1-Hulwäni, `Abdul`aziz bin Abmad bin Nair a1-Bukh5ri, Abra Muhammad, 
called Shams al-A'imma, a Hanafi jurist. He was the leader of Hanafis during his 
lifetime in Bukhärä, (d. 448H/1056AD). AI A `1äm by al-Zirildi (Vol. 4, p. 13); 
Mu jam al-Mu'alliln by Kabala (Vol. 2, p. 158). 
[I 
35. Al-`Idi, Abü Bakr Muhammad bin Ahmad bin `Umar al-Bukhäri, Jaläl al-Din, a 
scholar of Hadith, (d. 668H/1270AD). AI Jawähir al-Mucliyya by al-QarshI (Vol. 3, 
p. 334). 
36. A1-Itgäni, Qiwam al-Din Amir Kätib bin Amir `Umar bin Amir Ghäzl al-Färäbi 
al-`Amidi, Abü Hanifa, a Hanaii jurist, (d. 758H/1357AD). AI A`Iäm by al-ZiriklI 
(Vol. 2, p. 14); Al-Badr al-Täli ` by Muhammad bin `AhI al-Shawkäni, (Vol. 1, p. 106); 
Al-Fath al-Mubin by al-Maräghi (Vol. 2, p. 173); Al-Jawähir al-Mudiyya by al- 
Qarshi (Vol. 4, p. 128). 
UI 
37. Abü Ja`far a1-Maqür, `Abdulla bin Muhammad bin `All bin al-`Abbas, the 
second of the `Abbäsi Caliphs and the first Arab king to take care of sciences. He 
died in Makka while performing pilgrimage in (158H/775AD). Al A `lam by al- 
Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 117). 
38. Al-Jgsäý, Ahmad bin `Ali al-Räzi, Abü Bakr. He succeeded to the leadership of 
the Hanafi school. He died in Baghdad in (370H/980AD). AMIN by al-Zirikll 
(Vol. 1, p. 171); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 1, p. 202). 
39. Al-Juwaini, `Abdulmalik bin `Abdulla, Abü al-Ma`äli, Rukn al-Din called Imam 
al-Haramain, the most knowledgeable of the recent scholars. He was a Shäfi`I 
scholar. He wrote al-Burhän and al-Waragät on 'U$ül al-Figh, (d. 478H/1085AD). 
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AMIN by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 160). Mu `jam al-Mu'allißn by Kabl la (Vol. 2, 
p. 318). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 486), S. (Vol. 1, p. 671) by 
Brockelmann. 
[K] 
40. Al-Kardari, `Abdulghafur bin Lugmän bin Muhammad, Sharaf a1-Qu4ät, Täj al- 
Dzn, Abra a1-Mafakhir, al-Khawariznu, one of the leading Hanafi scholars, a scholar 
of 'Usül al-Figh. He died in Iialab (562H/1167AD) and was buried there. Al-Fath 
al-Mubin by al-Maräghi (Vol. 2, p. 34); AI A'läm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 32); Kashf 
al-Zunün by Haji Khalifa (Vol. 1, p. 114); Hadiyyat al- `Ärif n by Isma'Il Bäshä 
(Vol. 1, p. 587); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Ka11iäla (Vol. 2, p. 175). 
41. Al-Kardari, Muhammad bin Muhammad bin `Abdussattar, Abu al-Wajd, Shams 
al-A'imma, al-`Imädi, a Hanafi scholar from Bukhärä. He died in Bukhad on (9) 
Mu, arram (642H/1244AD). Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kabbala (Vol. 3, p. 410); Al- 
A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 28). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 474, 
381), S. (Vol. 1, p. 653) by Brockelmann. 
42. A1-Karkhi, `Obaidullah bin al-Husain, Abü al-Hasan, a jurist. The Hanafi 
leadership ended in his hands in Iraq, (d. 340H/952AD). Al-A `lam by al-Zirikll 
(Vol. 4, p. 193); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahtala (Vol. 2, p. 351). 
43. Al-Karman-1, `Abdulrahmän bin Muhammad bin Amirwaih Ibn Muhammad bin 
Ibrähim, Rukn al-Din, Abü al-Fadl, the leader of the Hanafi followers in Khurasan. 
He was born in Karmän in (457H/1065AD). He died in Mary on Friday in Dhül- 
Qi `da, (543H/1149AD). A1-Jawähir al-Mudiyya by al-QarshI (Vol. 2, p. 388); Al- 
A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol-3, p. 327); Täj al-Tarajim by Qallubgha (p. 122); Kasl f al- 
Zunün by Häji Khalifa (Vol. 1, p. 96). 
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44. Ibin Khaldün, `Abdulrahmän bin Muhammad bin Muhammad, Abü Zaid, Wall 
al-Din al-Hadrami al-Ishbill, a philosopher, a historian and a researcher, originally 
from Seville, but he was born in Tunisia and died in Cairo in (808H/1406AD). Al- 
A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 3, p. 330). History of the Arabic Literation, (Vol. 2, p. 314), 
S. (Vol. 2, p. 342) by Brockelmann. 
45. Al-Khagäf, Ahmad bin `Umar, Abü Bakr, a jurist versed in the Hanafi school, 
(d. 261H/875AD). Mu jam al Mu'allifin by Ka11 ä1a (Vol. 1, p. 219); Al A `lam by al- 
Zirikli (Vol. 1, p. 185). 
46. Al-Khä: ý§il, al-Muwaffaq bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan bin Abü Said bin 
Muhammad bin `Ali Abü al-Mu'ayyad, al-Khawärizmi called $adr al-Din. He was 
born in Jurjan Khawarizm in the month of afar in (579H/1183AD). He died in 
Egypt in (634H/1236AD) and was buried there. Al-Fat. al-Mubin by al-Maräghi 
(Vol. 2, p. 59); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kabbala (Vol. 3, p. 940); Al A `lam by al- 
Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 333). 
47. Khawärizm-Shäh, Muhammad bin Tukush bin 'Utsuz, Ala' al-Din. He became 
ruler of Transoxania in (596H/1200AD) after his father's death. Al-Bidäya iva al- 
Nihäya by Ibin Kathir (Vol. 13, p. 132). 
48. Al-Khaäwarizmi, Abü `Abdulla Muhammad bin Musa, a famous astronomer, 
geographer and mathematician, originally from Khaäwarizm. He died after 
(232H/847AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 1 16); Hadiyyat al- 'Ärito by Ism all 
Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 9); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kabbala (Vol. 3, p. 741). History of the 
Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 215,216), S. (Vol. 1, p. 381-382) by Brockelmann. 
1- In relation to a village in Khawärizm. Al A'läm (vol. 7, p. 333) by al-ZiriklI. 
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49. Ibin Khillik-an, Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Ibrähim bin Abü Bakr al-Barmaki, 
Abü al-'Abbas, a faithful historian and a shrewd writer. He is the author of Wafayät 
al -A ydn wa Anbä' Abnä' al-Zamän, which 
is one of the most famous and one of the 
best biographies. He was nominated as a judge in Egypt and later in Syria. He died 
in Damascus in (681H/1282AD). AMIN `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 1, p. 220). Mu jam al- 
Mu'alliln by Kahhäla (Vol. 1, p. 237). 
50. A1-Khujandi, Jaläl al-Din `Umar bin Muhammad al-Khabbäzi al-Hanaff, (d. 
691H/1292AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 5, p. 63). 
[M] 
51. Al-Mahalli, Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Ibrahim al-Shafi`i, Jaläl al-Din, a scholar 
of 'Ucül al-Fiqh, a commentator, born and died in Cairo. In his book entitled al- 
Badr al-Tali', he commented on Jam' al Jawämi'. He also wrote Sharh al-Waragdt 
on 'Ucül al-Fiqh, (d. 864H/1459AD). Al A'lam by al-ZirikiI (Vol. 5, p. 333); Mu yam 
al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 93). 
52. Al-Malibubi, Burhän al-Shari'a, Mahmüd bin $adr al-Sharl`a Abmad bin Jamal 
al-Din `Ubaidullah al-Bukhari al-Ijanafi. He was alive in (630H/1233AD). Kashf al- 
Zunun by Häji Khalifa (Vol. 2, p. 2020); Mu jam al-Malbu'dt by Serkis (Vol. 2, 
p. 1199). 
53. Al-Malibubi, `Obaidullah bin Mas`üd bin Mahmüd bin Abmad al-Bukhürl al- 
Hanafi, $adr al-Shari'a al-Aýghar, a scholar of 'U, ül al-Fiqh. He died in Bukhara in 
(747H/1346AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 197); Mu jam al-Mu'alli in by 
Kabbala (Vol. 2, p. 296). 
54. Malik bin Anas bin Malik al-A$bahi al-Himyari, Abu `Abdulla, Imam Dar al- 
Hijra. He is one of the four Suuni Imams and the Maliki school is associated with 
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him. He was born and he died in Madina in (179H/795AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikil 
(Vol. 5, p. 257). Kashf al-Zunün `an Asämi al-Kutub wa al-Funün (Vol. 2, p. 1907). 
Beirut - Dar Ihyä' al-Turäth al-`Arabi, by Häj i Khalifa. 
55. Malikshah, Jaläl al-Dawla, Abü a1-Fath, bin al-Sultan Alb Arsalän Muhammad 
bin Jaghribek al-Saljügi al-Turk!. He succeeded to power in (465H/1072AD) and 
died in (485H/1092AD). SiyarA `1äm al-Nubalä' by al-Dhahabi (Vol. 19, p. 54). 
56. Maqür (al-Mustan*ir) bin Muhammad (al-7ähir) bin Ah. mad (a1-Näýir) bin al- 
Mustadi', the `Abbäsi Caliph, the founder of al-Mustan$iriyya school in Baghdad. 
He defended Baghdad against the invasion of the Mongol. He died in Baghdad in 
(640H/1242AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 304). 
57. A1-Marghinani, Burhän al-Din Abü al-Hasan `Ali bin Abi! Bakr bin `Abduljalil 
al-Fargäni, a Hanafi scholar and a jurist, narrator, memoriser and commentator, (d. 
593H/1197AD). Mu jam al-Ma(bü `ät al- `Arabiyya by Serkis (Vol. 2, p. 1739); 
Hadiyyat al-'Ärifin by Ismä'i1 Bäshä (Vol. 1, p. 702); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by 
Kahhäla (Vol. 2, p. 411); Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 266). 
58. Marwän bin, Muhammad bin Marwän bin al"Hakam al-'UmawT, Abü 
`Abdulmalik, known as al-Ja`di and al-Himär, the last of Ban! 'Umayya rulers in 
Syria, (d. 132H/750AD). Al A `1äm by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 7, p. 208). 
59. Mas`üd bin Mahmüd Subuktikin, a king in the Ghaznawid state, (d. 4321/ 
1040AD). Al A `läm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 220). 
60. Al-Mäturidi, Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Mahmüd, Abü Man$ür, one of the 
great philosophers. He died in Samarkand in (333H/944AD). Al A'läm by al-Zirikll 
(Vol. 7, p. 19); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 692). History of the 
Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 209,195), S. (Vol. 1, p. 346) by Brockelmann. 
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61. A1-Mawýili, Majd al-Din `Abdulla bin Mahmüd bin Mawdüd al-Baldahi, Abü al- 
Fadl, a Hanafi jurist, (d. 683H/1284AD). Al A `1dm by al-Zirikil (Vol. 4, p. 135); 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kabbala (Vol. 2, p. 295). 
62. Ibin Maza, Burhän al-Din Mahmüd bin Ahmad bin `Abdul`aziz bin `Umar al- 
Bukhäri, al-Marghinani, a1-Hanafi, a jurist. He was born in Marghinän in 
(551H11156AD) and died in Bukhara in (6161111219AD). Al A `1äm by al-Ziriki 
(Vol. 7, p. 161); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahbala (Vol. 3, p. 796); Kashf al-Junün by 
Ijaji Khalifa (Vol. 2, p. 2002); Hadiyyat al- `Ärifin by Ismä`i1 Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 404). 
63. Mu`äth bin Jabal bin `Amr bin Aws a1-An4än al-Khazraji, Abü `Abdulrahmän, a 
honourable Companion, the most knowledgeable among his people about the Halal 
(permissible) and the Haräm (prohibited). He was one of the six who gathered the 
Qur'an at the time of the Prophet [p. b. u. h. ]. He died in Jordan (18H/639AD). Al- 
A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 258). 
64. Muhammad bin al"Hasan bin Farqad, one of the BaniI Shaib .n rulers, Abu 
`Abdulla, a jurist and a scholar of 'Upül al-Fiqh. He is the one who expanded Abü 
Hanifa's teachings, (d. 1891V804AD). AMIN `1äm by al-Zirikii (Vol. 6, p. 80). Mu yam 
al-Mu'allifin by Kahhala (Vol. 3, p. 229). History of the Arabic Literature, S. (Vol. 1, 
p. 288,298) by Brockelmann. 
65. Muhammad al-Shaibäni died in (916H/1510AD). Tdrikh al-Islam by Mahmüd 
Shäkir (Vol. 8, p. 375). 
66. Muhammad bin Michael bin Saljüq, Abü Tälib, the first of king in the Saljügid 
State, (d. 455H/1063AD). Al -A `läm by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 7, p. 120). 
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67. A1-Musta`ýim, `Abdulla bin Maqür (al-Mustagir) bin Muhammad (al-Zahir) bin 
Ahmad (al-Näýir), the `Abbäsi Caliph, Abü Ahmad, the last of the `Abbäsi Caliphs 
in Iraq (d. 656H/1258AD). AI A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 140). 
68. Al-Mu`tazili, Muhammad bin `Ali al-Tayyib, Abü al-Ijasan, al-Bain. He wrote 
Ta$affuh al Adilla, Gharar al Adilla and Sharh al-'Ucül al-Khamsa on 'Ucül al- 
Fiqh, (d. 436H/1044AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikil (Vol. 6, p. 275); Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 518). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, 
p. 600,458), S. (Vol. 1, p. 829) by Brockelmann. 
[N] 
69. Al-Nakh'i, Ibrahim bin Yazid, Abü `Imrän, one of the most righteous Täbi'ün, a 
memoriser of Hadith. He was Iraq' jurist, an Imam who exercised Ijtihäd, and he 
had his own school, (d. 96H/815AD). Al A `1äm by al-ZiriklI (Vol. 1, p. 80). 
70. Al-Nasafl, `Abdulla bin Al mad bin Mahmüd, Abü al-Barakät, Häfi? al-Din, a 
Hanafi jurist, and a commentator, from Nasaf near Samarkand, (d. 710H/131OAD). 
Al A'läm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 67); Mu jam al-Mu'alli in by Kaliliäla (Vol. 2, 
p. 228); History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 2, p. 196,197), S. (Vol. 2, p. 263-268) 
by Brockelmann. 
71. Al-Nä it li Din Allah, Alimad bin al-Mustadt' bi Amr Allah al-}iasan bin al- 
Mustanjid, Abt al-`Abbäs, the longest serving `AbbäsI Caliph, (d. 622H/ 1225AD). 
AI A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol.!, p. 110). 
72. A1-Nühäbädh7l, Abü al-MuZaffar Muhammad bin `Umar bin Muhammad, ZAhir 
al-Din al-Bukhäri al-Hanafi, the Imam of al-Mustan$iriyya (school) in Baghdad 
where he taught and later died in (6681F1270AD). Hadiyyat al"'Äri in by Ism5'11 
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Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 129); AI A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 6, p. 313); Mu jam al Mu'allifin by 
Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 565). 
[Q] 
73. Ibn al-Qä'än'i, Abu Muhammad Maqür bin Ahmad Mu'ayyad al-Khawarizmi, a 
IIanafi jurist and a scholar of Uf l al-Fiqh. He died in Maka in (775H/1373AD). 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kab1 la (Vol. 3, p. 912); Al A 7äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, 
p. 297); Kashf al-Zuniin by IIäji Khalifa (Vol. 2, p. 1749); Hadiyyat al-`Ariln by 
Isma'Il Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 474). 
74. Al-Qaddün, Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Ja'far bin Hamdän, Abü al- 
Husain, a Hanafi jurist, (d. 428H/1037AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikl1 (Vol. 1, p. 212); 
Mu jam al-Mu'alliin by Kahhäla (Vol. 1, p. 242). 
75. Qädi Khän, Hasan bin Man$Dr bin Abü Qäsim Mahmüd bin `Abdul`aiiz, Fakhr 
al-Din, al-'Uzjandi al-Farghäni, a great Hanaf jurist (d. 592H/1196AD). Al A'läm 
by al-Zirikli (Vol. 2, p. 224). Mu jam al-Mu'allfln by Kahhäla (Vol. 1, p. 594). 
History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 367) S. (Vol. 1, p. 643-644) by 
Brockelmann. 
76. Al-Qadi al-Nasafi, `Abdul`aziz bin `Uthm .n bin Ibrahim bin Muhammad bin 
Ahmad bin Abu Bakr bin Ja`far bin Raja', al-Hanafi from Kufa. He died in Rabi' al- 
Awwal in (563H/1168AD). Al-Fath al-Mubin by al-Maraghi (Vol. 2, p. 35); Mu jam 
al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 2, p. 164). Kashf al-Zunün by Häji Khallfa (Vol. 1, 
p. 424); Hadiyyat al- `Ärifin by Ismä'il Bäshä (Vol. 1, p. 578); Al A `1äm by al-Zirikil 
(Vol-4, p. 22). History of the Arabic Literature, S. (Vol. 1, p. 639) by Brockelmann. 
77. Al-Qaräfi, Ahmad bin Idris, Abü al-'Abbas, Shihäb al-Din al-$inhäjl, a Malik! 
scholar. He has writings on Fiqh (jurisprudence) and 'Ucui al-Figh. He died in 
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(684H/1285AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 1, p. 94); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by 
Kalil 1a (Vol. 1, p. 100). 
78. Al-Qubbäwi, Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Iianafi from 
Marghinän, (d. 730H/1330AD). Hadiyyat al- `AriJn by Ism-a'11 Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 147); 
Kashf al-7unün by Vaji Khalifa (Vol. 1, p. 564,571); Mu jam al-Mu'allffin by 
Kahhala (Vol. 3, p. 684); Al Jawähir al-Mucdiyya by al-Qaurshi (Vol. 2, p. 126); Al- 
Fawä'id al-Bahiyya by al-Laknawi (p. 191). 
79. Qutaiba bin Muslim bin `Amr bin al-Husain al-Bähili, Abü Haff, the emir of 
Khurasan at the time of `Abdulmalik bin Marwän and at the time of al-Walid bin 
`Abdulmalik. He conquered many areas such as Khawarizm, Sijistan, Samarkand, 
Bukhara and even parts of China. His rule in these regions lasted for approximately 
thirteen years, (d. 96H/715AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 5, p. 189). 
[R] 
80. Al-Räzi, Muhammad bin `Umar al-Tamimi al-Bakri, Abü `Abdulla, Fakhr al- 
Dzn, a scholar and Mufassir (interpreter), (d. 606H/1210AD). Al A `lam 
(1418H/1997AD), twelfth edition, (Vol. 6, p. 313), - Beirut - Dar al-'Ilm li al- 
Maläyin, by Khair al-Din al-Zirikli; History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol.!, p. 666, 
506) S. (Vol. 1, p. 920), by Brockelmann; Princeton p. 298,449. 
[S] 
81. Ibin al-Sa'ati, Ahmad bin `Ali bin Taghlib, Mu? affar al-Din, knowledgeable in 
Hanaf jurisprudence. He was quoted to as a shining example of intelligence and 
eloquence and good hand writer, (d. 694H/1295AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 1, 
p. 175); Mu jam al Mu'allifin by Kabbala (Vol.!, p. 199); Mu jam al-Malbu `ät by 
S erkis (Vol. 1, p. 199). 
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82. Sadr al-Afadil, al-Qäsim bin a1-Husain bin Ahmad al-Khawärizmi, Majd al-Dm, 
born in Khawärizm in (555H/1160AD). He was killed by the Tartars during their 
invasion of Transoxania in (617H/1220AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 5, p. 175). 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhala (Vol. 2, p. 640); Kashf al-Zunün by Häjl Khalifa 
(Vol. 1, p. 230); Hadiyyat al- `ÄriWn by Isma'11 Bäshä (Vol-1, p. 828). 
83. Al-Sadr al-Shahid, Burhän al-A'imma `Umar bin `Abdul`aziz bin `Umar bin 
Mäza, Abü Muhammad IIusäm al-Din, one of the great IIanafi scholars. He was 
born in (483H/1090AD). He died as a martyr after the battle of Qatwän in 
Samarkand and his corpse was taken to Bukhara. He died in the month of $afar in 
(536H/1141AD). Al-Fath al-Mubin ft Tabagät al-'Usüliyyin by `Abdulla Mustafa 
al-Maräghi, printed by Muhammad Amin and Partners - Beirut - second edition 
(1394H/1974AD), Vol. 2, p. 25. Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 5, p. 51); Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 2, p. 562); Kashf al-Zunün by Häji Khallfa (Vol. 2, 
p. 1228). Hadiyyat al- `Ärifin by Ismä'il Bäshä (Vol. 1, p. 783). 
84. Al-$affär, Ya`qüb bin al-Laith, Abü Yüsuf, a prominent world hero and a shrewd 
emir. At an early age he worked in brass industry in Khurasan, (d. 265H/879AD). 
Al A'ldm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 8, p. 201). 
85. Sahl bin Sad al-Khazraji al-Anfäri, from Bani Saida, an honourable Companion 
from Madina. He lived around one hundred years and narrated (188) Hadith, (d. 
91H/71OAD). AI A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 3, p. 143). 
86. Sa`Yd bin al-Musayyib al-Makhzümi al-Qurashi, the chief of the Täbi'ün and one 
of the seven jurists in Madina. He combined Hadith, Jurisprudence and asceticism. 
He memorised `Umar's rulings and judgements more than anybody else among his 
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contemporaries and was therefore called `Umar's narrator. He died in Madina in 
(94H/713AD). AI A'lam by al-Zirildi (Vol. 3, p. 102). 
87. Ibin Sämän, Isma'Il bin Alimad bin Asad, Abü Ibrähim, the second Sam W1 ruler 
in Transoxania, born in Farghana. He succeeded to power after the death of his 
brother Nair bin Abmad and he was endorsed as a ruler by al-Mu`tadid al-`Abbäsi, 
who appointed him later as ruler of Khurasan in addition to Transoxania. He 
succeeded in crashing revolts, firm in his policies. Al-Mu`tadid had a lot of trust in 
him and al-Muktafi relied on him. He ruled Khurasan and Transoxania peacefully 
till his death in Bukhara in (295H/907AD). Al A `1dm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 1, p. 308). 
88. Al-Sämäni, Nair bin Ahmad bin Ismail, Abii al-Ijasan, the ruler of Khurasan 
and Transoxania. He died in Bukhara in (331H/943AD). Al A `1dm by al-Zirikli 
(Vol. 8, p. 21). 
89. Al-Samarkandi, Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Hanafi, `Ala' al-Din ,a 
jurist and a 
scholar of 'Ucül al-Fiqh, (d. 553H/1158AD); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kabbala 
(Vol. 3, p. 67); Kashf al-Zunün by Iiäji Khalifa (Vol. 2, p. 1916). 
90. Al-Samarkandi, Muhammad bin `Ali bin `Umar, Abü Hamid, Najib al-Din, a 
scholar of medicine. He wrote many books on medicine (d. 619H/1222AD). AI- 
A'Iäm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 6, p. 280); Kashf al-Zunün by Häji Khalifa (Vol. 1, p. 113). 
Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 524). History of the Arabic Literature, 
(Vol. 1, p. 490), S. (Vol. 1, p. 895) by Brockelmann. 
91. Al-Samarkandi, Muhammad bin al-Sayyid al-Sharif `Ali bin Muhammad al- 
Jurjäni al-Husain, has many writings, (d. 838H/1435AD). Hadiyyat al-`Ärifin by 
Ismail Bäshä (Vol. 2, p. 189); Mu jam al Mu'allifin by Kahhala (Vol. 3, p. 543); Al- 
A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 180). 
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92. A1-Sarkhasi, Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Sahl, Abü Bakr, Shams al-A'imma, a 
judge, one of the great IIanafi scholars and he exercised Ijtihäd. He died in Fargana 
in (483H/1090AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 5, p. 315); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by 
Kabbala (Vol. 3, p. 52,68). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 460,373), S. 
(Vol. 1, p. 638) by Brockelmann. 
93. Al-Shi `i, Imam Muhammad bin Idris bin al-`Abbas bin Shäfi`a1-Häshimi al- 
Qurashi a1-Muttalibi, Abü `Abdulla, one of the four Sunni Imams. The Shäfi`i 
school as a whole is associated with him. He died in Egypt in (204H/820AD). Al- 
A `1äm by al-Zirikil (Vol. 6, p. 26). Mu jam al-Mu'allif: n by Kahl1ä1a (Vol. 3, p. 116). 
History of the Arabic Literation, (Vol. 1, p. 188,178), S. (Vol. 1, p. 303) by 
Brockelmann. 
94. Al-Shashi, Abü Ya`qüb Ishaq bin Ibrahim al-Khurasäni al-Samarkandi, a IIanaff 
jurist and a leading scholar in the Hanafi school, (d. 325H/937AD) and wrote ' U. cül 
al-Shashi renowned in 'U«ül al-Fiqh. Hadiyyat al- `Äri iin by Ismä`i1 Bäshä (Vol. 1, 
p. 199); Mu jam al-Mu'allifin by Kaoala (Vol. 1, p. 338); Al A `lam by al-Zirikli 
(Vol. 1, p. 293). 
95. Al-Sighnagi, al-Husain bin `Ali bin Hajjäj, Husäm al-Din, a Hanafi jurist, from 
Halab where he died. His writings include al-Wärt, a Shari (commentary) on al- 
Muntakhab al-Husämi; Al-Tasdid ft Sharh al-Tamhid, that is Tamhid al-Qawa `id; 
Al-Käfi, a Sharh (commentary) on ' U$i l al-Bazdawi, al-Muwagal, a Sharh 
(commentary) on al Mufagal by al-Zamakhshari on grammar, al-Najäh on 
inflection, al-Nihäya a Sharh (commentary) on al-Hidäya by al-Marghinäni, (d. 
711H/ 1312AD). Hadiyyat al- `Ärifin by Isma'i1 Bäshä (Vol. 1, p. 314); Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Kabbala, (Vol. 1, p. 566). 
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96. A1-Subki, `Abdulwahhäb bin `Ali bin `Abdulkäfi, Abü Nasr, the judge of judges, 
a historian and a researcher. He wrote a Sharh (commentary) on Jam' al Jawämi ` 
which he called Man' al-Mawäni `, Tawshih al-Tashih on the 'U, sül al-Fiqh too. He 
died in Damascus in (771H/1370AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 184); Mu jam 
al Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 2, p. 343). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 2, 
p. 108), S. (Vol. 2, p. 105) by Brockelmann. 
97. Sabuktagin, the ruler of Balkh and Ghazna, etc. He accomplished great conquests 
in Afganistan, India and Transoxania. He was called Nä it al-Din wa al-Dawla. He 
was just and a courageous and righteous person, (d. 387H/ 997AD). Turkestan by 
Barthold, (p. 261); AI A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 7, p. 171); Siyar A `lam al-Nubalä' by 
al-Dhakabi (Vol. 16, p. 500). 
[T] 
98. Al-Tahäwi, Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Saläma, Abü Ja'far, a jurist, a scholar of 
Hadith, a memoriser and a historian. The Hanafi leadership ended in his hands in 
Egypt, (d. 321H/933AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 1, p. 206); Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Ka11 ä1a (Vol.!, p. 267). 
99. Tamerlane was born in a city south of Samarkand in Uzbekestan in 
(737H/1336AD) and died in (807H/1405AD). Allas Tärikh al-Islam by Dr. Husain 
Mu'nis (p. 243). 
100. Al-Termidhi, Abu 'Isa, Muhammad bin `Isa bin Sawra bin Müsä bin al-Pabl* 
al-Salmi al-Darin al-Bughi, al-Termidhi, one of the leading scholars a memorisers of 
Hadith, a historian and a jurist. He was born in approximately (209H/824AD) and 
died in Termidh in (279H/892AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikli (Vol. 6, p. 322); Mu jam 
al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 3, p. 573). 
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[u] 
101. `Umar bin Hubaira bin Sa'd bin `Uday al-Fazäri, Abü al-Muthanna, a shrewd and 
courageous prince, the custodian of the Arabian peninsula at the time of `Umar bin 
`Abdul`aziz and of Iraq and Khurasan at the time of Yazid bin `Abdulmalik, (d. 
II OH/728AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 5, p. 68). 
102. `Umar bin al-Khahhäb bin Nufail al-Qurashi al-`Adawi, Abü Haff, the second of 
the noble Caliphs, the leader of the conquests. He was pledge allegiance to as a 
Caliph in (13H/635AD). He died in Madzna in (23H/645AD); Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli 
(Vol. 5, p. 45). 
103. 'Umayya bin `Abdulla bin Khälid bin 'Usaid al-'Umawi al-Qurashi, governor of 
Khurasan under `Abdulmalik bin Marwän's reign (d. 87H/706AD). Al A `1äm by al- 
Zirikli (Vol. 2, p. 23). 
104. `Uthmän bin `Aff n bin Abü al-`Ä§§, from Quraish, the Commander of the 
Faithful. He married two of the Prophet's daughters. He was the third of the 
honourable Caliphs and one of the ten who were promised paradised. He was one of 
the great men who brought glory to Islam in its early stages. During his Caliphate 
Armenia, Caucasia, Khurasan, Karman, Sujistan, Africa and Cyprus. He completed 
the gathering of the Qur'än and later died in Madina in (35H/656AD). Al A `läm by 
al-Zirikli (Vol. 4, p. 210). 
[V] 
105. Vassili Vladimirovich Barthold, (d. 1349H/1930AD). He wrote Turkestan down 
to the Mongol invasion, a higher education dissertation (1963RD) in Moscow. 
Translated from Russian into Arabic by $aläh al-Din `Uthmän and printed by The 
Arab Heritage, National Council for Culture, Arts and Literature - Kuwait - first 
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edition (1401H/1981AD). The english edition: (1977 Fourth Edition) E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial Trust, Cambridge, England. 
[W] 
106. Al-Walid bin `Abdulmalik bin Marwän. He succeeded to power after his father's 
death in (86H/705AD) during the 'Omawid era of the Islamic state, (d. 
96H/715AD). Al A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 8, p. 121). 
[Y] 
107. Yäqüt bin `Abdulla al-Rümi al-Hamwi, Abü `Abdulla, Shihäb al-Din, a reliable 
historian, a leading geographer and scholar of language and literature. He died in 
Halab in (626H/1229AD). Al A `lam by al-Zirikll (Vol. 8, p. 131). Mu jam al- 
Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 4, p. 83). History of the Arabic Literature, (Vol. 1, p. 630, 
479) by Brockelmann. 
108. Yüsuf bin Shähin, Jamal al-Din, Abn al-Mabäsin, grandson of Ibn Hajar al- 
`Asgaläni, a jurist, a scholar of Hadith, a historian from Cairo, (d. 899H/1493AD). 
Mu yam al-Mu'allifin by Kahhäla (Vol. 4, p. 164); Kashf al-Zunün by Häji Khalifa 
(p. 1932). 
109. Abu Yüsuf, Ya`qüb bin Ibrahim bin Habib a1-AMäri al-Küfi al-Baghdädi, a 
companion and a student of Imam Abü Hanifa. He was the first to expand the 
Hanafi school and the first to be called the judge of judges, (d. 182H/798AD). Al- 
A `1äm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 8, p. 193); Mu jam al-Mu'all fin by Kattala (Vol. 4, p. 128); 
History of the Arabic Literature, S. (Vol. 1, p. 288) by Brockelmann. 
[Z] 
110. Al-Zähir bi Amr Allah, Muhammad bin Ahmad, Abü Nair, bin al-Nä it bin al- 
Mustadi' al-`Abbäsi, (d. 623H11126AD). Al A `läm by al-Zirikli (Vol. 5, p. 320). 
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111. Zradesht was the son of Bursheb; he was from Azerbidjan. He was the founder of 
the Zradesht religion in Persia. He pretended to be God's prophet to humanity and 
his religion consisted in worship of God and disbelief in Satan, commanding 
righteousness, prohibiting abomination and avoiding evil. Da'irat Ma'arif al-Qarn 
al-7shrin by Fand Wajdi (Vol. 4, p. 550). 
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Glossary 
The T'rill The meaning Arabic 
Ada' (enc) Practice of religious duties, execution. tip( 
Solitary Hadith (tradition) reported by a single 
'Ähäd (sh) 
person or by limited number of individuals. 
Ahliyya (enc) Compatibly, fitness. 
General, unspecified, a technical term which 
` Ämm (sh) 
normally refers to general meaning. 
Amr (sh) (P1. Awämir): command, matter, and affair. 
Inferred meaning or implied meaning of a given text, 
a technical term normally refers to the indication of 
Dilälat al-Nass äJyý 
the text that the indicated ruling is valid for another 
(sh) 
vaJý incident, because both incidents share an effective 
cause (711a) which is common between them. 
Fiqh (sh) 
Lit. Understanding, the science of Islamic law or 
jurisprudence. 
Branches or subsidiaries, such as particulars of frgh 
Furü ` (sh) (Furü ` al-Fiqh) as opposed to its roots and sources 
('Usül al-Fiqh). 
Hadith (sh) 
Narratives and reports of deeds and utterances of the 
Prophet as recounted by his Companions. 
Original, real, fact, literal (as opposed to H_ aa qiq (sh ) 
metaphorical). 
IIukm (sh) (Pl. Ahküm) the injunction of Shari 'a. 
Ihdha (sh) Allowance, permissiveness. 
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Consensus, a source of Islamic jurisprudence, 
' 
unanimous consensus of opinion of Muslim scholars 
mä sh I 
after the death of the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ) in any age, on 
any matter of faith. 
7bärat al-Nass Explicit text meaning of a given text which is borne 
(sh) out by its words. 
Exertion of efforts by a qualified scholar or a group 
of qualified scholars to find out the Islamic point of 
Ijtihäd (sh) 
view on a certain issue by applying the required 
knowledge. 
Effective cause, of a certain injunction (in the 
original sources of Shari `a) which can provide the 
ground justifying the assimilation of a derived case to zip 
71la (sh) a basic case in the process of analogy (Qiyäs). A 
legal principle established by an original case is 
Or. ) 
extended to cover new cases on the ground that they 
possess a common 711a. 
Igticia' al-Na$$ 
The required meaning of a given text. tom! 
(sh) 
'Ishärat al-Na$$ 
The alluded meaning that can be detected in a given aJUl 
(sh) text. JI 
To deem something good, a discursive device used 
by some jurists whereby preference is given to a rule 
other than the one reached by the more obvious form 
Istihsän (sh) of analogy. It is in this context that Istihsän has 
sometimes been translated as (Jurists preference). It 
is used only in cases not regulated by authority of the 
Qur'än, Hadith, or 'Ijmä `. 
Istinbäf (sh) 11 Juridical deduction, deduction of legal rulings. 11 , ýI 
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Karäha (sh) Blameworthy, abhorrence, abomination. 
Khali (sh) 
Hidden, obscure; also refers to a category of unclear 
words. 
Khäss (sh) 
Specific, a word or a text which conveys a specific 
meaning. 
Kitäb (enc) Book (Qur'an). Ur 
Majäz (km) Metaphorical, figurative. 
Mansükh (km) Abrogated, repealed. 
Maflaha (km) Consideration of public interest. ý,. 
Mu'awwal (sh) 
Interpreted not according to the obvious meaning of 
the text. 
Mufassar (sh) 
Explained, clarified; a technical term which normally 
refers to a category of explained and clarified words. 
Muhkam (sh) 
Firm, a technical term normally refers to a word or a 
text conveying a firm and unequivocal meaning. 
Synopsized, inconclusive, ambivalent, ambiguous, a 
Mujmal (sh) technical term, which normally refers to a category of 
unclear words. 
Mujtahid (sh) A qualified person who exercise 'Ijtihäd. 
Mugallid (enc) Imitator. , 
U,, 
Confined, restricted, a technical word which 
Muqayyad (sh) normally refers 
to a word that indicates on a subject 
or non-specified group of subjects (mähiyya) to 
whom is attached what restricts their commonality. 
Difficult, a technical term, which normally refers to a Mushkil (sh) 
provision, which cannot be easily understood. 
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k h h 
Homonym, a technical term, that normally refers to a 
tara (s ) Mus 
word or phrase imparting more than one meaning. 
A tradition which has a sufficiently large number of 
Mutawdtir (sh) independent chains of authority to guarantee its 
authenticity. 
Absolute, unrestricted, a technical term, which 
normally refers to a word, that indicates on a subject 
Mutlaq (sh) or a group within a multitude (mähiyya) without ' 
being specified or restricted by anything that may 
reduce its commonality. 
Recommendation, praiseworthy, commendable deeds 
Nadb (sh) for which a reward is promised when performed with Y. U 
1 good intention. 1 
Nahi (sh) Prohibition. 41 
The abrogator, as opposed to the Mansükh Näsikh (km) ý 
(abrogated). (n. al-Naskh). ' ' 
Lit. Text: an explicit text provision of the Qur'an or Naffs (sh) 
Sunna, a clear injunction, an explicit textual ruling. 
Qawä'id Principles of the fundaments. 
'Usüliyya (enc) dý1}. oi 
The process of forming Islamic judgements on the 
Qiyäs (sh) basis of logical deduction based on the original crag 
sources of Shari 'a. 
h 
Preferable, used of a variant juristic opinion which is ý' Räjih (s ) 
deemed to be more correct view. 
-JJ 
, Sahäba (sh) 
(Sing. $ahäbi): Prophet's (p. b. u. h. ) companions. 
' 
Clear, plain, open, frank, unambiguous, unequivocal ý arih (sh) , Jo and declared. 
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S(sh) The divine law of Islam 
Shart (sh) (Pl. Shurüt) Condition. 
Traditions attributed to the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ), the 
way of the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ) which is directly 
relevant to the religious guidance of Muslims usually 
Sunna (sh) 
divided into: verbal utterances, acts of the Prophet, 
and the tacit assent of the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ). It is the 
second important source of Islam, after the Qur'an. 
[TTa 'ärud (enc) Opposition, contradiction, confliction. 
' 
Next generation of Muslims after $ahäba Täbi ün (sh) 
(Companions). 
Tahrim (sh) Prohibition, or rendering something into Haräm. 
Tarj"ih (enc) Exercise of preference. (n. Räjih). 
'Usül (enc) Principles, fundamentals. 
'Ucül al-Fiqh 
Source methodology of Islamic jurisprudence, or ýý of 
(sh) 
- IL 
principles of Islamic jurisprudence. 
Obligatory, strict obligation which Muslims should Wäjib (sh) 
observe. (n. Wujüb). 
Apparent , manifest, a technical term, which normally A j 
refers to the apparent meaning of the text. 
(Sh) = Shukri thesis - Linguistic Principles in 'Ucül al-Figh. 
(Km) = Kamali - Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence. 
(Enc) = Encyclopedia of The Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence. 
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